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CHAPTER ONE 

Herr Joseph Giebenrath, agent and dealer, had no 
special merits or peculiarities to distinguish him from his 
fellow citizens. He was possessed, like them, of a broad, 
healthy figure, tolerable business acumen, a sincere and 
undistinguished rec;ped for money, a small private house 
with a garden, a family vault in the cemetery, a more or 
less unprejudiced, if threadbare attachment to the church, 
a proper respect for God and authority and a blind sub
mis<;iveness before the inflexible decrees of middle-cla&s 
respectability. He drank his share of beer but never got 
drunk. He embarked on more than one somewhat doubt
ful deal but never overstepped the bounds of strict legality. 
He referred deprecatingly to people poorer than himself 
as " starvelings " and the wealthier as " snobs." He was 
a member of the town council and took part in the skittle 
match in the "Eagle" every Friday and also sampled the 
hors-d'oeuvre and sausage soup when "Baking Dav" 
came round. In the office he smoked cheap cigars. reserv
ing a superior brand fo, after dinner and Sundays. 

His inner life was in every respect that of a philistine. 
The more sensitive side of his c'1aracter had long been 
overlaid with the duc;t of neglec: and now consisted of 
little more than the traditional rough and ready acknow
ledgement of the family, pride in his son and an occasional 
generous impulse towards the poor. His intellectual 
prowess did not extend beyond his innatf' but narrowly 
circumscribed cunning and a certa:o ciexterity with figures. 
His reading was confined to the Newspaper and for 
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amusements the annual performance by the town club 
amateur theatricals and a visit to the circus in between 
times made up all he demanded from the world of 
entertainment. 

He could have exchanged his name and dwelling with 
any one of his friends without its making the slightest 
difference. He even shared his inmost soul, his watchful 
distrust of every superior power and personality, and his 
jealous hostility towards anything unusual. less hide
bound, anything that was intellectual with every other 
paterfamilia!. in the town. 

Enough of him. It would require a profound satirist to 
deal with his humdrum existence and its unconscious 
tragedy. But this man had a son and of him there is more 
to say. 

Hans Giebenrath was certainly a gifted child; you could 
see at a glance how distinguished and different he was as 
he moved about among the other boys. This small place 
in the Black Forest had not produced anybody like him 
before; so far no man had ever gone forth from there into 
the world whose horizon or activity had transcended the 
most ordinary limits. It was impossible to say where the 
boy had got his serious eyes, intelligent brow and superior 
gait. From his mother perhaps. She had been dead some 
years and no one had noticed anything special about her 
during her lifetime beyond the fact that she had been per
petually ailing and worried. The father did not come into 
it. The mysteriouc; spark from above had then for once 
descended into this out of the way place which in the eight 
or nine centuries of its existence had brought forth so many 
worthy citizens but never anything exceptional by way of 
talent or genius. 

An intelligent modem observer, remembering the 
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weakly mother and taking into account the considerable 
age of the family, might have had something to say about 
the hypertrophy of the intellect as a symptom of incipient 
degeneration. But the town was fortunate enough not to 
harbour any people of that kind, and only the younger and 
shrewder among the civil servants and schoolmasters had 
acquired even a sketchy knowledge of " modem man " 
from newspaper articles. It was possible to live and be 
brought up there without any familiarity with the dis
courses of Zarnthustra; marriages were respectable and 
frequently happy and the whole of life followed an in
corrigibly old-fashioned pattern. The prosperous, com
fortably established citizens, many of whom had gradu
ated from the artisan to the manufacturing class during 
the last twenty years. certainly doffed their hats to officials 
and sought their company but among themselves referred 
to them as starvelings and pen-pushers. Oddly enough. 
however, they recognized no greater honour than that of 
allowing their own sons to study and become officials 
should the opportunity offer. Unfortunately this remained 
virtually a blissful but empty dream for new blood found 
its way there chiefly through the schools with a classical 
bias and even then only after much sweat and repetition of 
work. 

There was no doubt about Hans Giebenrath's talents. 
The masters. headmaster. neighrours. the local vicar. his 
fellow-pupils, everybody in fact "greed that the boy had a 
fine and quite exceptional intellect. His future course was 
therefore already fixed and mapped out. For in Swabia 
talented boys-provided their parents could afford it
there was but one narrow path and it was to the Seminary 
by way of the 1.andexamen and thence to the Protestant 
Theological College at Tilbingen and from there either to 
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the pulpit or the lecturing desk. Three or four dozen boys 
from the province of Wurtemberg tread this quiet, un
troubled path every year; thin, newly-confirmed, over
worked they cover the various territories of humanistic 
knowledge at the State's expense and eight or nine years 
later embark on the second, in most cases longer part of 
their lives during which they are expected to repay the 
State for the benefits rece.ived. 

Once again the Landexamen was due to take place in 
a few week's time. It was the name chosen to designate the 
annual hecatomb when the State selected the finest intel
lectual flower of the Province and during which time 
prayers and wishes of innumerable families were directed 
from the townships and village5 towards the county town 
where the examination was held. 

Hans Giebcnrath was the sole candidate whom the little 
town considered worth sending up for the painful ordeal 
of this competitive examination. It was a great but by no 
means undeserved honour. An extra Greek lesson with the 
Headmaster was added to his ordinary class work which 
lasted up to four o'clock in the afternoon; at six. the vicar 
was good enough to give him a revision period in Latin 
and divinity and twice a week he had an hour's coaching 
from the mathematics master after supper. In Greek, next 
to the irregular verbs, the main emphasis was laid on 
variety of sentence structure expressed through the use of 
particles, in Latin they were expected to concentrate on 
clear and precise statements, and become familiar with 
countless refinements of prosody, in mathematics pride of 
place was given to complicated problems in arithmetic. 
None of these things, as his teacher was never tired of re
peating, had any apparent value for his later studies, but 
it was only •• apparently," for in point of fact, they were 
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very important indeed, more important than many main 
subjects because they developed the logical faculties and 
formed a basis for all clear, sober and cogent reasoning. 

In order to safeguard Hans against excessive mental 
fatigue and prevent the spiritual side of his character from 
languishing through neglect, he was allowed to attend 
confirmation clasc;cs every morning. one hour before 
school, when a refreshing breath of religious life from the 
Brenze catechism and the stimulating learning by heart 
of questions and responses might pervade his and other 
youthful souls present. But, alas. he ruined these hours of 
spiritual refreshment for himself and deprived himself of 
any blessing he mighl gain. for he surreptitiously hid sheets 
of paper in his catechism together with Greek and Latin 
word-list~ or exerci1,es and busied himself with thi.t worldly 
knowledge practically the whole hour. Yet his conscience 
was never blunted enough to prevent his continually feeling 
a guilty uneasiness and slight anxiety. If the chaplain 
approached him or called out his name, he would start 
nervously. and when he had to give an answer his brow 
was covered with sweat and his heart beat fast. But his 
replies were invariably correct and faultlessly expressed 
and his teacher was highly gratified. 

His written or lcarni,l)j \\nrk wl,ich accumulated daily 
from one lesson to the next could then be done late into 
the evening at home by cosy lamrlight. This quiet work in 
an atmosphere of domestic peace to which his form-master 
ascribed a particular}) profound and 1,timulating effect did 
not normally extend beyond 10 p.m. on Tuesday and 
Saturday but on the other evenings he was up until 11.0, 
midnight and sometimes even later. Although his father 
grumbled a little about the extra consumption of oil, he 
regarded this studying with pleasurable pride. For the few 
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leisure hours and Sundays-which, after all, make up a 
seventh part of our lives-he was strongly urged to read 
authors not studied in school hours and revise the grammar 
rules. " In moderation, of course ! A walk once or twice 
a week is necessary for health and will do you a power of 
good. When the weather pennits you can take a book out 
into the fresh air with you-you will find how easy and 
pleasant it is to learn things in the open air. Above all, 
keep your chin up ! " 

So Hans kept his chin up to the best of his ability and 
from this time on he used his walks for purposes of study 
and went about shy and reserved, his face drawn from his 
late nights and dark rings under hif. tired eyes. 

" What do you think of Giebenrath; will he pull it off ? " 
i,,aid his form-master one day to the Headmaster. 

•• Certainly he will," replied the latter cheerfully. "He's 
exceptionally talented; you have only got to see him. He 
has an ethereal look about him." 

The degree of ethercalization had become f.tartling 
during the previous week. Restless eyes with a melancholy 
light burned in his handsome boyish face, his noble brow 
was furrowed with fine wrinkles that spoke of much 
thought, and his slender delicate arms and hands hung 
down by his sides with the tired gracefulness of a Botticelli 
figure. 

It had come to the !ltage when Hans was to set off next 
day for Stuttgart with his tathcr and prove in the Land
eJ.amen whether or not he was worthy to enter the narrow 
gates of the Theological College. He had just had a parting 
interview with his headmaster. 

•• You arc not to do any more work to-night,•• 
said that awe-inspiring gentleman with unwonted mildness. 
"Promise. You must arrive absolutely fresh in Stuttgart 
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to-morrow morning. Go for an hour's stroll and then get 
to bed in good time. Young people must have a good 
night's rest." 

Hans was astonished at all this solicitude on his behalf 
instead of the dreaded outpouring of good advice, and he 
gave a sigh of relief as he left the school building. The tall 
Kirchber lime trees glowed softly in the warm late after
noon sunshine and the water in the two large fountains in 
the market place splashed and glistened; the deep blue of 
the nearby pine forest showed above the irregular line of 
the receding roofs. Hans felt as if an age had gone by 
since he had last set eyes on this sight and its attraction 
and beauty struck him with unaccustomed force. It was 
true that he had a headache. but at least he had not to 
learn any more that day. .. 

He slowly made his way across the market place, past 
the old town hall. through the Marktgasse and along by 
the cutler's to the old bridge. There he strolled up and 
down for a time and finally sat down on the broad parapet. 
Four times a day for weeks and months he had walked 
past this spot and had had no eyes for the small gothic 
chapel on the bridge nor for the river nor the sluice, the 
weir and the mill-not even for the bathing meadow and 
the willow-grown bank ::.)ong which was a whole succession 
of tanneries where the river stood deep and green and as 
tranquil as a lake and where the arching willow branches 
hung down into the water. 

He now realized how many half and whole holidays he 
had spent here, how often he had swum, dived, rowed and 
fished at this place. Oh, the fishing ! He had almost for
gotten everything he knew of that sport and during the 
past year he had wept bitterly when it had been forbidden 
on account of his examination. Fishing had been the best 
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thing in the whole long school year. Standing there in the 
light shadow of the willows, with the murmur from the 
nearby mill weir, the deep quiet water! And the play of 
light on the river, the gentle bending of the long fishing 
rod, the excitement at the bite and the winding-in and the 
special thrill when you held a cool, fat wriggling fish in 
your hand! 

He bad pulled out 1mny a tender carp, dace and barbel; 
delicate tench, too, and tiny, prettily-coloured minnows. 
He gazed over the water for some time, and at the sight 
of this whole stretch of green river he became thoughtful 
and sad, conscious that the lovely, free. irw,pom,ible 
pleasures of boyhood lay far behind him. He pulled a 
lump of bread mechanically out of hi,; pocket, rolled large 
and small pellets which he threw into the water and 
watched them sink and get snapped up by the fish. First 
the tiny minnows and carp came up and greedily consumed 
the smaller pieces, pushing the larger pieces before them 
in zigzag fa,;hion. Then a larger dace &warn up slowly and 
cautiously, its broad dark back rose feebly from the 
bottom, circled thoughtfully round the pellets which were 
suddenly engulfed in its round gaping mouth. A warm, 
damp smell rose from the lazily flowing river; a few bright 
clouds were vaguely reflected in the green surface: the 
circulaMaw whined in the mill and from hoth weirs came 
the low chuckle of cool, rushing water. Ham' thoughts 
went back to the Sunday of his recent confirmation during 
which, right in the middle of all the excitement and 
solemnity he had caught himself out memoriiing a Greek 
verb. It had often happened like that latterly: his mmd 
would go off on to something else, and even in class he was 
always thinking about a former or future piece of work 
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instead of the matter in hand. It would be wonderful in the 
exam I 

Distracted, he stood up. undecided where to go next. 
It gave him quite a start when a powerful hand fell on 
his shoulder and a friendiy voice said, "Good day, Hans, 
coming along a short way with me ? " 

It was the shoemaker, Flaig, at whose house-though 
not for some time now-he had spent the occasional odd 
hour in the evening in the old days. Hans walked along 
with him but had only half an ear for what the pious lay 
preacher had to say. Flaig was discussing the examination; 
he wished Hans luck and ~poke words of encouragement. 
But the main drift was that examinations of this sort were 
outside the normal routine and that failure in them was no 
disgrace; it might happen to the best, and if he would be 
unlucky, he was to remember that God had special plans 
and a path marked out for each soul. 

Hans' conscience was not altogether clear concerning 
Flaig. He had a great respect for his sound and impressive 
character, but he had heard so many jokes-in which he 
had joined, often against his better judgment-about lay
preachers; furthermore he felt ashamed of his cowardice 
because, for a considerable while now, he had been 
avoiding the shoemal..:r, frightened of his shrewd 
questions. Since the time when Hans had begun to be the 
pride of bis teachers and a littlr priggish perhaps, Flaig 
had given him such a curious look. The boy bad gradually 
e~caped the hold of his well-meaning mentor, for Hans 
was in the stage of adolescent defiance and his antennae 
were sensitive to any interference with his personality. He 
was now striding along by his side, oblivious of the 
anxious and kindly looks Flaig was bestowing on him. 

In the Krongasse they met the vicar. The shoemaker 
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gave him a cool, formal greeting and suddenly put on a 
spurt, for the vicar-according to rumour-was one of the 
new school of thought and reputed not to believe even in 
the Resurrection. But he took the boy along with him . 

.. How are you doing ? " he asked. " You will be feeling 
relieved to have got to the present stage." 

"Yes; very glad." 
"Well. don't worry. You know we have high hopes of 

you. I am expecting a particularly, good performance from 
you in Latin." 

"But supposing I fail," said Hans timidly. 
" Fail ? " The vicar stood there, completely taken aback. 

" Failure is simply impossible. Quite impossible. What 
an idea!" 

" I only mean that it might happen . . . " 
'"It can't. Hans, it can't; don't worry about that. And 

now give your father my best wishes and cheer up." 
Hans followed him with his eyes; then he looked round 

for the shoemaker. What had he said '? It did not matter 
as much as all that about Latin, provided you had your 
heart in the nght place and feared God. It was easy for 
him to talk. And now the vicar. He could never face him 
if he failed. 

Depressed, he crept home and into the steep little garden. 
A tumbledown summerhouse stood there which had long 
been out of use; he had knocked up a wooden hutch in it 
in the old days and had kept rabbits for three years. They 
had been taken away from him the previous autumn 
because of the examination. He had no longer any time 
for such distractions. 

He had not even been in the garden for a long time 
now. The empty grotto looked dilapidated; the cluster of 
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stalactites in the corner had collapsed, the little wooden 
water wheel lay warped and broken beside the conduit. 
He thought back to the time when he had sawn it all out 
and built it up and the fun he had derived from it. It was 
two years ago-an eternity. He picked up the wheel, bent 
it back, broke it in two and threw it over the fence. Av.ay 
with the toy, it was all finished with long ago. At that point 
he remembered his school friend August. It was he who 
had helped him build the water-wheel and patch up the 
rabbit hutch. Whole afternoons they had played here; 
shot with a catapult, ambushed cats, erected tents and 
eaten raw carrots for supper. Then the days of serious 
work had begun and August had left school, a year agn 
now, and become an apprentice mechanic. He had only 
shown up on two occasions. He too had no ma.re time, 
now. 

Cloud shadows raced over the valley: the sun wa~ 
already sinking towards the mountain ridge. For a moment 
Hans felt he must throw himself down and weep aloud. 
But instead he fetched the axe from the shed and swung 
it through the air with his thin arms and smashed the 
rabbit hutch to pieces. The splinters flew, the nails bent 
with a squeak, a small quantity of rotted rabbit food. left 
over from the previous • 11mmer came to light. He threw 
everything away as if by so doing he hoped to kill the 
longing he still felt for the rabbits and August and all the 
old childish games. 

"Now, now, what•~ going on there?" his father called 
out from the window. "What are you up to?" 

" Chopping firewood." 
He made no further reply but threw down the axe and 

ran through the yard, up the lane and followed the bank 
upstream. Outside, close to the bre very were two moored 
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rafts. In the old days he had often floated downstream for 
hours on warm afternoons, lulled and excited at the same 
time by the journey over the water that lapped against the 
tree-trunks. He jumped across on the loose floating logs, 
lay down on a clump of osiers and tried to imagine that 
the raft was floating now quickly, now slowly past meads 
and fields, villages and cool forest fringes, under bridges, 
through open locks and that he was lying on it and every
thing was as it used to be when he collected rabbit food 
in the Kapfberg, fished by the river bank in the tanner's 
garden and had no headaches or worries to put up with. 

Tired and listless he made his way homeward for supper. 
His father was enormously excited about the journey to 
Stuttgart for the examination and asked over and over 
again whether the books were packed, whether he had put 
out his black suit, whether he wanted to study his grammar 
en route, whether he felt in good form. Hans gave short, 
laconic replie,, ate very little and soon said goodnight. 

" Goodnight, Hans. Mind you sleep well ! 1'11 wake you 
at si~ then. You haven't forgotten your dictionary, have 
you?., 

"No, I have not forgotten the lexicon. Goodnight ! " 

He lay awake for long enough without a light in his 
little ronm. It was the only blessing this examination busi
ness had brought him so far - his own small room in 
which he could be undisturbed and was answerable to no 
one. Here he had brooded long evening hours-obstinate, 
defiant and ambitious-battling with weariness, sleep and 
headache over Caesar, Xenophon, grammars, dictionaries 
and mathematical problems, often on the point of despair. 
Here he had also pas1ied the few hours which were wonh 
more than all the vani')hed pleasures of boyhood, those 
few, magically rare hours, full of pride and excitement and 
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triumph when he dreamed and wished himself far away 
from school. examinations and all the rest, and trans
ported to a circle of higher beings. Then he was seized by 
the bold, blissful consciousness that he was truly of differ
ent stuff-better than his fat-cheeked, good-natured com
panions and perhaps one day he would look down on 
them from a superior height. Even at the present time he 
took a deep breath as if a freer, cooler air circulated in 
this room than elsewhere, sat down on the bed and passed 
a few twilight hours in dreams, hopes and longings. Slowly 
his delicate eyelids drooped over his large, overtired eyes, 
opened again, blinked and then fell; his pale, boyish bead 
sank on to his lean shoulders, his slender arms stretched 
out wearily. He had fallen asleep while still fully dressed, 
and the tender, maternal hand of sleep soothed the surging 
waves in his restless boyish breast and erased the tiny 
wrinkles from his handsome forehead. 

It was amazing. The vicar had taken the trouble to go 
along to the station despite the very early hour. Herr 
Giebenrath stood stiffly in hi& black frockcoat, unable to 
keep still for excitement, pleasure and pride; he trotted 
nervously round the hear'llaster and Hans, acknowledged 
all the messages wishing them " a good journey " and 
" the best of luck " to his son in the examination on the 
part of the station officials, and hL gripped his small suit
case, first in his left, then his right hand. One moment he 
held his umbrella under his arm, the next, wedged it 
between his knees, dropped it several times and then 
deposited it on the ground only to pick it up again. You 
would have thought that he was undertaking a journey to 
America and not merely to Stuttgatt and back. His son 
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appeared outwardly quite calm though he felt choked by a 
secret apprehension. 

The train arrived and stopped; the passengers mounted; 
the Headmaster waved his hand, his father lit a cigar and 
the town and river disappeared from view in the valley 
below. The journey was a torment for both of them. 

His father suddenly perked up when they got to Stutt
gart and began to become cheerful and affable again; he 
showed all the excitement of the small townsman who bas 
come up to the county town for a few days. Hans became 
more anxious and quiet; he felt a deep constriction inside 
him as be got his first view of the town; the strange faces, 
the vulgar, over-ornate houl>es. the long. tiring streets, the 
horse-trams and the noise of the traffic intimidated and 
distres5ed him. He was put up at an aunt's where the 
strange rooms, his aunt's cheerful loquacity, the long, airn
lel>i. sitting around and never-ending remarks of encourage
ment from his father utterly depressed him. Feeling odd 
and out of place. he sat down in the room, and when he 
looked at the unaccustomed surroundings, his aunt and 
her townish clothes. the carpet with its large pattern, the 
mantelpiece clock. the pictures on the wall or-through 
the window-the noby streets, he felt somehow betrayed 
and had the impression of having been away from home 
for an eternity and having entirely forgotten all the 
knowledge which he had so painfully acquired. 

He had intended to run through his Greek particles in 
the afternoon, but his aunt i.uggested going for a walk. A 
prospect of green meadows and the murmur of trees rose 
momentarily before Hans' inner eye and he cheerfully 
consented. Soon, however. he realised that even a walk 
was a different sort of pleasure here in the great city from 
what it was at home. 
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He went alone with his aunt since his father was paying 
visits in the town. His trials began as soon as he put his 
foot on the stairs. They encountered a fat, pompous
looking lady to whom his aunt curtsied and began to 
chatter with great volubility. They were held up for more 
than a quarter of an hour. Meantime Hans leant against 
the bannisters, was sniffed and growled at by the lady's 
dog and became vaguely aware that they were talking 
about him, for the fat stranger looked him up and down 
repeatedly through her pince-nez. Hardly had they got into 
the street when his aunt entered a shop and it was some 
time before she returned. Meantime Hans stood shyly in 
the street, jostled by passers-by and jeered at by street boys 
When his aunt emerged, she handed him a bar of choco
late and he thanked her politely although he did .{lot like 
chocolate. They got into a horse-tram at the next street
corner and now they rattled down the never-ending streets 
in this overcrowded vehicle to the accompaniment of a 
continuous bell-ringing until they finally reached a broad 
avenue and ornamental park. Through it ran a stream, 
fenced-in flower beds were in full bloom and goldfish 
swam in a small artificial pond. They wandered up and 
down, to and fro and round and round among a host of 
pedestrians like themselw ,; and saw a crowd of different 
faces, and smart clothes, hicydes, invalid-chairs, perambu
lators, heard a babel of voices and inhaled a warm, dusty 
air. At length they sat down on a bench next to some 
other people. His aunt never stopped talking. Now she 
sighed, smiled amiably at her nephew and invited him to 
eat his chocolate. He had no desire to. "For heaven's 
sake! You're not going to be awkward, are you? Just eat 
it up." 

Then he extracted the tablet from. his pocket, removed 
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a corner of silver paper and finally bit off a very modest 
piece. He hated chocolate although he did not dare confess 
as much to his aunt. While he sucked the small piece and 
was trying to swallow it down, his aunt had discovered an 
acquaintance in the crowd and was rushing off. 

•• Sit here. I'll be back in a moment." 
Hans took his opportunity and flung his bar of choco

late as far as he could on to the lawn. Then he swung his 
legs to and fro, staring at all the people and felt miserable. 
In the end he began to go over his irregular verbs but was 
horrified to discover that they had practically gone out of 
his head. He had clean forgotten them. And tomorrow it 
was the Landexamen. 

His aunt returned, having meantime coUected the 
information that this year there were one hundred and 
eighteen candidate!'.. The boy's heart sank into his boots 
and he did not say another word all the way back. His 
headache returned once he was in the house and he had 
no appetite for any food; he went about so depressed that 
his father spoke to him severely and even his aunt thought 
he was behaving in an insufferable manner. He feIJ into a 
deep but restless sleep, haunted by nightmarish scenes. He 
saw himself sitting in the examination hall with the one 
hundred and <;eventeen other candidates; the examiner who 
at first resembled the vicar at home and then his aunt, 
piled up mountains of chocolate before him which he was 
expected to eat. And as he ate, with eyes full of tears, he 
saw the others stand up one after the other and vanish 
through a little door. They had all consumed their mounds 
of chocolate but his own grew higher and higher as he 
watched, flowed over table and desk as if it would 
suffocate him. 

Next day as Hans was drinking his coffee without daring 
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to take his eyes off his watch for fear he should be late 
for his exam. he was in many people's thoughts in his home 
town. Especially shoemaker Flaig's. The latter was saying 
prayers before breakfast with the members of his family 
and his assistants and both apprentices standing in a circle 
round the table and to his usual morning prayer the shoe
maker added the words: " 0 Lord. watch over the school
boy Hans Giebenrath also who is ~itting for an examina
tion to-day; bless and fortify him so that he may one day 
become a strong and fearless proclaimer of Thy Holy 
Name!" 

The vicar if he did not actually pray for him, remarked 
to his wife at brea1<fast: "Giebenrath will be just entering 
the examination hall. He'll do something remarkable; they 
are bound to notice him and then it won't do me a.py harm 
that I helped him with hi,; Latin . ., 

Before the lesson, hie; form-master said to his pupils: 
" Well, the I.ande m111en will be on the point of starting 
in Stuttgart and we must wish Giebenrath the best of 
luck. Not that he needs it - he's worth ten lazybones 
like you put together ! .. Anci even most of the boys were 
now thinking of the ah~ent pupil or. at any rate, a con
siderable number of them had laid bets with each other on 
his success or failure. 

And as sincere intercession and inner sympathy can 
effectively bridge great distance~ Hans, too, was aware 
that they were thinking about h£'11 at home. Indeed. he 
entered the examination hall, accompanied by his father, 
with wildly beating heart and nervous and frightened 
followed the invigilator's instructions and gazed round the 
large room filled with pallid boys as if ht' was a criminal 
in the torture-chamber. But whe 1 the professor arrived 
and ordered silence and dictated Lhe text for the Latin 
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stylistic paper, Hans. who was breathing hard, found it 
child's play. Quickly, almost joyfully, he made his rough 
copy, transcribed it neatly and carefully and was one of 
the first to hand in his version. It is true that he lost his 
way home to his aunt's and wandered round the sweltering 
streets for two hours but even that did not unduly upset 
his newly-regained composure: he was only too glad to 
escape from his aunt and his father for a while and stroll 
through the noisy residential quarter like a bold explorer. 
When by dint of much inquiry he had found his way back, 
he was bombarded with questions . 

.. How did it go ? What was it like ? Did you know 
your stuff ? " 

"It was easy," he said proudly, "I could have trans
lated it when I was in the third form ... 

And he ate with a hearty appetite. 
He had no examination in the afternoon. His father 

dragged him round to some friends and relations. At one 
of their houses, they met a timid boy in a black suit who 
likewise had come for the Landexamen-in his ca~e. from 
Goppingen. The grown-ups left the boys to themselves and 
they looked at each other with shy curiosity. 

" How did you get on with the Latin ? Easy, wasn't 
it ? " asked Hans. 

"Terribly easy. But it's always like that; you always 
make the most slips in the easiest papers. You get careless. 
There were sure to have been some hidden snags." 

" Do you think so ? " 
" Of course. The examiners aren't fools." 
Hans was rather frightened and grew pensive. Then 

somewhat faint-heartedly he asked, "Have you got the 
pa per there ? " 

The boy produced his exercise-book and they both 
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worked through the whole piece word by word. The 
Goppingen candidate seemed to be an expert Jatinist-at 
]east he trotted out twice grammatical designations Hans 
had never heard of . 

.. And what's on to-morrow ? " 
"Greek and essay." 
Then the Goppingen boy inquired how many candidates 

Hans' school had put in. 
" Just me," said Hans, " no one else." 
"Oh, there are twelve of us from Goppingen ! Including 

three bri11iant candidates who are expected to win the first 
places. Last year the first was one of us, too. Are you 
going to a Grammar School if you fail?" 

The point had never been discussed. 
"I don't know ... No. I should doubt it." .. 
" Really ? I am going on with my studies in any case, 

even if I fail now. My mothl.!r will send me to Ulm." 
This impressed Hans very much. He also felt very 

nervous about the do1en candidates from Goppingen with 
their three particularly brilliant boys. He could not bear 
to show himself any more. 

He sat down when he got home and revised the Greek 
verbs in " mi." He had no fears about the Latin; he felt 
on safer ground in th... subject. But he had a special 
feeling about Greek. He liked Greek; it was almost a 
passion of his but only as far a~ reading was concerned. 
Xenophon for example was so fin"ly, so movingly written, 
so fresh; it sounded gay, attractive and powerful; it had 
a light-hearted spirit about it and was easy to follow. But 
once grammar came into it or he had to translate from 
German into Greek he was lost in a maze of conflicting 
rules and usages and he felt ab::f'lst the same anxious 
timidity before this foreign language as he had f eJt during 
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the very first lesson when he could not even read the 
Greek alphabet. 

Next day was Greek, followed by German essay. The 
Greek was fairly long and by no means easy; the essay 
subject difficult and somewhat ambiguously couched. 
From 10 o'clock on it became hot and stuffy in the hall. 
Hans had a faulty pen-nib and ruined two sheets of paper 
before completing the fair copy of his Greek. While doing 
the essay he was driven nearly frantic by an importunate 
neighbour who thrust a piece of paper at him containing a 
question and nudged him to try and force him to answer. 
Communication with neighbours was strictly forbidden 
and, if discovered resulted in disqualifying the candidates 
involved without any right of appeal. Trembling with 
fright, Hans wrote " Leave me alone " on the paper and 
turned his back on the questioner. And it was so hot. 
Even the supervisor who walked up and down the ball 
with measured tread. never pausing. pas-,ed his handker
chief several times over his face. Hans sweated in his thick 
" confirmation " suit. contracted a headache and finally 
handed in his papers, feeling far from happy and con
vinced that they were full of mistakes and that he had now 
completely spoilt hi!) chances as far as the examination was 
concerned. He did not speak at table, content to shrug 
his shoulders when they questioned him; he might have 
almost committed some crime to judge by the expression 
on his face. His aunt said some words of comfort but his 
father got up, thoroughly annoyed with him. After supper 
he took the boy into the next room and tried to wring 
replies out of him. 

"It was awful," said Hans. 
"Why didn't you take the proper trouble? Surely you 

can take a grip of yourself. Damn it all! " 
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Hans fell silent and when his father began to curse, he 
blushed and said. " You don't know anything about 
Greek!" 

The worst of it was that he had a " viva " coming on at 
2.0 p.m. It was this part of the exam that terrified him 
most. He felt utterly miserable on his way there through 
the hot streets, and he could hardly see out of his eyes for 
fear and giddiness. A full ten minutes he sat at a long 
green-covered table in front of three men, translated a 
few Latin sentences and answered the questions put to 
him. For a further ten minutes he sat before three different 
men, translated a Greek passage and was again questioned. 
Finally they wamcd lo know an irregular aorist but he 
could not answer. 

"You can go now-that way, the door on tht. right." 
He went but just as hr reached the door, the aorist 

came hack to him. He stood still. 
"Go along," they called out. "go along! Or are you 

feeling unwell ? " 
"No. but the Aorist had suddenly come back to me." 

He f,houted it into the room, saw one of the men laugh 
and then he darted off, hifi head on fire. Then he tried to 
think of the questions nd his anf,wers, but everything 
seemed in a whirl. The large green table surface, the three 
serious old men in their frock co'.'ts swam before his eyes, 
the open book and his own tre,nbling hand laid on it. 
Heavens above, what sort of replies must he have given! 

As he strode through the streets, he felt as if he had 
been there for weeks and would never be able to get away 
again. The image of his father's garden, tlw hills blue with 
pine-trees, the fishing spot by the r;ver all seemed remote, 
like something seen long ago. If L.! could only go home 
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to-day ! It wasn't any use staying any longer; in any case 
he had ploughed his exam. 

He bought himself a milk roll and wandered round the 
streets the whole afternoon in order not to have to put up 
with his father's questions. When he finally arrived home, 
they had been getting worried about him, and as be looked 
depressed and exhausted, they gave him broth with an 
egg in it and packed him off to bed. Next day it was 
mathematics and divinity, then he could return home. The 
following afternoon things went smoothly enough. It was 
bitterly ironical to Hans that everything should go well 
that day after his confounded bad luck in the main sub
jects. The chief point now was to get away, to get home! 

"The exam is over; we can go home now," he 
announced to his aunt. 

His father wanted to go to Cannstatt and drink coffee in 
the Kurgarten. However, Hans pleaded so urgently that 
his father allowed him to travel back alone, escorting him 
to the train. Hans was kissed by his aunt, was given his 
ticket and something to eat and feeling exhausted, his 
mind a blank, he travelled homeward over the green, 
mountainous land. Only when the blue-black Tannenberge 
rose up before him did a feeling of joy and relief come 
over him. He thought with pleasure of their old house
maid, his little room, the Headma'>ter, and the familiar, 
low schoolroom and all the other things. 

Luckily there were no inquisitive acquaintances at the 
station and he was able to hurry home unnoticed with his 
small bundle. 

" Was it nice in Stuttgart ? ,. asked old Anna. 
" Nice ? Do you think an exam can be nice ? I'm just 

glad to be back here again. Father isn't coming until 
to-morrow." 
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He drank a bowl of fresh milk, collected his bathing 
trunks which were hanging in front of the window and ran 
off, but not to the meadow where all the others went to 
bathe. He went a long way out of the town to the Waage 
where the river flowed deep and slowly between tall
growing scrub. There he undressed, tested the cool water 
first with his hand. then his foot, shivered a little and then 
made a sudden plunge into the water. He felt the sweat 
and anxiety of the last few days slip off him as he breasted 
the weak current. The river took his slender body in its 
cool embrace and he was conscious of a fresh affection for 
his beautiful native town. He swam more quickly now. 
rested, swam again and revelled in the exquisite coolness 
and fatigue that took possession of him. Turning on to his 
back. he let himself float downstream again, listened to .. the 
high-pitched whine of the midges swarming in golden 
circles. and looked up at the late-evening sky which was 
continually intersected by darting swallows and rose-tinted 
by a sun that had already disappeared behind the moun
tains. When he was dressed again and strolling home 
dreamily, the valley was already full of shadows. 

He walked past the garden of Sackmann the shopkeeper 
which he had once robhed nf some unripe plums with a 
gang of other small boys, and into the Kirchner timber
yard where the white pine planks lay around under which 
he had always found his wonns for bait in the old days. He 
went on past Inspector Gessler's cottage; it was his 
daughter Emma whom he would so willingly have made 
the object of his attention two years before on the ice. 
She had been the daintiest and best-dressed schoolgirl in 
the town and his own age; at that time there had been 
nothing in the world he longed to do more than to speak 
to her or take her hand just once. But he had never 
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managed to do it; he had been too shy. Since then she had 
been sent to a boarding school and he could hardly 
remember now what she looked like. Though these 
childish episodes seemed to come back to his mind from 
the remote past, they were more vivid and still possessed 
a more strangely nostalgic fragrance than anything else 
that had occurred since. They w.:re the days when he had 
sat under the gateway in the evening with Naschold's Liese, 
peeled potatoes and listened to her stories, when he had 
gone very early on Sunday with his trousers turned up 
and a bad conscience to look for crayfish below the weir 
or had visited the fish trap only to get a beating from his 
father afterwards in hi,;; dripping Sunday suit. There had 
been so many puzzling and strange things and people in 
those days. The cobbler with his stiff neck, Strohmeyer 
who, as everyone knew, had poisoned his wife and the 
enterpri,;;ing •· Herr Beck·• who strode all round the 
district with stick and knapsack and whom they all 
addressed as "Herr" hecause he had once been a rich 
man and had owned four horses and a carriage. Hans' 
knowledge of these people did not extend beyond their 
names and he was comcious of a feeling deep down with
in him that thi& small local world had passed him by and 
that there had been nothing vigorous or worthwhile to take 
its place. 

As he had leave of absence also for the following day, 
he slept well into the morning, thoroughly relishing his 
freedom. A.t midday he met his father who was still agog 
with all his Stuttgart experiences. 

"If you have passed. there may be something you'd like 
for yourself?" he ~aid good-humouredly. "Think about 
it! .. 

"No, no." sighed the boy, "I'm quite sure I have failed." 
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" Silly idiot, what's come over you ? Say what you 
would like before I change my mind ! " 

" I'd like to go fi!.hing again in the holidays. May I ? .. 
" Right; you may - provided you've passed your 

examination." 
Next day, a Sunday, there was a thunderstorm followed 

by a downpour of rain and Hans sat for hours reading 
and brooding in his room. He went over his Stuttgart per
formance again in great detail and came to the conclusion 
thal he had had confounded bad luck and could have put 
up a far better perfom1ance. In any case he had no hope 
of passing. Then this idiotic headache ! He felt overcome 
by an increasing sense of panic and finally he went to his 
father in a profound state of anxiety. 

"I say, father." 
" What do you want ? " 
" To ask something. About the wish. I would rather 

drop this question of fishing." 
" Oh, why do you bring that up again ? " 
" Because I . . . I wondered whether I might not . " 
" Come on, out with it, what's all this tomfoolery? 

What then ? " 
"Go to the Grammar school if I fail." 
Herr Giebenrath was speechless. 
" What ? Grammar t.chool ! " he burst out. " You 

at a Grammar school ! Who put tnat idea into your 
head?" 

"Nobody. It's just my own." 
Deathly fear could be read on the boy's face but his 

father did not notice it. 
" Go along," he said, forcing a laugh. " What exagger

ated notions; you seem to think that 1 am a member of 
the Chamber of Commerce." 
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He waved the matter aside with such vigour that Hans 
gave up and left the room in despair. 

"What a boy for you," he grumbled after him. "Well, 
now be wants to go to the Grammar school. Good luck to 
you; you're making a mistake there." 

Hans sat on the window-ledge for half an hour, staring 
at the freshly scrubbed floorbvards, and tried to imagine 
what it would be like if he abandoned theological college, 
Grammar school and study altogether. They would 
apprentice him to a grocer or put him in an office and he 
would become one of the usual run of poor people whom 
he despised and wanted to out!>hine. His handsome, 
intelligent schoolboy face was distorted in a grimace of 
pained anger; he leapt up in a rage, spat and seized the 
Latin anthology that lay there and flung the book with 
all his might agaimt the ncam,t wall. Then he dashed out 
into the rain. 

He returned to school on the Monday morning. 
" How are you ? " asked the Headmaster, proffering 

his hand. " I thought you would come and see me yester
day. How did you fare in the examination?" 

Hans lowered his head. 
"Come now! Didn't you get on well?" 
" No; I'm afraid not." 
"Come, come, patience!" The old man tried to comfort 

him. 
" The report will probably be along from Stuttgart this 

morning." 
The morning seemed horribly drawn out. No report 

arrived and Hans could hardly swallow down his dinner 
for anxiety. 

When he entered the classroom at two in the afternoon, 
the form-master was already there. 
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"Hans Giebenrath,'' he shouted out loud. 
Hans came forward. The master held out his hand. 
" I congratulate you, Giebenrath. You have come 

second in the Landexamen." 
A solemn silence ensued. The door opened and in 

walked the Headmaster. 
" My congratulations. Now what do you say ? " 
The boy was struck dumb with surprise and joy. 
"Well, you don't seem to have anything to say!" 
" If I had only known that," he blurted out, " I could 

have come first." 
" Now go along home," said the Headmaster, " and 

tell your father. You don't need to come back to school 
any more-in any case the holidays begin in a week.': 

The boy walked homeward down the street, his mind 
in a daze; he saw the lime-trees and the Market-place 
bathed in the sunshine - everything as before but now 
looking more attractive, more significant and altogether 
gayer. He had got through. And he had come second! His 
initial joy was succeeded by a profound relief. He had no 
further need to avoid the Vicar. He could now get on with 
his studying. He could dismiss his fears about the grocer's 
shop and the office ! 

And he could take up his fishing again. His father was 
standing in the porch when he arrived home. 

"What's the matter?" he asked cheerfully. 
" Nothing much. They've sent me home from sc-hool." 
" What ? Why then ? " 
" Because I'm a theological student now." 
" Well, I'll be damned ! So you've got through." 
Hans nodded. 
" Done well ? " 
" I came second." 
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The old man had not expected that. He hardly knew 
what to say. He kept slapping his son on the back, laughed 
and shook his head. Then he opened his mouth to say 
something. But nothing came out and he just went on 
shaking his head. 

" Glory be ! ., he finally brought out. " Glory be ! " 
Hans rushed into the house. upstairs and into the loft, 

tore open a cupboard in the empty room, rummaged 
around and pulled out all sorts of boxes and bundle~ of 
lines and c01k floats; his fishing tackle. The important 
thing now was to go out and cut a good rod. He went 
downstairs to his father. 

"Lend me your penknife. Papa." 
"What for.," 
" I must go and cut a fishing-rod " 
"There," he said, beaming magnanimously, "are two 

Marks. You can buy a knife for yourself. But don't go to 
Hanfried'~; go to the culler's." 

It wa& all done at top speed. The cutler asked about the 
examination, was given the good new& and produced an 
extra hand~omc knife. Upstream. below the Brilhelbri.icke 
stood some fine, slender alder and hazel wands and there 
he cut him<ielf a perfect. strong but -.pringy rod and hurried 
back home with ,t. 

His face flushed and his eyes gleaming he set about the 
cheerful taisk of preparing his tackle, a thing he enjoyed 
almo11t as much as the actual fishing. He c:;at over it all 
afternoon and evening. The white, brown and green lines 
were sorted out, carefully im,pected, repaired and freed of 
many old knots and tangles. Cork floats and quills of all 
shapes and sizes were tested or freshly cut; small leaden 
shot of various weight& were hammered into sinker~ and 
provided with notches for weighting the lines. Next was the 
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turn of the hooks of which he still had a small supply. 
These he fastened partly on four-ply black thread, partly 
on twisted horsehair. Towards evening it was all ready 
and Hans knew that he would have no hours of boredom 
before him in the long, seven-week holiday, for once he 
had his fishing rod he could spend whole days alone by 
the river. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

It was how summer holiday<; ought to be. Gentian-blue 
skies above the hills, one blazrng hot day after another for 
weeks on end, only occasionally interrupted by a short 
thunderstorm. The 11ver. despite the fact that it flowed 
between many sandstone cliffs and narrow gorges, often 
overshadowed by pine fo1 ests, was so warm that it was 
possible to bathe right up to late evening. The scent of hay 
from the second crop hung all round the small town; the 
narrow strips of the few cornfields were turning russet and 
gold; along by the streams hemlock with its white flowers 
and giant umbels, permanently covered with tiny msects 
and its holJow stems that can be made into primitive Uutes 
and pipes had grown man-high. Long, stately 10w11 of 
downy leafed yeJlow mullein shone at the edges of the 
wood; greater and rose-bay willow herb swayed on their 
long, slender stalks, the latter transforming whole hillsides 
into a sea of purple. Under the shade of the pine-trees the 
tall foxglove with its broad silvery root-leaves, its strong, 
rigid stem and closely set red flowers stood there, looking 
staid, handsome, rather exotic. Close by were various 
kinds of fungi-the red, shiny fly-agaric, the broad fleshy 
mushroom, the adventurous Bear's Paw fungus, the 
knobbly coral-mushroom and the odd, colourles11, sickly
looking Pine Bird's Nest. On the many heather-covered 
ridges between the woods and meadows blazed tough, 
yellow broom, then came strips of purple heather, 
followed by the fields most of them still waiting for the 
second mowing, a many-coloured profusion of Lady's 
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Smock, campion, sage, and scabious. The woods were 
filled with the unending song of the chaffinches, red 
squirrels in the pine-forest ran over the tree-tops, green 
lizards gleamed and panted happily on ridges, walls and in 
dry ditches and over the meadows sounded the untiring. 
high-pitched chirrup of the cicadas. 

The town was particularly bucolic at this time of the 
year with the hay-carts, the smell of hay, and the ring of 
the scythes on the whetting-stones filling the streets and 
the air around; but for the two factories you might have 
been in a village. 

Early on the morning of the first day of his holiday, 
Hans was already standing impatiently in the kitchen 
waiting for his coffee almost as soon as old Anna .was 
down. He helped to make the fire, fetched bread from the 
breadbowl, rushed down with the coffee cooled with fresh 
milk, crammed some bread into his pockets and ran off. 
He &topped :tt the top railway embankment. drew a 
cylindrical tin box out of his trouser pocket and set about 
the job of catching grasshoppers. The trains passed by but 
not at speed because of the steep gradient at that spot; 
they chuffed along at a nice comfortable pace with all the 
windows open and perhaps a 1·andful of passengers, allow
ing a long cheerful plume of smoke and steam to trail 
behind it. He watched it go by and observed how the 
whitish smoke curled up but was soon lost in the clear 
early-morning air. How long it had been since he had 
seen it! He heaved great sighs as if he was eager to catch 
up on the gay months he had missed with all possible haste 
and become once more a small, completely ordinary and 
irresponsible schoolboy. His heart beat with secret delight 
and in anticipation of the catch as he strode over the bridge 
and behind, through the gardens to the Gaulsgumpen, 
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the deepest spot in the river, with his tin of grass
hoppers and his new rod. He knew a comer where, 
leaning against a willow-trunk, one could fish in greater 
comfort and with less disturbance than anywhere else. He 
unwound the line, fitted on a small lead shot, ruthlessly 
impaled a fat grasshopper on the hook and cast the line 
with a wide swing towards the middle of the river. The 
old familiar game began: the small bleak swarmed round 
his bait and tried to pull it off the hook. Before long it 
was nibbled off; a second grasshopper replaced the first, 
then another and fourth and a fifth. He fixed them to the 
hook with increasing care; finally he weighted the line with 
an additional shot and now the first sizeable fish went for 
the bait. It mbbled at it for a second or two, let it go again, 
then tried once more. 

Now it bit prope1ly-a good fisherman feels the tug 
along his line and rod right into his fingers. Hane; gave an 
adroit jerk and cautiously drew in his line. The fish sulked 
and as it became visible. Hans recognised a rudd. It can 
be immediately identified by its broad, yellowi&h-white 
shimmering body, the triangular head and beautiful fle&h
pink on the ventral fins. How much did it weigh ? But 
before he could test it, the fish gave a desperate jerk, 
thrashed about ma panic on the surface and got away. He 
could still see it as it turned three or four times in the water 
and then disappeared into the depths hke a flash of silver 
Jightning IL had not been properly hooked. 

The excitement and intense concentration of the sport 
was now a wakened in our angler. He kept his eye on the 
thin brown line where it broke the surface, his cheeks were 
flushed, his movements, short. swift and sure. A second 
rudd bit and was landed, then a small carp that he felt 
almost ashamed not to throw back, then three gudgeon in 
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succession. He was specially pleased about the gudgeon to 
which his father was particularly partial. They have thick 
bodies covered with tiny scales, a fat head with a comic 
white beard, small eyes and a slender abdomen. Their 
colour is half-way between green and brown which shades 
into steel-blue when it is landed. 

The sun had climbed high by now. the foam on the 
upper weir shone as white as ~now: the warm air 
shimmered above the water and when he looked up he 
could see a few small dazzlingly white clouds poised above 
the Muckberg. It was growing hot. Nothing expresses the 
heat of an untroubled midsummer day better than a few 
peaceful clouds suspended peaceful and white, midway as 
it were in the blue sky and so saturated with light that you 
cannot bear to look at them long. But for them you would 
often be unaware how hot it is: it is not when you see the 
blue sky nor the glittering river surface but when vou 
catch sight of these few compact, foam-white mid-day 
sailors that you suddenly become conscious of the sun's 
heat, seek out the shade and pass your hands over your 
damp forehead. 

Hans gradually paid less and less attention to his angling. 
Ht: was rather tired and in a•"' ca~e one rarely catches any
thing much about noon. The carp, even the oldest and 
largest, surface to sun themselves. They swim dreamily 
upstream close to the surface in big da1 k shoal&. sometimes 
take fright without visible cause and refuse to bite during 
this period of time. 

Hans cast his line into the water over a willow branch, 
sat down on the grass and ga7ed at the green water. The 
fish slowly rose: one dark back after itnother appeared on 
the surface-quiet, slowly swimming in rn.igic shoals, drawn 
irresi&tibly upwards by the heat. They must feel marvellous 
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in the warm water! Hans pulled off his shoes and allowed 
his feet to dangle in the ,,vater which was quite tepid on the 
surface. He inspected his catch; the fish were swimming 
round in a large bucket with an occasional soft swish. How 
handsome they were! White, brown, green, silver, dull 
gold. blue and other colour,; gleamed at every movement 
of their scales and fins. 

It was very quiet. You could hardly hear the rumble of 
the carts as they crossed the bridge and the splash of the 
mill-wheel was barely audible from where he was standing. 
The only real sound was the gentle unending rush of the 
cool white water as it poured lazily over the weir and 
swirled softly past the floating timbers of the rafts. 

Greek and Latin grammar and composition. arithmetic 
and " rep " and the whole torturing turmoil of a long, 
rec;tlcc;s and hectic year sank quietly away from him in the 
warm, drowc-,y hour. He had a c;light headache but it was 
not as bad ac; before and he could now sit by the water's 
edge again; he watched the foam breaking into spray dust 
by the weir. blinked at his line. consciom of the fic;h closer 
at hand. swimming in the bucket. It was wonderful and 
meantime he had remembered that he had pac,sed the 
Landexamen and had won the second place, and he 
splashed his naked feet in the v.ater. thrust both hands into 
his trouser pocket'> and began to whistle a tune. He could 
not really whistle; it had been a sore point in the old days 
and he had been ragged about it a good deal by his school
fellows. He could only whistle through hie; teeth and even 
then only very softly, but it wa<.; good enough for home 
purpose~: at all events no one could hear him at the present 
moment. The others were in school, having a geography 
lesson; he alone was free and out of it. He had outstripped 
them and they were now below him. They had tormented 
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him enough; apart from August he had had no friends and 
had taken no pleasure in their games and fights. Well, they 
cou]d watch him now. the dolts. He despised them so much 
that he stopped whistling for a moment to make a grimace. 
Then he wound in his line and could not help laughing 
for there was no bait left on the hook. He released the 
grasshoppers left in the tin and they crawled dazed and 
disconsolately into the short grass. Not far away was the 
tannery; they had broken off for dinner; it was time he 
we11t off for his. 

Hardly a word was said at table. 
" Caught anything ? " asked his father. 
"Five." 
"Have you? Well. mind you don't catch the old'un or 

there won't be any little fo,h later on." .. 
After that the conversation lapsed. It was so hot. It was 

such a shame, too. that y0u were not allowed to bathe 
straight after a meal. Why was it ? It was supposed to be 
harmful ! But was there any harm in it ? Hans knew better; 
de~pite the ban he had gone bathing often enough. But 
never again; he was too grown up for such larks. Heavens 
above. they had addressed him as "Mr." at the 
exhmination. 

Anyhow he would not mind enjoying an hour lying in 
the garden under the spruce-tree. T'1ere was plenty of 
nhade and one could either read or v,atch butterflies. He 
Jay there until two o'clock in the afternoon and very nearly 
went off to sleep. Now for a swim ! Only a few boys were 
at the bathing spot, all the older ones were in school, and 
Hans felt genuinely sorry for them. He slowly slipped off 
his clothes and lowered himself into the water. He knew 
all about enjoying warmth followed by l-uolness and vice
versa; first he swam about for a while, did some diving 
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and splashing round; then he lay prostrate on the bank 
and felt the sun's heat on his quickly drying skin. The 
younger boys crept round him in awe. Yes; he had become 
a celebrity. In point of fact he looked very different from 
the rest of them. The sensitive head with the intelligent 
face and thoughtful eyes sat easily and attractively on the 
narrow, bronzed neck. And ht: was slender-limbed and 
delicate looking; you could count his ribs. and be had 
practically no calves. 

He was in and out of the water almost the whole after
noon. After four o'clock most of the members of his own 
class came shouting up. 

"Hello, Giebenrath ! You're all right ! " 
He stretched himself luxuriously. "Yes I'm all right! " 
" When do you go to the theological college ? " 
"Not till September. [t's the vacation now.'· 
He let them envy him. He did not even worry when the 

jeering in the background grew loud and one of them sang: 
" U only my life could be like 

Schul7e's Lisabeth! 
She lies all day in bed. 
No such luck for me." 

Hans merely laughed. Meantime the boys undressed. 
One leaped straight into the water; others, more cautious, 
cooled down first and a number of them lay down in the 
grass for a while. One who was a good diver won the 
general admiration. A nervous boy was pushed backwards 
into the river and caned out " Murder ! " They chased 
each other, ran, swam. splashed the dry ones on the bank. 
The noise of splashing and shrieking was terrific and the 
whole breadth of the river gleamed with wet, glistening 
bodies. 

Hans went off an hour later. The warm evening hours 
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descended-the period when the fish begin to bite again. He 
fished from the bridge until supper. The fish were greedy. 
the bait was snapped up every minute but he did not 
manage to hook anything. He was using cherries for bait; 
evidently they were too soft. He decided to try again later. 

They told him at supper-time that a crowd of acquaint
ances had called to congratulate him. And they showed 
him the current weekly paper in which under the heading 
" Official News " was the following notice: 

" fhis year our town sent only one candidate in for the 
Entrance Examination of the Junior Theological College. 
Hans Giebenrath. We are pleased to learn that the said 
candidate has won the second place.,. 

He folded the paper, put it in his pocket and said nothing 
but he was filled with pride and joy. Then he returned to 
his fishing. Thi'l time he took a few crumbs of cheese along 
with him for bait; the fish like it and it can easily be seen 
by them in the dusk. 

He left his rod behind. contenting himself with a line. 
He preferred fishing without a rod and without having to 
hold the float in his hand---so that his sole tackle consisted 
merely of a line and hook. It was rather more laborious 
but plea'lanter. You could cn•~trol the slighte'>t movement 
of the bait. feel every nibble and bite and follow the move
ments of the fish jerking the line as if you could actually 
see them in front of you. Naturally this method of fishing 
has to be properly understood and you need clever fingers 
and all the alertness of a spy. 

Twilight fell early in the narrow, deeply cut and winding 
valley. The water lay black and tranquil unde1 lhc bridge; 
there was already a light in the lower mill. Chatter and 
song could be heard on the bridges and in the narrow 
streets; it was rather sultry, and every minute a dark fish 
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would give a short leap into the air. Fish become remark
ably excitable on such evenings: they dart hither and 
thither, jump out of the water, hit against the line and hurl 
themselves blindly on to the bait. By time the last fragment 
of cheese was used up, Hans had pulled out four smaller 
carp and he intended to take them to the vicar the next day. 

A warm breeze swept down the valley. It got very dark 
but the sky was still light. Only the church tower and castle 
roof rose black and sharply into the clear r,ky from the 
darkening town below. There must have been a thunder
storm somewhere in the remote distance; you could sti11 
hear an occasional faint rumble. 

When Hans climbed into bed at ten o'clock, he was 
agreeably tired in head and limb in a way he had not 
experienced for some time A long series of lovely summer 
days stretched out before him, peaceful and alluring, days 
for idling, bathing. fishing, day-dreaming. Only one thmg 
worried him; he had not come first m the examination. 

By early noon he was already 1,tanding under the ogee 
arch of the vicarage, delivering his fish. The vicar emerged 
from his study. 

" Oh, Hans Giebenrath ! Good morning ! Allow me to 
congratulate you most heartily. And what have you got 
there?" 

"Just a few fish. 1 went fic;hing yesterday." 
•• Well. look here ' Thank you very much. But do come 

in." 
Hans entered the already familiar study. It did not look 

like the average parson's study. It smelt neither of plants 
nor tobacco. The considerable library displayed almost 
nothing but new, freshly varnished and gilded book covers, 
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none of the mouldy, wonn-eaten volumes with broken 
spines that you normally encounter in vicarage libraries. 
A closer inspection revealed the presence of a new spirit. 
one that was certainly very different from that associated 
with the fast disappearing generation of respectable, old
fashioned gentlemen. The highly-esteemed show-pieces of 
a parson's library, the volumes by Bengel, Oetinger and 
Steinhofer and the mystical hymn-writers whom Morike 
treat<; so affectionately in his Turmhahn were lacking here 
or submerged among a host of modern works. Everything 
in short from the periodical-holder. lectern and large desk 
strewn with papers looked serious and learned. You got 
the impression that a great deal of work went on here, as 
indeed it did; not so much in the way of sermq_ns, 
catechisms and bible-readings as research and articles for 
learned periodicals and preliminary study for his own 
books. Inner searchings, vague mysticism had no place 
there any more than the ingenuous and intuitive brand of 
theology which bridges the golf of knowledge and responds 
to the emotional needs of the thirsty souls of the common 
folk. Instead, Bible criticism and the search for the 
·• Historical Christ ,. was carried out with zeal. 

Theology is no different fr~,;n any other subject; there 
is the theology which is art and the other which is science 
at any rate trying to be science. ""his was as true 
yesterday as it is now; scientific sch'1lars have always 
neglected the old wine for the new bottles whereas those 
with the aesthetic approach. persisting regardlessly in many 
apparent heresies have brought joy and comfort to many. 
It is the old unequal struggle between criticism and 
creation. knowledge and art; and while representatives of 
the former may have been invariably right. without gain 
to anybody. the latter continued to scatter the seeds of 
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belief, Jove, comfort, and beauty and a feeling of eternity 
and were for ever discovering good ground. For life is 
stronger than death and belief more powerful than doubt. 

For the first time in his life Hans sat down on the small 
hide sofa between the lectern and the window. The vicar 
was in a particularly amiable mood. He talked about the 
Theological College in a frienctly fashion, describing how 
one lived and studi~d there. 

"The most important new thing," he concluded, 
" will be your introduction to New Testament Greek. It 
will open up a fresh world to you, rich in work and 
pleasure. The language will present difficulties at first; it 
isn't Attic Greek but a new Greek. that is an idiom that 
was called into being by a new spirit." 

Hans listened eagerly, proud to feel that real knowledge 
was now within his grasp. 

"The academic introduction to thi'> new world," con
tinued the vicar, "detrads a good deal from its magic. At 
College Hebrew will at first make perhaps too exclusive a 
claim on your attention. If you like we could make a 
modest start during the present holidays. You will be glad 
to have s0me time and superfluous energy for other things 
in the College. We could begin with a few chapters of Luke 
together and you would learn the language at the same 
time, almost like a game. I can lend you a dictionary. You 
could devote one hour-or two at the most-a day to it. 
Not more. Naturally the all-important thing is for you to 
have the period of relaxation you have earned. It's only a 
suggestion of course. I wouldn't like Lo spoil your feeling 
of holiday." 

Hans naturally fell in with the plan. Although the St. 
Luke lesson loomed like a small cloud in the cheerful blue 
sky of his freedom. he was a'ihamed to decline the offer. 
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Furthermore the idea of learning a new language in the 
holidays seemed more in the nature of pleasure than a 
task. And he was slightly nervous about the host of new 
subjects he would have to tackle in the Theological College, 
especially Hebrew. 

So he was by no means downcast when he left the vicar 
and he made his way up through the avenue of larches to 
the forest. The slight misgivings he had felt had already 
vani1,hed and the more he thought the matter over, the 
more acceptable it seemed to him, for he was well aware 
that he would have to apply himself to his work with even 
more ardour in the training college if he intended to out
strip his fellow students. And that certainly was his aim. 
But why ? He was not even sure himself. For three y~rs, 
now, they had all kept their eyes fastened on him
teachers. the vicar, his father and the Headmaster had 
urged him on and had never given him a moment's rest. 
The whole time. from one class to the next, he had been 
indisputably fin,t. And now it had gradually become a 
point of honour with him to remain top and brook no 
rival. But the stupid examination was over. 

Holidays were undoubtedly the best time. How 
unusually beautiful the forest 1:)0ked these morning hours 
when there was no one eJ5c there except himself. The pine 
trunks stood in serried rows like pilhrs in a vast hall 
vaulted with a blue-green roof. Then~ was little under
growth-only a wild raspberry bush here and therc
instead, a mile-wide, soft, fungus-covered and mossy floor 
on which low bilberry plants and heather also grew. The 
dew had already evaporated and the characteristic morning 
closeness compounded of the sun's beat and a smell of 
mist, moss, resin, pine-needles and fungi, assailed the 
senses with a faint but irresistible intoxication. Hans flung 
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himself down on the moss, collected and ate bilberries 
from the dense plants, heard a green woodpecker hammer
ing away at a tree-trunk and listened to the calls of a 
jealous cuckoo. The sky showed a deep, cloudless blue 
through the dark pine-tops and the thousands of perpen
dicular trunks closed in to form an impressive brown wall, 
and here and there a patch of sunlight fell warm and 
gleaming on to the mossy ground. 

Hans had originally intended to go for a long walk, at 
least as far as the Li.itzeler Farm or the crocus-meadow. 
But there he was lying on the moss, eating bilberries and 
idly gazing into the sky full of wonder. He began to fee) 
surprised at feeling so tired. In the old days a three or 
four hours' walk had been a mere nothing. He re!.olved to 
shake off his torpor and have a good walk and he stepped 
out for a few hundred yards. Then somehow he found 
himself lying down on the mossy ground again. There he 
lay, letting his dazzled eyes rove among the tree-tops, in 
and among the trunk!. and over the green earth. How 
relaxed this air made him feel ! 

When he went back home about mid-day, he had a head
ache again. His eyes hurt him too: the sun had been 
beating down so merciles!.ly on the forest path. He sat 
about indoors during the afternoon, frustrated and did 
not feel refreshed until he had a bathe. By then it was time 
to go to the vicar's. 

Flaig, the shoemaker, who wa!. sitting on his three
legged stool, caught sight of him as he went past and 
invited him in. 

" Where are you off, son ? We never see anything of you 
these days." 

"I must go to the vicar's now." 
"Still? But the examination's over." 
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"Yes. It's something else now. New Testament. That is 
the New Testament in Greek; but it's quite a different 
Greek from the Greek I have learned. I've got to learn 
that now." 

The shoemaker pushed his hat back and screwed his 
large, meditative brow into deep furrows. He gave a deep 
sigh. 

" Hans," he ·said in a gentle voice, " I will tell you some
thing. I've kept my mouth shut so far because of the 
examination but now I must warn you. The vicar is a 
sceptic. He will state and try and prove that the Holy 
scriptures are false, and if you read the New Testament 
with him you will lose your own faith without knowing 
why." 

" But, Herr Flaig. it is merely a question of Greek. ln 
any case I shall have to learn it at the Theological college." 

"That's what you say, but it's quite a different matter 
doing the Bible with learned and pious teachers from 
doing it with someone who has ceased to believe in God." 

"Yes, but we don't know whether he really has stopped 
believing." 

"We do, Hans. Unfortunately." 
"What am l to do then? I n.:.ve already agreed to go to 

him." 
" Then obviously you must. But if he ~hould refer to the 

Dible as being the work of men and then.fore false and not 
inspired by the Holy Spirit, you must come to me and we 
will have a talk about it. Do you agree ? " 

" Yes, Herr Flaig. But it won't come to that." 
" You wait. Don't forget about coming to me:· 
The vicar was out and Hans had to wait for him in the 

study. As he inspected the gilt-lettered book-titles, the 
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shoemaker's words came back into his mind. He had often 
heard similar views expressed about the vicar and in par
ticular about the new-style priest but now, for the first 
time he felt caught up and intensely interested in a 
personal way. They did not assume for him the scandalous 
importance with which the shoemaker regarded them; he 
guessed that old beliefs still le1y hidden behind them. In 
his earlier schooldays, the questions of God's continual 
presence, the seat of human souls, devil and hell, had 
sometimes aroused fantastic speculations in his mind, but 
during the last strenuous and trying years all these 
questions had slumbered and his schoolboy Christian belief 
was only occasionally brought into the realm of his personal 
life when he engaged in discussions with the vicar. He 
could not help smiling when he compared the latter with 
Flaig. The boy could not understand the shoemaker's rigid 
attitude which had been acquired in the course of years 
of embittered determination, and if Flaig was intelligent, 
he was also ingenuous and prejudiced and ridiculed by 
many for his exaggerated piety. He was stern, un
compromising in laying down the law and a formidable 
evangelist at the meetings of the Brotherhood; he also ran 
instruction classes in the neighbouring villages. In other 
respects. however. he was merely an artisan and no less 
limited in outlook than the rest of them. The vicar, on the 
other hand, was not only intellectual and an eloquent 
preacher but a hard-working and stern scholar. Hans 
gazed wi1h awe at his rows of books. 

The vicar soon arrived. He exchanged his outdoor coat 
for a black light-weight jacket, handed the boy the Greek 
text of St. Luke and asked him to read. It was very differ
ent from the Latin lessons. They read only a few sentences 
which were then translated with laborious literalness and 
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then taking most unpromising examples, the vicar expatia• 
ted on the spirit of the language with much eloquence and 
persuasion; he went on to speak about the origins of the 
Book and in this single lesson introduced the boy to an 
entirely new conception of learning and reading. Hans thus 
obtained some idea of the problems and tasks that lay con
cealed in each verse and word and how thousands of 
scholars, inquirers and philosophers had puzzled over 
these questions since the earliest times. and he realized that 
even he himself in the present lesson was being caught up 
in the circle of seekers after truth. 

He was lent a lexicon and a grammar, and worked away· 
at home the whole evening. It now became clear to him 
over what mountains of work and knowledge the path Jo 
true ~cholarship would lead him. and he was ready to 
follow it without tarrying by the wayside. For the time be
ing the shoemaker was forgotten. 

This new life completely absorbed him for some days. 
Every afternoon he went to the vicar's and every day real 
erudillon seemed a finer, more difficult and more worth
while object. He went fishing in the early morning hours 
and each afternoon found him at the bathing meadow; 
apart from that he scarcely lef• the house. His ambition, 
previously submerged in the anxiety and triumph of the 
examination, was now awake again and ~ave him no rest. 
But at the same time he was suffering 1 rom a recurrence 
of the peculiar sensation in his head which he had felt so 
often during the last months - not pain but a restless 
quickening of his pulse, an excited energy, a terrific urge 
to drive himself on. The headache came afterwards but 
while the fever lasted his reading and work in general pro
ceeded at a furious iate, and he would read the most diffi
cult sentences in Xenophon, each one of which would 
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nonnally have taken him a quarter of an hour, with almost 
comic ease. At such periods he hardly needed the lexicon 
and his alert brain was able to tackle difficult whole pages 
cheerfully and quickly. This feverish activity and thirst for 
recognition was accompanied by a certain feeling of pride 
on his part, as if the world of school and teachers and 
years of study lay far behind him and he was already 
treading his own path towards the peaks of knowledge 
and learning. 

He was feeling like that just now and his sleep was rest
less and frequently interrupted by strangely clear dreams. 
When he woke up in the night suffering from a slight head
ache and was unable to get off to sleep again, this im
patience to get on was mixed with pride as he thought how 
far ahead he was of all his school-friends and how teacheri. 
and the Headmaster had regarded him with a kind of 
respect akin to admiration. 

The latter derived an inward satisfaction from guiding 
the !audible ambition he had aroused in his pupil and from 
watching it grow. Let it never be said that schoolmasters 
have no heart and that they are soulless and fossilized 
pedants I Far from it; when a teacher sees a child's long 
dormant talent bursting out, sees a boy laying ai.idc lm, 
wooden sword, sling and bow and arrow and other child
ish toy~. sccs him beginning to strive forward, sees serious 
work transforming a rough chubby face into one that is 
refined, almost ascetic, watches this face as it becomes 
more intellectual, the glance deeper and more purposeful, 
his hands whiter and less fidgety, then it is that his soul 
laughs within lum, full of joy and pride. His duty, the task 
with which the State has entrusted him requires that be 
shall subdue and extirpate untutored energy and natural 
appetites and plant in their place the quiet, temperate 
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ideals recognised by the State. Many a person who is at 
present a contented citizen and persevering official might 
have become an undisciplined innovator or futile dreamer 
but for these efforts on the part of the school. There was 
something wild, untamed, uncultured in him that must 
first be broken, a dangerous flame that must be extin
guished and stamped out. Man as Nature created him is a 
dark, incalculable and dangerous creature-a spring that 
burst-; forth from an unknown mountain, an ancient forest 
without path or clearing. An ancient forest must be cleared 
and tidied up and greatly reduced in area; it is the school's 
job to break in the naturJI man, subdue and greatly reduce 
him; in accordance with principles sanctioned by authority 
it is its task to make him a useful member of the com
munity and awake in him those qualities, the complete de
velopment of which is brought to a triumphant con
clusion by the well-calculated discipline of the barrack 
square. 

How well young Giebenrath had developed. He had al
most entirely given up games and generally idling about 
on his own accord; his stupid giggling in dass was a thing 
of the past; he had even abandoned gardenmg, rabbit
keepmg and the wretched spor· of fishing. 

One evening the Headmaster appeared at the Gieben
rath house in person. After he had poJ:tely dismissed the 
flattered father he went into Hans' room where he found 
the boy sitting over St. Luke's Gospel. He greeted him in 
the most cheerful manner . 

.. Splendid Giebcnrath, busy again already ! But why 
don't you show youn,elf any more ? I keep expel.ling you 
every day." 

" I would have come before," Hans said, excusing him
self, "but I wanted to have a nice fish to bring you." 
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" Fish. what sort of a fish ? " 
" Oh. a carp or something of that kind." 
"You're fishing again, then?" 
"Yes. to some extent. Father's given me permission." 
" Do you enjoy it much ? ., 
"Rather!" 
"Very nice too. You've certainly earned your holidays. 

I don't suppose you are very anxious to do any work as 
well?" 

" Oh yes, I am." 
" Mind you I should hate to feel I'm forcing anything on 

you that you don't want to do yourself." 
" But I do want to." 
The Headmaster drew a few deep breaths, stroked his 

thm beard and sat down on a chair. 
·· Look here Hans, it's like this. Past experience goes 

to ~how that a very good examination result is often 
followed by a sudden reaction. You will have to tackle 
several new subjects at the Theological College. There are 
always a number of boys who have been preparing work 
during the holidays-in fact it's often just the ones who 
haven't distingui~hed themselves particularly in the exam
ination. They suddenly leap ahead of those who have 
rested on their laurels during the vacation." 

He gave another sigh. 
"Here at school you've never had any difficulty in 

maintaining your position at the head of the form. But at 
college you'll find other boys just as talented or very hard
working who won't be outstripped so easily. Do you see 
my point?" 

"Wby yes." 
"Now, l propose that you should do a little preliminary 

work during the holidays. Not too much of course ! You 
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have the right and duty to yourself to take a good rest. I 
thought one hour--0r perhaps two a day would be about 
the right amount. Otherwise it is easy to get rusty and then 
it takes weeks to get going again. What do you think ? " 

"I am quite ready, Sir, if it doesn't mean too much 
trouble for you." 

"Good. Next to Hebrew. Homer will open up a new 
world to you. You would read him with redoubled 
pleasure and understanding later if we could lay a solid 
foundation now. Homer's tongue, the old Ionian dialect, 
an<l Homeric prosody are somewhat peculiar-it constitutes 
a language of its own and requires hard work and a sound 
basis if one is to come to a full appreciation of the poetry." 

Hans was. of course, quite prepared to penetrate the 
said world and promised to do his best. The thick en<l of 
the wedge was to come. The Headmaster cleared his threat 
and continued in the same amiable tone. 

"It would also please me if you would agree to devote 
a few hours to mathematics. You're not a bad arithmetician 
but so far maths has hardly been your strong point. At 
the Theological College you will have to do Algebra and 
Geometry and you would be well advised to have a few 
preliminary lessons." 

"I agree." 
•• You are always welcome at my house. you know that. 

It's a point of honour with me to see you achieve great 
things. As far as the maths are concerned, you must ask 
your father to let you take some private tuition with the 
mathematics master. Possibly three or four a week." 

"Certainly, sir." 
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Work was now in full swing again and if Hans fished or 
had a walk for the occasional odd hour. he felt a bad con
science. He had had to sacrifice his usual bathing period 
for his lessons with the mathematics master. 

Work at them as he did, Hans was unable to derive any 
pleasure from his algebra lessons. It was grim indeed on a 
hot afternoon to have to go to tht ma'>ter's stuffy room in
stead of the bathing meadow and repeat a+ b and a - b 
when his brain was tired and his throat parched in the 
dusty, midge-filled air. A heavy and oppreS&ive atmos
phere hung over him which on bad days easily turned into 
depression and despair. He did not make spectacular pro
gress with his mathematics but he was not on the other 
hand one of those pupils to whom the subject is im
possible: sometimes he found good and even neat solutions 
and felt pleased. What he liked about mathematics was 
that it did not allow of any fallacy or possibility of devia
tion from the matter in hand or trespassing on adjacent 
but alien territory. 

He found Latin attractive for the same reason. namely 
that it is clear, certain, unequivocal and ambiguity is al
most unknown. But in mathematics even when all the 
results tallied nothing particularly right emerged. Books 
and lessons to do with the subject were like walking along 
a flat country road; you moved forward, every day you 
grasped something you had failed to understand the pre
vious day but you never reached mountain heights from 
which you all at once discovered extensive views. 

The lessons with the Headmaster were becoming more 
stimulating. It was true that the vicar always managed to 
make something more attractive and impressive out of the 
degenerate Old Testament Greek than the former out of 
Homer's language with all its youthful freshness. But it 
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was really Homer that surprised, delighted, lured you on, 
once you had overcome the initial difficulties. Hans often 
sat full of trembling impatience and excitement before a 
cryptic, melodious but difficult line, in his eagerness to 
find the key which would open up the gay, tranquil garden. 

He now had any amount of homework again and on 
many occasions he sat at the table deeply absorbed in some 
task until late into the night. Herr Gicbcnrath noticed this 
industry with some pride. There vaguely existed in his dull 
head the ideal cherii.hed by so many people of limited in
telligence; he imagined a branch stemming from himself 
and reaching above him to a height which he could only 
gaze at in silent awe. 

The Headmaster and the vicar suddenly became notice
ably more indulgent and considerate for the last weeks M 
his holidays. They sent the boy for walks, discontinued 
their les-,orn, and emphasized how important it was for 
him to embark on the new stage in his career alert and 
refreshed. 

Hans went fo.hing a few times. He was suffering from 
frequent headaches and would sit rather ab~cnt-mindedly 
by the banks of the river wluch now reflected a pale blue 
autumn sky. He was puzzled as to why he should have so 
looked forward to the summer holidays. At present he was 
glad that they were over and that he was on the point of 
entering a college where an entirely different programme of 
life and work would begin. As he had by now become 
somewhat indifferent to his fishing he practically never 
caught a fish, and on one occasion when his father teased 
him on the subject he put his Imes away in the tin box in 
the attic. 

Only in the last few days did it suddenly occur to him 
that he had not been to the shoemaker Flaig for weeks. 
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Even then he had to force himself to call. It was evening 
and Flaig was sitting by his parlour window with a small 
child on each knee. The smell of leather and blacking 
permeated the whole house despite the open window. 
Feeling embarrassed Hans put his hand in the shoemaker's 
broad palm. 

"Well, how's it going?" he ar,ked. "Have you worked 
hard for the vicar ? " 

"Yes; I've been along every day and learned a good 
deal." 

" What sort of things ? " 
" Greek mainly but other things too." 
" And you never felt the urge to come to me ? " 
"Felt it certainly, Herr Flaig, but I could never manage 

it. A lesson with the vicar every day and two a day with 
the Headmaster and then I had to go to the Maths master 
four times a week." 

"What now, during the holidays ? It's sensele~s ! " 
"I don't know. The masters wanted me to and I find 

studying comes fairly easily to me." 
·• That may be," said Flaig, gripping the boy's arm. 
"It wouldn't matter about the learning but look at those 

thin arms of yours and your face is so thin. Do you still 
get headaches ? " 

"Now and again." 
" It is all wrong and a 1-in. At your age you should have 

air and exercise and the proper amount of rest. What are 
the holidays for ? Certainly not for sitting indoors and 
more study. You arc nothing but skin and bone." 

Hans laughed. 
•• Oh yes, you will win through. But too much is too 

much. And what about the lessons with the vicar. What 
had he to say?" 
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" Many things but nothing you would have disapproved 
of. He knows a terrific amount." 

" And he didn't speak disrespectfully about the Bible ? " 
"No; not once." 
" Good. For I must say this: better ten times damage to 

your body than hurt to your soul ! You intend to become 
a clergyman later; it is a responsible and difficult office and 
needs a different type of candidate from most of the young 
men to-day. Perhaps you are the right material and will 
become a helper and teacher of souls. I desire that with all 
my heart and I will pray to that end." 

He had risen to his feet and now laid both hands firmly 
on the boy's shoulders. 

"Goodbye Hans; be a good lad! May the Lord bless 
and keep you, Amen." • 

Hans found this solemnity, blessing and archaic 
language heavy and distasteful. The vicar's manner when 
he took leave of him had been very different. 

His last few days flashed by in a fever of preparation 
and leave-taking. A trunk containing his bed-linen. clothes 
and books had already been ~ent off and one cool morning 
father and son started for Maulbronn. It was a depressing 
and odd experience to be leaving his native town and 
father's house and going to a strange establishment. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

The large Cistercian monastery of Maulbronn lies in the 
north west of the Province amoHg wooded hills and small 
peaceful lakes. The lovely old buildings are extensive, solid 
and well-preserved and would tempt anyone to live there, 
for they are handsome both within and without, and in the 
course of the centuries they have gradually beco~e a 
harmonious part of their beautiful setting. The visitor to 
the monastery enters by a picturesque gateway in the high 
wall on to a wide and tranquil close. A stream runs through 
it; here and there, on both sides. stand ancient trees and 
solid stone building~; in the background rises the fai;:ade 
of the main church building with a late-romanesque porch, 
the•• Galilee," of incomparable grace and charm. A comic 
little tower with a i;lender steeple-it hardly seems credible 
that it can house a bell-is perched on the vast church 
roof. The gem of the transept, still perfectly intact and 
itself a fine piece of work, is an exquisite well-chapel; the 
monks' refectory with iti; noble, ribbed vaulting, oratory, 
parlour, lay refectory, abbot's house and two churches 
compose an impressive whole. Picturesque walls, bow
windows, gateway1,, gardens, a mill, dwelling houses form 
a gay and homely contrast to the dignified and ancient 
buildings which they encircle. The spacious close lies 
empty and still and plays a drowsy game with the shadows 
of its trees. Only in the hour following mid-day does a 
fleeting semblance of life pass over it, for at that time a 
horde of youths emerge from the monastery and scatter 
over the vast area to the lively accompaniment of shouts, 
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conversation and laughter, sometimes play a ball game and 
then, after the recreation hour has ended, quickly dis
appear behind the walls without leaving a trace. There 
must be many who have reflected to themselves as they 
stood on this square that here was the place for a healthy 
period of life and happiness, that something alive and 
beneficent wa~ bound to thrive here and that in this place 
if anywhere mature, good men must think their joyful 
thoughts and accomplish their cheerful works. 

This remote and magnificent monastery, hidden away 
behind hills and forest<, has long been given over to the 
students of the Protestant Theological College so that these 
sensitive young men may live in an environment of beauty 
and peace. Furthermore they are in this way removed 
from the distracting influences of towns and family life and 
shielded from the harmful spectacle of mundane activity. 
By this means it is possible to ensure that the study of 
Greek and Hebrew and of other serious related subjects 
will loom before them for years as their life's goal and 
turn these thirsty young souls to pure and idealistic 
pun,uits and pleasures. Boarding school life is an important 
factor in this system with its emphasis on self reliance and 
community spirit. The foundatinn at lhe expen'le of which 
these students are privileged to live and study has seen to 
it that its pupils are imbued with a special spirit by which 
they can be recognised later on-a retmed and definite 
hallmark as it were. Except for the undisciplined who 
occasionally kick over the traces, every Swabian theo
logical student can be recognised as such for the rest of his 
life. 

The boys whose mothers are still Jiving at the time 
when their sons enter the College remember the day with 
wistful gratitude. Hans Giebenrath was not one of these; 
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he left home without emotion but he could not help seeing 
a great number of other boys' mothers and it left a strange 
impression on him. In the so-called dormitories which were 
virtually long corridors lined with cupboards stood trunks 
and baskets. and the boys accompanied by their parents 
were busy unpacking their things. Each boy had a num
bered locker and was shown his allotted bookshelf in the 
Study. Parents and sons bent over their unpacking on the 
floor; the student teacher wandered in their midst like a 
prince, occasionally offering a well-meant piece of advice. 
Unpacked clothes were spread out, shirts folded, books 
piled up, shoes and slippers set out in rows. For the 
majority of the boys the college outfit was more or less 
identical. as there wa!. a prescribed list of the minimum 
articles of underclothing and other e'iscntial garments. Tin 
wash basins with the boys' names scratched on were put 
out in the wash-room together with sponge, wap-dish. 
comb and tooth-brush. Each boy had brought in 
addition a lamp, a can of parafhn anJ a set of table 
utensils. 

All the boys were very pre-occupied and excited. Their 
fathers smilingly tried to lend a hand, kept consulting their 
watches between intervals of boredom, and made an effort 
to remain in the background. It was the mothers who were 
the busy ones. They picked up the various articles of 
clothing, smoothed the creases out of them, pulled tapes 
straight and separated all the different items ready for 
packing them neatly folded in the wardrobes. There was a 
steady flow of admonitions, suggestions. and affectionate 
encouragement accompanying all this activity. 

•• You must be specially careful with your new shirts: 
they cost three marks fifty each." 

" You are to send your laundry by rail once a month-
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by parcel post, if there's a hurry. You must keep your 
black hat for Sundays." 

A fat, comfortable-looking woman sat on a large trunk, 
teaching her son the art of sewing on buttons. 

" If you feel homesick," another was saying, " keep 
writing to me - it's not such a dreadful long time to 
Christmas.'' 

A pretty, still fairly young mother was inspecting her 
son's wardrobe and passing her band tenderly over the 
pile of linen, coats and trousers. When she had finished 
she began to caress her boy. The chubby-cheeked, broad
shouldered child was trying to stop her and gave an 
embarrassed laugh; so af. not to seem a milksop he thrust 
both hands into his trouser-pockets. The leave-taking 
appeared to affect him less than his mother. "' 

Conversely with some of the others. They gazed help
lessly at their preoccupied mothers and looked as though 
they would much prefer to go back home with them. A 
great struggle wa~ going on in all their breasts--apprehen
sion at bcmg left and the heightened feeling of affection 
and dependency on the one hand versus shyness before the 
other boys and the defiant &elf-assertion of adolescence on 
the other. A number of the boys who were really on the 
point of tears asi,umed an expression of casual indifference 
and behaved as th,:mgh they were not particularly con
cerned and the mothers too put on smiles. Almost every 
boy had some " extras " over and above prescribed items 
to unpack from his trunk-- they included among other 
things sacks of apples, smoked sausages and baskets of 
pastry. A number of them had brought their skates. One 
diminutive, sly-looking boy was attracting considerable 
attention through the possession of a whole ham which he 
took no pains to hide. 
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It was not difficult to sort out those who came straight 
from home from those who had already been in other 
boarding schools or similar establishments. But even among 
the latter a certain excitement and tension could be 
detected. 

Herr Giebenrath v.as helping his son with the unpacking 
and he set about it in a deft and practical manner. He had 
finished before most of the others and was standing beside 
Hans 111 the dorm.tory looking boroo. A-; he noticed fathers 
on all sides admoni~hing and moralizing, mother!. handing 
out comfort and good advice and thcrr dazed !,Olli, fo,tening, 
he thought it fitting that he should start his Hans off on the 
path of life with !.Orne golden word., of his own. He 
cogitated for some minutes and then sidled up to his son 
in a rather embarrassed manner and !.uddenly opened fire 
with a selection of hackneyed injunctions which Hans 
listened to in dumb amazement until he caught sight of a 
pastor standing there smiling at his father's speeche!.. He 
was overcome with 1,hame and drew the speaker over 
towards him. 

"Well, J tru<,t you will be a credit to your family and 
obey the authorities ? " 

" Yes, of course," said Hans. 
His father stopped and heaved a sigh of relief. He wa!. 

beginning to get bored with 1t all. Hans too felt somewhat 
bewildered-one minute he was looking in dazed curiosity 
through the window and down into the quiet cloister with 
its age-old peace and dignity ""hich contrasted so strangely 
with the boi!.terous young life above--the next, glancing 
nervously at hi& busy fellow pupils not one of whom he 
knew so far. His acquaintance from the Stuttgart Land
examen did not appear to have gained admittance for all 
his superior Goppinger Latin-at any rate Hans could not 
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see him anywhere. Without giving the matter much thought, 
he ran his eye over his future companions. Though their 
clothes were so similar in style and composed of more or 
less the same items, he found no difficulty in distinguishing 
the townees from the farmers' sons, the rich from the poor. 
Sons of wealthy parents did not often come to the College 
in point of fact, attendance at which was partly determined 
by the parents' pride or foresight; all the same, a number 
of professors and higher officials continued to send their 
sons to Maulbronn in memory of their own years in the 
monastery. Thus a wide variety of cloths and cuts was to 
be seen among the forty black coats present and even more 
marked were the differences in manners, dialects and 
bearing among the young people themselves. They included 
lithe, strong-limbed boys from the Black Forest, uncouth 
ones from the Allgau region, with flaxen hair and wide 
mouths, energetic boys from the plains, open and Iight
hearted, refined types from Stuttgart with pointed shoes 
and an impure or rather over-refined dialect. Getting on 
for a fifth part of this flower of youth wore spectacles. One, 
a delicate, almost smartly dressed mother's boy from Stutt
gart, was wearing a superior stiff felt hat; he bore himself 
proudly, blissfully unconscion'i of the fact that any 
peculiarity, even on the first day, would be noted and be 
the cause, later on, of ragging and bullying on the part of 
the bolder spirits. 

A more discerning spectator would realize that this 
group of nervous boys was by no means an unrepresentative 
selection of the youth of the land. Alongside average boys, 
among whom the earnest plodder could easily be recog
nised, were a number of sensitive-looking or obstinately 
detennined specimens whose smooth brows concealed 
dreams of a higher life. Perhaps there was one or more of 
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those sly and stubborn Swabians among them like those 
who in the course of the years have, on occasion, been 
pressed into the service of the great world and made their 
inevitably somewhat dry and narrow ideas the focal point 
of some new and influential system of philosophy. For 
Swabia provides itself and the world not only with well
bred theologians but boasts a tratlitional aptitude for philo
sophical speculation which has on more than one occasion 
given birth to prophets of considerable importance, not to 
mention false prophets. And so this fruitful province wbose 
politically great traditions stretch back into the pa.:.t still 
exerts its influence on the world, at any rate in the spiritual 
domain of religious philosophy. Side by side with it there 
has long existed among the inhabitants a joy in beautiful 
form and dreamy poetry that likewi5e goes back into the 
past which has now and again produced poets and 
versifiers whose efforts are by no means without merit. 

Superficially there was no trace of any Swabian element 
in the customs and organization of the Mau]bronn Theo
logical College; on the contrary a number of classical labels 
had recently been pasted up among the Latin names left 
over from monastic times. The Studies among which the 
pupils were divided bore the names Forum, Hellas, Athens, 
Sparta, Acropolis, and the fact that the smallest and last 
was called Germania might have been taken to indicate 
that they had reason for linking up present-time Germany 
as far as possible with a Graeco-Roman ideal. But even 
this was only superficially and in reality Hebraic names 
would have been more relevant. For as chance would have 
it, the study designated Athens, far from receiving the most 
broad-minded and eloquent members had a number of 
honest bores allotted to it and Sparta was not the home of 
warriors and ascetics but of a handful of respectable and 
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fussy pupils housed there to attend outside lectures. Hans 
Giebenrath was put in Hellas together with a group of nine 
other companions. 

A strange feeling came over him as with the other nine 
he entered the chilly and bare-looking dormitory in the 
evening for the first time and lay down in his narrow school 
bed. From the ceiling hung a large oil lamp whose red light 
served them to undress by and which was extinguished by 
the student teacher at a quarter past ten. The beds were 
r,rngeJ side by side and between each pair stood a small 
chair on which the boys piled their clothes; by the pillar 
hung the rope which rang the morning bell. Two or three 
of the boys had already become acquainted and exchanged 
a few timid whispers that very soon ceased altogether; tq_e 
rest of them were strangers to each other and lay in their 
beds quiet and depressed. The ones already asleep 
breathed deeply and as they moved an arm in their sleep, 
the counterpane gave a faint rmtling i.ound. Tho~e who 
were still awake, kept quite still. Hans was unable to get 
off to 1,leep for a long time. He fo,tened to the breathing of 
his neighbour and after a while caught an oddly frightened 
noise from the next bed but one; a boy was lying there, 
weeping with his sheet pulled O'-'~r his head. This muffled 
sobbing affected Hans strangely. He himself was not 
-,uffering from home sickness and yet he was missing the 
quiet little room which he had at home; m addition there 
was a nervous apprehem,ion of his novel situation and all 
the new faces. It was not yet midnight but no one else in 
the dormitory was awake. Young sleepers lay side by side, 
their cheeks pressed into the striped pillows, the sad and 
defiant, the faithful and timid, all overcome by the same 
sweet, untroubled repose and oblivion. A pale half-moon 
climbed above the steep old roofs, towers, bow windows, 
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turrets, battlements and gothic arcades; its light lay across 
cornices, and window-ledges. poured over gothic windows 
and romanesque gateways and shimmered golden in the 
large, handsome bowl of the cloister fountain. A few 
yellow beams and flecks of light also fell into the Hellas 
dormitory through the three windows and formed as neigh
bourly an accompaniment to the dreams of the slumbering 
boys as it had to the monks in the old days. 

The following day the solemn initiation ceremony took 
place in the Oratory. Teachers stood in their frock coats, 
the Principal gave the address: the students sat in the pews, 
bowed in thought and stole an occasional glance at their 
parents who were sitting a long way behind them. The 
mothers smiled wistfully at their l;Ons, the fathers sat very 
erect and followed the discourse with grim seriousnel;s. 
Proud and praiseworthy feelings and high hopes filled 
thelf breasts, and it did not occur to any one of them that 
he was exchanging his child for a financial advantage. At 
length one after the other each pupil was summoned by 
name and stood up before the rest, was given the 
ceremonial handshake by the Principal as a pledge on the 
part of the establishment that, provided he comported 
himself pwperly, he would be cared for and sheltered by 
the State for the remainder of his life. None of them 
seemed to realize-the fathers least of all-that they could 
not quite expect all that for nothing. 

When the time came round for the boys to l;ay goodbye 
to their mothers and fathers, it was a much sadder business. 
Some on foot, some by coach, some in any kind of trans
port they had been able to find in their haste were now 
disappearing from the view of their abandoned offspring 
and continued to wave their handkerchiefs for a long time 
in the mild September air until the forest finally swallowed 
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up the travellers and their sons returned quiet and 
thoughtful to the monastery. 

·' Well, your parents have gone off now," remarked the 
student teacher. They began to size each other up and to 
try to become better acquainted, beginning with the boys 
in their own study. They filled the inkwells, lamps, put 
their texts and exercise books in order and tried to make 
themselves at home in their new common-room. They 
inspected each other eagerly in the process, started up con
versal10ns, asked each other what place and school they 
came from, reminded each other of the torture they had 
all been through in the / nndexamen. Knots of chatting 
boys grouped themselves round isolated desh and now and 
again there rose the clear, ringing sound of boyish ]aught~. 
and by evening the members of each Study knew each 
other far better than traveller::. at the end of a long sea 
voyage. 

Among the nine friends who shared Hellas with Hans 
were four real characters; the rest of them were un
distinguished. First there was Otto Hartncr, the son of a 
Stuttgart professor, gitled, calm. self-assured and exemplary 
in behaviour. He wa!". already broad, handsome and well
drc!".si::d and impre::.::.ed the Sll• 1y ,\ith hi,c; firm, resolute 
step. Then there was Karl Hamel, the son of a small village 
mayor from the Swabian Uplands. It toC1k a little time to 
get to know him for he was full of C1)ntradictions and 
rarely emerged from his apparent stolidity. When he did. 
he became impassioned, boi~terous and violent but he very 
soon calmed down again and then it was hard to discover 
whether he was a quiet observer or merely a sly-boots. 

Hermann Heilner was a striking though ingenuous 
person who came from a good family in the Black Forest. 
It was obvious from the first day that he was a poet and 
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scholar; the legend ran that he had written his composition 
in the Landexamen in hexameters. He was an energetic 
and eloquent talker. possessed a beautiful violin and gave 
one the impression that one could read his character which 
consisted chiefly of a youlhfully immature mixture of 
sentimentality and light-heartedness like an open book. Yet 
there was a less superficial side to it which he kept hidden 
away. He was developed physically and mentally beyond 
his years and he was already beginning to move along 
experimental tracks of his own making. 

The oddest boy in Hella.s, however, was Emil Lucius. 
reserved. flaxen-haired, shy. hard-working and as dry as an 
old grey peasant. Despite his undeveloped stature and 
features he did not give the impression of being a boy; he 
had something grown up about him as if he was unhkely 
to change any more. Even on the first day while the others 
were bored or chattered and tried to settle in, he .sat calm 
and colkctcd over a grammar book, put his hands over 
his ears and studied as if he had whole lost years to make 
up. 

fhe others gradually became familiar with the ways of 
this quiet boy and found him to be so expert in his mean
ness and egoism that his perfection in these vices compelled 
if not their respect at least a degree of tolerance. He had 
evolved a cunning saving and proht scheme, the detailed 
subtleties of which only came to light gradually and 
aroused much astonishment. It began first thing in the 
morning when they got up. Luciw, would make a point of 
being either first or last in the wa~h-room in order that he 
might commandeer somebody else's towel and-if possible 
--soap and thereby keep his own towel in use for two or 
more weeks. The towels were supposed to be renewed 
every week and every Monday morning the student teacher 
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checked them over. Lucius therefore used to hang a fresh 
tov,el on his numbered peg and fetch it away again during 
the lunch interval. He then folded it up, still unused and 
returned it to his box and hung the old one he had saved in 
its place. His soap was hard and it was difficult to get any 
off for a lather; so it lasted for months. Despite all this, 
Emil Lucius was by no means slovenly in appearance; on 
the contrary he always looked tidy, his soft blond hair was 
caref111ly combed and parted and he looked after his linen 
and clothes in exemplary fashion. 

After they had washed, the nexl item was breakfast, 
which consisted of a cur of coffee. a lump of sugar and a 
roll. Most of the boy"--having the hearty appetite of their 
age after eight hours' sleep--did not consider it at ~II 
w0nderful. Luciu'> however found nothing to complain of; 
saved his daily lump of sugar and never failed to find 
someone to buy it from him at two bits a penny or twenty
five lumps for an exercise book. It was not surprising that 
he had a predilection for working by other boys' lamps 
in the evening in order to economise in expensive lamp-oil. 
Far from being the child of p1or parents. he had been 
brour,ht up in comfortable circumstances and knew how 
to live in a frugal and par~irr. 1ious way rarely achieved 
by the children of really poor people, living as they do 
from hand to mouth. 

Not content with hi._ scheming for m 1 terial possei;<.ions 
and tangible good-, Emil Lucius sought to e'lCploit the 
advantages he h1d in the realm of the intellect where he 
wa,; no less expert. While doine- this, he wa'> shrewd enough 
never to forget th1t intellectual pos,;ession i,; only of relative 
value: consequently he rei;erved his real r~orts for the sub
jects likely to prove fruitful in the next examination. 
contenting himself with a modest average mark in the 
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others. Whatever he learned or achieved he measured only 
by the performances of his schoolfellows and he would 
rather be first in a subject with an imperfect knowledge 
than second with twice the amount. With the result that 
you could see him sitting quietly at his work in the evening 
while his friends were devoting themselves to all kinds of 
pastimes, games and reading. He was not at all put out by 
the noise the others made, he merely gave an occasional, 
self-satisfied glance at them, for if they all worked at the 
same time as he did, his extra pains would have brought 
him no reward. 

No one looked askance at all thec;e sly dodges on the 
part of thic; industrious go-getter. But like all those who 
try to outdo and exploit their fellows, before long he made 
a fool of himself. As all instruction in the Co11ege wa<: 
gratuitous. he thought he would turn this fact to advantage 
and take violin lesson<; Not that he had any predispo,;ition. 
ear or gift for music or even derived any pleasure from 
listening. But he wac; under the impression that you could 
learn to play the violin in the <same way as you learn Latin 
or Mathematics. Music, he had heard, was useful in later 
life and hrought favour on its exponents and in any case 
it did not cost anYthing c;;ince the College providt"d 
instruments for the pupitc;' use. 

The music master'c; hair stood on end when Lucius came 
to him dec;;iring to take music for Herr Hasse already knew 
him from the singing lessons when Luciuc;' performances 
greatly diverted his fellow pupils but drove him, the 
teacher, to despair. He did his utmost to dissuade the boy 
but with Lucius this was impossible for the boy merely 
gave a sly and modest smile. referred to hi,; right to have 
lessons and expatiated on his intense passion for music. He 
was allotted one of the worst practice-violins and received 
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two lessons a week and practised half-an-hour a day. After 
his first efforts, however, his Study companions declared 
that it was going to be the first and last time and they 
refused to let him continue to produce such unearthly 
noises. From then on Lucius would stroll restlessly down 
the cloisters searching out some corner where he might 
practice and from wherever that chanced to be, strange 
scraping, squeaking and whining sounds arose greatly to 
the di<;turbance of the neighbourhood. It was, remarked 
Heilner, the poet among them, as if the tortured instrument 
was de!iperately begging for mercy from all its old worm
holes. As Lucius was making no progress whatsoever. his 
pained teacher became more nervy and outspoken. Lucius 
practised with increasing desperation and his shopkeepet's 
face. hitherto so smooth and untroubled began to be lined 
with anxiety. It was tragic, for when hi5 teacher finally pro
claimed him utterly incapable and refused to continue with 
the lessons, the thwarted enthusiast elected to learn the 
piano and gave himself up to long, fruitless months of 
torture until he was worn out and quietly abandoned it. 
In later years, however, when music was being discussed, 
he would allow it to be known that he too had learned the 
piano and violin and it had c- 1y been untoward circum
stances that had estranged him from those fine arts. 

Hella!i study frequently amused itseJf -;it the expense of 
its inhabitants for even the intellectual Heilner took part 
in many rags. Karl Hamel played the role of ironical and 
witty observer. He was a ytar older than the others, and 
gained a certain consideration from this fact though he 
made no attempt to exploit it or enhance his dignity in any 
way; he was moody and about once a Wt'ek felt the urge 
to put his physical strength to the test in a ·• fight " wht:n 
he would become violent almost to the point of cruelty. 
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Hans Giebenrath watched him in astonishment and went 
on his way, a good but peaceable comrade. He worked 
hard, almost as hard as Lucius, and enjoyed the respect of 
his fellow study companions with the exception of Heilner 
who had gained a reputation for ingenious levity and 
jeered at him for being a "swot." But on the whole most 
of them got along together wcli enough during this period 
of rapid development in their lives, even if nocturnal rags 
in the dormitories were a common occurrence. For they 
were eager to feel themselves grown-up and justify the 
respectful and still novel form of address used by the 
teacher through their systematic seriousnes<; and good 
behaviour, and they looked back on the classical school 
they had just left with as much sympathetic deri<iion as a 
university freshman on hie; gmmmar school days. But 
every now and then a natural boyishness burst through all 
this artificial dignity and clamoured for an outlet. Then the 
dormitory \\ould re,;ound once more with the trample of 
feet and boyish oath~. 

It must b~ in~tructive and valuable for the principal or a 
teacher in an institution of thh. kind to consider how, after 
the first weeks of community life the horde of boys 
resembles a chemical mixture in which clouds and flakes in 
suspension come together. separate again. form other 
compounds until it result,; in a number of chemical com
positions. After the boys had got over their first shyness 
and had all become sufficit!ntly acquainted with each other, 
there was a general stir-round; groups came together, 
friendships and antipathie,; sprang up. It wa<; unusual for 
feDow townsmen and former pupils from the same school 
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to link up; they m0stly cast about for new friends-town
dwellers turned to peasants' sons, boys from the Wurtem
berg Uplands to boys from the plain, actuated by the 
unconscious attraction towards differences and com
plementaries. The boys groped their way hesitantly in these 
friendships; their recognition of likcne<;ses was closeiy 
followed by their demands for differences, and in many of 
the boys germination of personality was now beginning for 
the first time. Strange little scenes of affection and jealousy 
took place, developed or open hostility and ended-as the 
case might be-in touching relationships and walks 
together or violent scraps and exchanges of blows. 

Hans had no outward part in these affairs. Karl Hamel 
had offered his fricndc;hip with unequivocal impctuoity 
but Hans had shru11k back frightened. Immediately after
wards Hamel had become friendly with an inmate of Sparta 
and Hans was left on his own. He was strongly predisposed 
to see the land of friendship rise up on the sky-line in 
glowing colours; quietly but irresistibly it drew him on. 
But his shyness held him back. His gift for forging ties of 
affection had been thwarted in the grim days of his mother
less childhood and he now felt a horror of all outward 
demonstrativeness. Further the · \Jr..is his lxJyish pride and 
painful urge to excel to be reckoned with. He wa~ different 
from Lucius; he was really keen on kn0·vledge for its own 
sake but like the latter he tried to avoid anything that 
might distract him from his work. Thus he would linger on 
industriously at his desk though not without a pang of 
envy and longing as he saw the others enjoying their 
friendship. Karl Hamel had been the wrong one but if 
anyone else had come along and had eY ~,.led any force of 
attraction he would have gladly followed. He sat waiting 
like a shy girl until someone should come and fetch him, 
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some stronger, more courageous boy than himself who 
would take him along and compel him into happiness. 

As there was much to do, especially in Hebrew, in their 
programme of work, these early days went by very quickly 
for the boys. The numerous small lakes and ponds with 
which Maulbronn is surrounded, reflected pale late-autumn 
skies, yellowing ash-trees. silver birches and oaks and a 
lengthening dusk; the last pre-winter rout had swept with 
exulting moans through the forests and there had already 
been several light hoar-frosts. 

The romantic Hermann Heilner who had tried in vain 
to find a congenial companion now strode daily by himself 
through the woods in his free time and was particularly 
attracted by the forest-lake, a brown, melancholy stretch 
of water surrounded by reeds and overhung with the 
fading foliage of ancient trees. The sad beauty of this 
corner of the woods made an irresistible appeal to the 
sensitive hoy. Here he could dreamily draw rings in the 
still water with a twig, recite Lenau's " Reed-songs" and 
as he lay among the rushes reflect on the autumnal theme 
of the dying year while a shower of leaves came down and 
the leafless tree-tops sighed in melancholy harmony. Then 
be would pull a notebook out of his pocket to scribble a 
few verses in it. 

He was thus occupied one grey midday in late October 
when Hans Giebenrath. also walking on his own. happened 
on the same place. He saw the boy poet sitting on the 
plank of the c;mall sluice-board with his notebook on his 
knee and his sharpened pencil stuck pensively in his mouth. 
A book lay open beside him. Slowly he approached 
him. 

" Hello, Heitner. What are you doing? " 
" Reading Homer: and you, young Giebenrath? " 
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" I don't believe you . . . I think I know what you're 
doing." 

"Oh?" 
"Of course. You've been writing poetry." 
" Do you think so ? " 
" Of course." 
" Sit here." 
Giebenrath sat down next to Heilner on the plank, let 

his kgs dangle over the water and watched one yellow leaf 
after another whirl down through the quiet, cool air, and 
silently land on the brown surface. 

"It's sad here," said Hans. 
"Yes." 
They had both lain full length on their backs so tb:'lt 

only a few overhanging tree-tops were visible and the 
pale-blue sky was revealed with its peaceful islands of 
clouds. 

" What marvellous clouds," said Hans, gazing up 
luxuriously. 

"Yes. young Giebenrath," said Heilner with a ~igh. "if 
only we could be clouds Jike that." 

" Then what ? " 
"Why then we would &ail ah g. <,ver woods and villages. 

estates and provinces, like marvellous ships. Haven't you 
ever seen a ship?" 

"No, Heilner. And you ? " 

"Yes. I have. But heavens above. what do you know 
about such things ! As long as you can swot and drudge 
away you're all right ! " 

" You look on me as a fool. don't you ? " 
" I've said so, haven't I ! " 
"I haven't been as stupid as you think for some time 

now. But go on telling me about ships." 
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Heilner rolled over, nearly falling into the water in the 
process. He now lay prone on his belly, his chin cupped 
between his hands. 

"I have seen boats on the Rhine," he went on, "during 
the holidays. One Sunday there was music on the ship and 
at night there were coloured lanterns. The lights were 
reflected in the water and we went downstream to the sound 
of music. We had Rhein wine to drink and the girls wore 
white dresses." 

Hans listened and gave no reply, but he had clmed his 
eyes and he could see the boats travelling through the 
1-.ummer night with music and lights and girls in white 
dresses. The other continued. 

"Yes; how different from now. Who is there here who 
knows about 1-uch thing<;? They ;-ire all bore., and sneak<;! 
They \\Ork and drudge away and the high-light of their 
knowledge is the Hebrew alphabet. And you are no 
different." 

Hans was silent. This Heilner was a strange fellow. An 
enthusiast. a poet. He had often wondered about him 
before. Heilner did precious little work. it was well known, 
but nevertheless he knew a gre::it deal and although he 
despised all this knowledge gave good answers 

"Here we read Homer," he continued with withering 
scorn. "as if the Odys'ley was a cookery book, two lines 
per hour and then it is all chewed over and examined until 
we loathe the sight of it. And all the lessons end up the 
same way: "You see how well the poet ha<, turned it. Here 
you have a glimp.,e into the secret of poetic creation ! " So 
much sugar round the particle and aorist pill so we can 
swallow it down without choking. You can take away the 
whole of Homer from me, at this price. What's this old 
Greek stuff to do with us, anyway ? If any of us wanted to 
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try and live according to the Greek way of life. he would 
be flung out. And that'& why our Study is called Hellas ! ! 
What an insult. Why not call it ' Waste-paper basket • 
• Slave-cage ' or ' Torture Chamber ? ' The whole classics 
business is a swindle." He spat into the air . 

.. You've written poetry before, haven't you ? " asked 
I-tans. 

"Yes." 
·• What about ? " 
·• This spot; about the lake and autumn." 
" Show me it." 
'" No; it's not yet finhhed." 
" But when it is." 
" Yes; if you like." 
They both got up and strolled back to the monastery. 
·• Have you ever really nollced how beautiful it all 

is?,. asked Heilner, as they went past the ·Galilee·-
halls, bow windows, cloisters, refectories, gothic and 
romaue¼Jue, all so rich in craftsmanship. "And what is all 
this magic for ? For three dozen poor boobs who are 
intended for the church. The State needs them." 

Hans thought about Heilner ·he whole afternoon. What 
!>Orl of a chap was he ? He ceTLainly did not share Hans• 
hopes and anxietie&. He had thought, and words of his 
own and he lived more intensely and more freely, suffered 
from &trangc troubles of b1.-.. own and appeared to despise 
everything round about him. He understood the beauty of 
the old piJlars and wall&. And he practised the secretive 
and unusual art of expressing his emotions m \Terse and 
creating a world of his own from his imagination. He was 
restless and unruly and made more witt1c1sms in one day 
than Hans did in a year. He was morose and appeared to 
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Juxuriate in his melancholy as if it was some strange and 
precious possession. 

That same evening He1lner treated the whole Study to 
an example of his striking two-sided personality. One of 
his companions, a petty boaster named Otto Wagner, 
picked a quarrel with him. For a while Heilner kept calm, 
light-hearted and detached, the.a he allowed hi'> temper to 
get the better of him and he !.truck his opponent on the 
ear. Immediately both boys lol,t their tempers and went 
for each other and soon became inextricably entangled; 
they lunged this way and that like a rudderless ship, now 
moving in half circles, now lurching through the Study by 
the walls, over chairs, along the floor. both fuming with 
rage and ga&ping for breath. Their friends looked on with 
critical eye1,, giving the intertwined form!. a wide berth, 
keeping their legs out of the way, !.aving their desks and 
lamps and awaiting the il,sue in cheerful excitement. A few 
minutes Jater Heilner roi,e painfully to his feet and stood 
there breathing hard. He looked strained, his eyes 
were blood!>hot, his shirt collar was torn, and there \\-as a 
tear in the knee of his trousers. Hii, opponent was preparing 
to renew his attack but Heilner stood with folded anm 
and said scornfully. "I am willing to stop if you will; 
shake hands." Otto Wagner went off muttering. Heitner 
leant back in his desk, turned up his lamp. thrust his hands 
into his trouser pockets and had the air of wanting to think 
something out. Suddenly tears welled in his eyes and 
chased each other down his cheeks, faster and faster. 1t 
was a scandalous exhibit1on; weeping was considered the 
most unspeakable thing a student could do. Nor was he 
making any attempt to hide it. He did not leave the room, 
he stood still with his pale face turned towards the lamp; 
he did not wipe his tears or even talce his hands out of his 
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pockets. The other boys stood round, staring at him, 
inquisitive and malicious until Hartner planted himself in 
front of him and said, "Eh, you, Heilner, aren't you 
ashamed of yourself ? " 

The weeping boy glanced slowly round him, like some 
one waking out of a deep sleep. 

" Ashamed-what in front of you ? " he said in loud, 
withering tones. "No, my good man." 

He wiped his face, gave a bitter smile, blew out his lamp 
and Jdt the room. 

Hans Giebenrath had stayed in his place throughout the 
incident, content to steal frightened glances in Heilncr's 
direction. A quarter of an hour later he ventured to follow 
him. He saw him sitting motionless in the dark and chi!IY 
dormitory looking down into the cloisters. His shoulders 
and hi~ 5harp narrow head had a peculiarly serious and 
unboylike air about them. He did not stir when Hans went 
up to him and stood by the window, and only after some 
time did he ask. without turning his head, in a husky voice. 

" What's up? " 
"If5 me," said Hans shyly. 
•· What do you want ? " 
•• Nothing." 
·• Oh, then you can go away again." 
Han5 was hurt and made to walk off but then Heilner 

held him back. "Stop, though," he :,..tid in a tone he 
endeavoured to made light-hearted, "l didn't mean it." 

They looked at each other. It waf> probably the first 
time they had ever studied each other's face and felt that 
behind each other's &mooth features lived an individual 
person, a kindred spirit, with his own peculiarities. 

Slowly Hermann Heilner stretched out His arm, gripped 
Hans by the shoulder and drew him towards himself until 
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their cheeks were quite close. Then Hans in a sudden 
exquisite panic felt his friend's lips touch his own. 

His heart raced and there was an unaccustomed tightness 
in his chest. This being together in the dark dormitory and 
this sudden kiss was a novel, perhaps dangerous adven
ture; it occurred to him how dreadful it would have been 
to be caught in such an act, rt.alizing intuitively that this 
kiss would appear much more of a joke and scandal than 
the weeping incident previously. He was undble to say a 
word but the blood rose to his cheeks and he felt an 
impulse to run away. 

A grown-up, witnessing this little 1-cene would possibly 
have taken a secret pleasure in this shy, awkward affection, 
this bashful declaration of friendship and in the two small 
boyish facc11, pretty and full of promi&e with their childish 
sweetness flushed with the hand1-ome defiance of 
adolescence. 

Gradually all the&e young people were discovering each 
other in their common liie together. They had got to know 
each other and had formed some idea of what their com
rades were hke, an ... t a host of friendships were struck up. 
There were pain, of friends who learned Hebrew verbs 
together, pairs who sketched together, went for walks or 
read Schiller. There were good Latin scholars and bad 
mathematicians who had made friend1- with bad Latinists 
and good mathematiciam, in order to share the benefits of 
work done in common. There were friendships too based 
on a different kmd of covenant, that of mutual ownership. 
Thus, the much-envied owner of the ham had found his 
complementary half in, a gardener's 1,on from Stammheim 
whose tuck-box was full of choice apples. On one occasion 
when he got thirsty eating ham he asked the other for an 
apple and offered him some ham in exchange. They sat 
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together and embarked on a cautious conversation of which 
the general gist was that the ham would be replaced as 
soon as it was finished and that the apple owner would be 
able to go on drawing on his father's supplies well into the 
New Year. Thus a solid understanding resulted between 
them which long outlasted many more idealistic and 
impetuous pacts of friendship. 

There were very few who had not paired off but Lucius, 
whose acquisitive devotion to art was then at its height, 
wai, one of them. 

There were also some ill-matched pairs, the striking 
example of which was p1ovided by Hem1ann Heilner and 
Hans Giebenrath - the frivolous and the conscientious, 
poet and striver. Both were considered clever and excop
tionally gifted but whereas Heilner re1oiced in the half 
dcnsive appellation of genim,, to Hans wa~ attached the 
odium of being a model boy. Yet they were left com
paratively unmolested, each being taken up with their own 
friendship and each liking to keep to him.self. 

However, dcf>pite all these pcn,0nal complications and 
events the College did not come off too badly since it set 
the pace and rhythm compared with which Lucius' music, 
Heilner's verses, all the "owr, c,; friendship, material trans
actions and occasional exchange of blows were merely 
im,ignificant diversions. And in particular there was always 
this quef!tion of Hebrew. That strange am~ ancient language 
of Jehovah, harsh yet m)stenom,ly alive, loomed up 
difficult and baffling before the eyes of these students, 
striking in it!> amazing ramifications, delightmg by its 
remarkably coloured and fragrant blossoms. Thousand
year old spirits peopled its branches, so·,u· fear-inspiring, 
some friendly, fantastically terrifying dragons, naive and 
attractive legends, wrinkled, grave desiccated grey-beards 
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alongside handsome boys and quiet-eyed girls or war-like 
women. Words that bad sounded distant and dreamy in 
the Lutheran Bible now became a thing of flesh and blood 
in the powerful original and took on a ponderously archaic 
but tough and sinister reality. That, at any rate, was how 
it appeared to Heitner who daily and hourly cursed the 
whole Pentateuch and yet found more life and soul in it 
and got more out of it than many painstaking learners 
who had ma:;tered their vocabulary and had got beyond 
the :;tage of making mi:;takes in reading. 

Alongi-.ide this, the New Testament where things moved 
more tenderly and lighlly and who<;e language was indeed, 
if not so ancient, deep and rich, filled him with a young, 
cager and even dreamy spirit of unreality. 

And the Odys!.ey from whose strong, ringing symmetrical 
vcr!.C'> ro:;e, lik.e the white, rounded am1 of a water nymph, 
knowledge and feeling about a vanished life with it:; clear 
contours and its happmcss, !.ometimes firm and com
prehens1ble in boldly drawn outlines, at others glowing like 
a i.ecret and half-gucs:;cd dream from a few word!. and 
lines. 

The historians Xenophon and Livy were also there as 
minor luminaries, modest and almost insignificant in 
comparison. 

Hans was surprised to notice how different it all seemed 
to hii,, friends. For Hcilner nothing was abstract; nothing 
e>..i!.te<l that he personally could not evoke or paint with the 
colour:; of his imagination. Subjects where his methods did 
not work he abandoned with distaste. Mathematics for him 
was a :;phinx charged with treacherous riddles whose cold 
and evil glance fascinated her victims, and he gave this 
monster a wide berth. 

The relationship between the two friends was an odd 
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one. For Heilner the friendship was a pleasure, a luxury. 
a comfort or a mood, but for Hans at one moment it was 
a proudly guarded treasure, at another, an overwhelming 
burden. So far Hans had always made use of the evening 
for his work. Now, however, practically every day Her
mann came over to see him when he had had enough of 
the day's drudgery; he snatched his book away from him 
and completely monopolized him. Finally Hans began to 
lremhle every evening just before Hermann was due to 
arrive, so dear had his friend become, and toiled with 
redoubled zeal and speed in the compulsory preparation 
period so as not to lose ground with his work. It was still 
more distre~sing to him when Heilner began to attack his 
zest for work with argument as well. •• It's just hackwot,lc; 
you do all your work freely and voluntarily but funda
mentally it's out of fear of your teachers or your old man. 
What do you get out of it whether you come first or 
second? I am twentieth but I'm no more stupid than you 
mark-grubbers." 

Hans was also horrified when he tirst noticed how 
Heilner treated his text-books. On one occasion he had 
left his own books behind in the lecture-room and wishing 
to prepare the next geography lesson, had borrowed 
Heilner's atlas. He was disgusted to see that the latter had 
covered whole pages with pencilled scribble. The west 
coast of the Spanish peninsula had been distorted into a 
grote~que profile in which the nose reached from Oporto 
to Lisbon and the Cape Fini~terre region had been stylised 
into a curly wig, while Cape St. Vincent formed the 
beautifully twisted point of a man's beard. It went on like 
this for page after page; caricatures were drawn on the 
backs of the maps and insulting and comic rhymes were 
written and they were covered with blots. Hans was 
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accustomed to treat his books as sacred possessions and 
this disrespect seemed to him partly a desecration of the 
holy of holies. partly a criminal yet heroic act. 

One might form the impression that the exemplary 
Giebenrath was really only an agreeable toy for his friend, 
a kind of house cat, and Hans himself sometimes felt this 
to be the case. But Heilner clung to him because he needed 
him. He had to have someone, a confidant, an audience. 
someone to admire him. He needed someone to listen 
calmly and eagerly when he made fiery attacks on the 
College and life in general. He also needed someone who 
could comfort him, someone in whose lap be could lay 
his head in his moments of depression. Like all such 
natures, the young poet suffered from attacks of a 
mysterious, somewhat vain melancholy the causes of which 
lie partly in the gentle leave-taking from childish things, 
partly in the as yet purposeless exuberance of animal 
spirits, vague longings and desire1,. partly the mysterious 
growth into manhood. And he also had an unhealthy 
craving for sympathy and affection. Earlier in his life he 
had been a mother's darling and now. still unripe for a 
girl's love, his accommodating friend played the role of 
comforter. 

He often came to Hans in the evening, greatly depressed, 
snatched his work away from him and got him to accom
pany him to the dom1itory. There in the cold room or in 
the lofty oratory they walked to and fro in the twilight or 
sat shivering in a window embrasure. On these occasions 
Heilner would give tongue to all sorts of grievances in the 
manner of romantic youths enamoured of Heine, and 
seemed enveloped in clouds of a childish sadness which 
Hans could not quite fathom, though it impressed and 
sometimes infected him. The sensitive intellectual, Hellner, 
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was particularly liable to these moods in grey weather and 
his moans and complaints would reach their climax in the 
evenings when late autumn rain clouds obscured the sky 
and the moon pursued its course behind them, peering 
through the veil and cloud-rifts. Then he would indulge 
in this Ossianesque mood which found expression in sighs, 
speeches and poems which he poured out to the innocent 
Hans. 

Pained and oppressed by these sorrowful scenes, Hans 
plunged for the remaining hours into work which he was 
finding increasingly difficult. He was no longer surprised 
to have a recurrence of his headaches; but he was greatly 
distressed to find himself spending weary and ineffectual 
hours in this way and then having to drive himself on to 
make up the necessary work. Indeed be bad an obscure 
feeling that his friendship with his erratic friend was 
exhausting him and playing havoc with a part of his being 
which previously had been undisturbed; but the more 
morose and tearful his friend was, the more upset he felt 
and at the same time the more touched and proud at being 
thus indispensable to his friend. 

At the same time be realized that this sickly melancholy 
was only the e~pression of an naggerated and unhealthy 
instinct and did not really belong to Heilner's character 
which he loyally and genuinely admired When his friend 
read out his poems, discussed his poetii: ideals or spoke 
soliloquies from Schiller and Shakespeare with passion and 
grandiloquent gesture, Hans felt as if bis friend by virtue 
of some magic gift which he himself lacked floated in the 
air, moved in a godlike freedom and fiery passion and 
soared above him and his kind on winged sandals like a 
Homeric messenger. Up to the present the poets' world bad 
been little known to him and had seemed unimportant, but 
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now he became aware of the treacherous power of fine 
sounding words, alluring imagery and soothing rhymes, 
and his respect for this newly-opened world had grown, 
with his admiration of his friend, into a single shared 
feeling. 

Meantime, dark, turbulent November days arrived when 
it was only pos~ible to work without lamps for a few hours 
a day, and black nights when the storm sent great rolling 
mountains of cloud over the veiled hills and beat, moaning 
and wailing round the ancient and stoutly built monastery 
walls. By this time the trees had completely shed their 
leaves: only the huge gnarled oaks, kings of that well
wooded landscape, rustled their dried tops in a louder and 
more surly tone than the re<;t of the trees. Heilner was 
utterly downcast anrJ had recently taken to scraping away 
on hi'> fiddle alone in a remote practice-room or engagin~ 
in squabbles with his companions instead of sitting with 
Hans. 

One cvenin~ when he had gone to the music room he 
found the zealou<; Luciu<; husy practising in front of a 
music-stand. He turned awav angrily and returned half an 
hour later. The latter was still at it. 

"You might stop now," cursed Heilner. "There are 
other people who want to practise too. Your scraping ic; a 
menace." 

Lucius refused to give wav: Heilner turned nastv and 
when the other calmlv resumed his scraping. he landed a 
kick at his music desk so that the sheets of music were 
scattered on the floor and the dec;k struck the player in the 
face. Lucius stooped down to retrieve the music. 

"I shall report this to the Principal," he said finnly. 
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" Splendid." shrieked Heitner in a rage, " and you can 
also tell him that I kicked you as well, free of charge." He 
made as if to translate his words into action. 

Lucius jumped aside and gained the door. His pursuer 
went after bim and there followed a heated and noisy 
charge through the corridors and rooms. down staircases 
and across landings as far as the furthest wing of the estab
lishment where the Principal's house stood in solitary 
splendour. Heitner caught the fugitive only just before the 
Princ.:,pal's study door, and when the latter had already 
knocked and stood in the open entrance he received the 
promised kick at the la~t moment and burst like a bomb 
into the Principal's sanctum too panic-stricken to close the 
door behind him. ... 

It was a scandalous incident. Next morning the Principal 
delivered a full-dress lecture on the degeneracy of youth: 
Luciu,; listened with thoughtful approval and Heilner heard 
his sentence, a long period of detention, read out. "Such a 
severe punishment has not been meted out here for years." 
thundered the Princip1l. " I am making sure that you will 
still remember it in ten year<; time. I am holding Hcilncr 
up to the rest of vou as a terrible example." 

The whole college stole a h:-,rrified glance at him as he 
stood there pale and defiant and met, unflinching, the 
Principal's gaze. A large number of the bovs admired him 
secretly; nevertheless he was left alone :ind avoided like a 
leper at the end of the lesson when they all trooped noisilv 
into the corridors. Tt needed courage to stand by him now. 

Even Hans Giebenrath did not do so. He felt that he 
should have done. and his cowardice distre~sed him. 
Miserable and ashamed he squeezed into a window 
embrasure. unable to raise his eyes. He felt an 
impulse to seek out his friend, and he would have 
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given a great deal to have been able to do so un
noticed. But a boy who has received such a heavy 
detention punishment is branded. Everybody else knows 
that from now on the recipient will be under close observa
tion and that it will be dangerous and gain one a bad 
reputation to have any dealings with him. A severe and 
ruthless discipline must be the price of the benefits 
provided for the pupils by the State. The idea had already 
been adumbrated in the famous inaugural address. Hans 
was aware of this and he succumbed in this struggle 
between loyalty to his friend and his wish to win a good 
name. His ambition at present was to forge ahead, obtain 
brilliant examination results and play some sort of role, not 
a romantic or dangerous one. in the establishment. So he 
lingered on in his corner. He could still come forward and 
be brave but it was becoming more difficult every moment 
and before he realized it, his treachery had become a 
reality. 

Heilner did not fail to notice it. The emotional boy 
knew he was being shunned and understood, but he had 
counted on Hans. His previou<; groundless feelings of 
injury now seemed futile and grotesque compared with 
his present distress and revulsion. He stood near Gieben
rath for a moment, looking pale and proud and said in a 
low voice, " You are a common coward, Giebenrath. the 
devil you are ! " and he strode off, whistling between his 
teeth and his hands thrust in his trousers' pocket. 

It was a good thing that there were other thoughts and 
occupations to claim the boys' attention. A few days after 
this event there was a sudden fall of snow, followed by 
clear frosty winter weather: they could snowball and skate 
and they all suddenly realized that Christmas and the 
holidays were upon them and did not cease talking about 
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it. They paid less attention to Heitner. He went around 
quiet and defiant with his head held high and a proud 
expression on his face; he spoke to no one and wrote verse 
in an exercise book that had a cover of black oil-cloth and 
bore the title .. Songs of a Monk." Hoar frost and frozen 
snow hung in delicate, fantastic shapes on the oak trees. 
alders and willows. The clear ice crackled on the frozen 
ponds. The cloister garth looked like a silent garden of 
marble. A cheerful, festive excitement ran through all the 
Studies and anticipation of Christmas produced a glow of 
tolerance and gaiety even in the two staid and imperturb
able professors. No one, whether teacher or pupil, was 
indifferent to Christmas and even Heilner began to look 
less pained and sullen and Lucius considered which hoop 
and pairs of shoes he would take away with him for the 
holidays. Agreeably ominous items began to appear in 
letters from home: questions about favourite wishes, 
reports of baking days. hints of coming surprises and joyful 
reunions. 

The College and Hellas in particular experienced a 
slight diversion before their journeys home. It had been 
decided to invite the staff to an evening Christmas celebra
tion which was to take place in Hellas. the largest of the 
Studies. A speech of welcome. two recitations, a flute solo 
and a violin duet were prepared. A humorous item was 
needed to complete the programme. Thr. boys deliberated 
together. made and rejected proposals without reaching any 
agreement. Then Karl Hamel suggested that the best item 
to cheer things up would be a violin solo from Emil Lucius. 
The idea won acceptance. By dint of requests, promises 
and threats the wretched musician was driven to consent. 
And now on the programme which was sent out to the 
staff together with a polite invitation figured as a special 
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number: " ' Stille Nacht,' air for violin. Emil Lucius, 
Chamber music virtuoso." He owed this designation to his 
assiduous practising in the remote music room. 

The Principal. masters, supervisors, music teacher, and 
student teacher were invited and duly appeared at the 
concert. The violin teacher's hrow was bathed in sweat 
when Lucius made his entry, groomed and immaculate in 
a black tail-coat borrowed from Hartner, and wearing a 
modest smile on his face. Even the bow he now made was 
an invitation to levity. The air, "Stille Nacht" turned into 
a doleful dirge beneath bis fingerc;: he made a false start. 
tortured and murdered the tune, beat the time out with 
his foot and attacked it with all the gusto of a man 
chopping trees down in froc;ty weather. 

The Principal made a signal to the muc;ic master who 
had become pale with indi!!nation. 

When Lucius had begun for the third time and had got 
stuck again. he lowered hie; fiddle, turned towards the 
audience and apologi7cd: " Tt's no use. But I have only 
been learning the violin <;ince Ja<;t autumn." 

"That's fine, Lucius," called out the Principal. "we are 
obliged to you for your efforts. Stick to it. Per aspera ad 
astra." 

On December 24th, from three o'clock in the morning 
onwards there wac; a great deal of noise and activity in all 
the dormitories. The hoar froc;t bloomed on the windo-w 
panes in dense layers of patterned tracery, the water for 
washing in wac; fro7en and a keen icy wind to which the 
boys remained oblivious. cut across the cloister. The large 
pans of coffee were steaming in the dining-hall and shortly 
afterwards dark bunche<; of schoolboys muffled up in coats 
and scarves were making their way to the distant railway 
station across the white, faintly glowing fields and through 
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the silent woods. They were all chatting. making jokes and 
laughing loudly, yet each was inwardly taken up with his 
own private desires, pleasures and hopes. They knew that 
parents, brothers and sisters were waiting for them in 
warm, festive rooms, far away in the country, in towns, 
villages, and lonely farmsteads. For the majority it was the 
first Christmas for which they had travelled home from a 
distance, and most of them knew that their arrival was 
awaited with love and pride. 

They waited for the train in the little station in the 
middle of the snow-covered wood and never before had 
they been so tolerant and cheerful and so much of one 
mind. Heilner was the only one who kept silent to himself 
when the train came in, waited until all his comrades httd 
mounted and then climbed into another compartment on 
his own. Hans noticed him again when they changed at the 
next station but the feeling of shame and regret vanished 
in all the joy and excitement of the journey home. 

He found his father in the house, smiling smugly, and 
a table generously covered with presents awaiting him. 
There was no real Christmas in the Giebenrath house. No 
carol singing or other festiviti<>' · no mother, no Christmas
tree. Herr Giebenrath did not understand the art of 
celebrating holidays. But he was proud of his son and he 
had not been mean with his presents on this occasion. And 
as Hans was not used to anything different, he had nothing 
to miss. 

They thought he looked an unhealthy colour and was 
too thin and pale and supposed that the food provided was 
inadequate. But this he stoutly denied and assured them 
that he was quite well except for his frequent headaches. 
But the vicar consoled him on this point; he, too, had 
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suffered from headaches in his younger days. So that was 
all in order. 

The river was frozen hard and smooth and covered with 
people skating during the holiday period. Hans was on it 
almost all day long, wearing a new suit and his green 
theological college hat on his head; he had left his former 
schoolfellows behind and felt transported into an enviable 
and higher world. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

It usually happened that the College lost one or more 
members during their four-year period there. Sometimes a 
boy died and was buried to the singing of hymns or his 
body was taken home accompanied by a cortege of friends. 
Sometimes a boy would run away or be expelled for some 
outrageous offence. On rare occasions, and even then the 
experience was confined to the top forms, a desperate boy 
would find a quick solution to his adolescent problems by 
shooting himself 01 by jumping in the river. .. 

The College was destined to lose some boys of Hans 
Giebenrath's year and by a strange coincidence they all 
belonged to Bellas. 

Among the members of the latter was an unassuming. 
fair-haired boy, Hindinger, nicknamed "Hindu," the son 
of a tailor somewhere m the Protestant part of the Swabian 
Allgau. Hrndu wa& a peaceable citizen and his disappear
ance from their midst was the sole reason that he became-
if only to a limited extent-a , •pie of conversation. As he 
shared a desk with the thrifty " chamber music " virtuoso. 
Lucius, he had, in his shy amiable way, 5lightly more to do 
with him than the rest of them had, but 1.part from Lucius, 
he had no other friends. Only when they had lost him did 
the members of Hellas notice that they had appreciated 
him as a good and unexacting neighbour and a soothing 
influence in the often noisy life of the Study. 

One January day he had joined a partv of skaters who 
had gone out to the horse-pond. He did not possess any 
skates himself but he was eager to go and watch the others. 
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However, he soon got chilly and stamped round on the 
bank to warm himself up. While so doing he gradually 
broke into a run and for a time lost his way across the 
fields and came upon another small lake which because of 
the warmer and str'.Jnger springs that supplied it, was only 
lightly frozen over. Hindinger walked out over the frozen 
reeds. Small and light though he was he disappeared 
through the ice near the bank, struggled and called for help 
for a short time and then sank back into the black cold
ness with no one there to see him. 

It was not until two o'clock when the first afternoon 
lesson began that his absence was noticed. 

"Where's Hindinger '!" 5houted the young master. 
Nobody answered. 
"Have a look round Hellas ! " 
But there was no trace of him there. 
"He must have got de]ayed, let's start without him. 

Look, we are on page 7..i., line ~even. I hope nothing like 
this will occur again. You must be punctual." 

When it struck three o'clock and Hindinger was still 
missing, the master became nervous and sent to the 
Principal. That august person himself came to the class
room, started an inten~ive inquiry and sent out a search 
party of ten boys under the student teacher and a junior 
master. The rest of the class was set a written exercise to 
do. 

At four o'clock the master re-entered the classroom 
without knocking and whispered something to the 
Principal. 

" Silence ! " ordered the Principal, and the boys sat 
motionless in their seats and looked at him expectantly. 

"Your friend Hindinger," he continued in a quieter 
tone, " appears to have got drowned in a pond. You must 
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come and help to find him. Herr Professor Meyer will 
lead the party; you must obey his instructions and do 
nothing on your own initiative." 

Frightened and whispering among themselves they 
started out with the master in front. A handful of men 
from the town, carrying ropes, laths and poles joined the 
huirying procession. It was bitterly cold and the i.un had 
already sunk to the rim of the forest. 

By the time the small, stiff body of the boy was finally 
discovered and laid on a hurdle in the snow-covered 
rushes, it was already deep twilight. The boys stood round, 
frightened, like shy birds, <,;taring at the corpse and rubbing 
their stiff blue fingers. Only when their drowned comrade 
was borne before them and they followed ~ilently over tbe 
snowfield~ did a sudden ~hudder run through their chilled 
hearts and they scented death as a deer scents its enemy. 

Hans Giebenrath chanced to be next to his former 
friend, Heilner, in the sorrowful and frozen band. Both 
became aware of their proximity at the same moment as 
they were stumbling over the rough ground in the open 
field. It might be that the sight of death had overpowered 
him and convinced him momentarily of the futility of all 
ambition; whatever the reaso;: when Hans unexpectedly 
found his friend's pale face so close to him, he felt an 
inexplicable, deep sorrow and in a ft of emotion he 
tentatively grasped Heilner's hand. But Heilner withdrew 
his angrily and darted an offondcd, sidelong look at Hans, 
then sought out another 1ilace in the procession and 
disappeared to the rear. 

The heart of the exemplary Hans beat in sorrow and 
shame and he could not check his tc1.rc; which poured 
down his cheeks blue with frost as he stumbled on over 
the frozen fields. He now realised that there are sins and 
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omissions that you can never forget and that no repentance 
can set right, and he had the feeling that 1t was not the 
little tailor's son who lay on the bier they bore on their 
shoulders but his friend Heilner and that he was taking his 
sorrow and anger at his treachery with him into another 
world where people are not iudged by certificates and 
examinations and successes but according to the pure or 
blemished state of their conscience. 

Meantime the procession had reached the main road and 
before long they were back in the College where all the 
teachers, headed by the Principal, were there to receive 
the dead Hindinger who in his lifetime would have run a 
mile to avoid such an honour. Schoolmasters look at a 
dead schoolboy very differently from the way they regard 
a living one; they are convinced, for the moment, of the 
worth and uniqueness of every individual life in their 
charge and every youthtime against which they sin with 
such indifference the rest of the time. 

But that evening and the whole of the next day the 
presence of the frail corpse worked like a magic spell, 
damped down and subdued all activity and conversation 
so that for a brief interlude all wrangling, anger, noise and 
laughter were hidden away like water sprites who disappear 
momentarily from the surface of the water and leave it 
calm and apparently uninhabited. Whenever two people 
spoke together of the drowned boy they called him by his 
full name, for the nickname Hindu did not seem dignified 
enough now the boy was dead. And the quiet Hindu who 
had been wont to merge unnoticed mto the crowd now 
filled the whole e!itablishment with his name and his dead 
presence. 

Herr Hindinger arrived on the second day, stayed a few 
hours alone in the little room where his son lay, was then 
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invited to tea by the Prmc1pal and spent the mght at the 
Stag. 

Then came the funeral. The coffin was placed in the 
donmtory and the tailor from the Swab1an Allgau stood 
beside 1t, starmg at them all He was a typical tailor, 
terribly thm and bony and he wore a black frock coat, 
now green \\Ith age, and narrow, meanly cut trousers, m 
hu, hand he held an old-fasluoncd top hat which he 
reserved for festive occasions His narrow, thm face looked 
i,ad, d1stre1,.,ed and fragile hke a ship's ndmg-hght m a 
tempest and he i,tood there m a permanent state of 
embarr.1ssment and awe before the Prmc1pal and the rest 
of the staff. 

At the last mmute before the bearers took up the coffin, 
thi1> w11,tful little man came torward once agam and touched 
the hd of the coffin with a puuled and shy gesture of 
tenderness He stood there helpless, hghtmg agami,t hts 
tea11, m the n11ddle ot tht: va&t, quiet 100m hke a withered 
tree m \\mter so abandoned and wretched that one could 
hardly bec1r to look at tlui, VKt1m of circumstance. The 
vicar took 1nm by the hc1nd and stood beMde mm, then he 
donned hts fantastic stiff hat and led the funeral procession 
down the statr1> Je,ross the '01&ter garth through the 
ancient gateway and over the wh1tenoo earth rn the 
direction of the low graveyard wall Du mg the smgmg of 
the hymn by the g1aveside moi,t of the hys, to the annoy
ance of the music master who was conductmg, did not 
watch Ins hand as he beat time, they gazed mstead at the 
unsteady form of the httle tailor who stood, chtlly and 
de1ected, hstenmg with bowed head to the oratt•ms of the 
vicar, the Prmc1pal and the top boy, n Jdrled absently at 
the smgmg schoolboys and fumbled now and agam m hts 
coat pocket with hts left hand for the handkerchief he had 
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tucked away but without ever succeeding in pulling it out. 
" I could not help imagining how it would be if it had 

been my own father standing there," said Otto Hartner 
afterwards. The other boys agreed, "Yes; that's what I 
thought too." 

Later on the Principal brought Hindinger's father into 
Hellas. " Is there anyone here who was a particular friend 
of the dead boy ? " the Principal asked the Study. At first 
nobody replied, and Hindu's father looked into the young 
faces, pained and nervous. Then Lucius stepped forward 
and Hindinger took his hand and grasped it firmly for a 
short time. But he did not know what to say and left the 
room shortly afterwards nodding his head humbly. Then 
he started off for the long day's journey he must make 
through the clear winter landscape before he reached home 
and could describe to bis wife the little ~pot where their 
Karl now lay buried. 

The spell was broken in the College. The teachers were 
already grumblmg at the boys again and little thought wa~ 
spared for the boy who had now left Hellas for ever. Some 
of their number had caught chills through having stood 
about so long by the gloomy pond and were now in the 
sickroom or running about in felt slippers, their necks 
enveloped in scarves. Hans Gicbenrath, however, had 
nothing wrong with his feet or neck but the expression on 
his face was older and more serious since the day of the 
fatality. A change had come over him; a boy had turned 
into a youth, and his spirit had likewise been transferred to 
another world where it fluttered timidly and ill at ease 
unable to find anywhere to rest. It was not the consequence 
either of fear of death or grief over the worthy Hindu but 
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of his feeling of guiJt towards Heitner which had suddenly 
sprung to life. 

The latter was in the sickroom with two other boys; he 
had to swallow down hot tea and there was an opportunity 
for him to sort out his impressions over the death of Hin
dinger possibly for future poetic use. But he showed little 
inclination to do so. He looked much more wretched and 
ill than ever and hardly exchanged a word with bis fellow 
invalids. His period of enforced isolation since his punish
ment detention had wounded and embittered a sensitive 
temperament that was in such great need of sympathetic 
understanding. The teachers regarded him sternly as a dis
content and rebel; the other boys avoided him, the student 
teacher treated him with derisive amiability but thoi.e 
kind1ed spirits, Shakespeare and Schiller and Lenau had 
revealed a greater and nobler world than the oppressive 
and discouraging one that hedged him in at present. His 
" Monk's Songs " which had at first been written in the 
melancholy mood of a recluse gradually turned into a 
collect10n of cynical and virulent satire~ on the College, 
teachers and pupils. He found a bitter, martyrlike satis
faction in bis isolation, enjoyed being misunderstood and 
thought of himself as a minor 'uvcnal in his mercilessly 
derisive Monk's verses. 

A week after the funeral when r- "'th friends had 
recovered and Heilner was the only one "till in bed m the 
sickroom, Hans paid him a visit. He greeted him shyly, 
pulled a chair up to the bed, sat down, stretched his hand 
out to the sick boy who turned angrily to the wall and 
seemed completely unapproachable. But Hans refused to 
be put off. He gripped his hand tight): '\Dd forced his 
former friend to look at him. The latter pulled a wry face. 

" What do you want then ? " 
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Hans did not release his band. 
"You must listen to me." he said. "I have been a 

coward to let you down. But you know how it is with me; 
it was my firm resolve to be among the first few places in 
the College and if possible to be first. You called it mark
grubbing; rightly as far as I'm concerned, but it was at that 
time the the kind of ideal I bad set before me; I did not 
know of anything better." 

Heilner had closed his eyes and Hans proceeded quietly, 
" You see, I feel upset. I do not know whether you will 
ever be my friend again but at least I must have your 
forgiveness." 

Heilner was silent and did not open his eyes. The good 
and happy elements in his character rejoiced within him 
but he had grown accustomed to assuming the role of the 
callous and solitary soul; at any rate this was the mask he 
wore on some occasions, but Hans was not to be put off. 

"You've got to, Heilner ! I would rather drop to the 
bottom of the class than have to keep running round you 
like this. If you will agree, we will be friends again and 
show the others that we don't need them." 

Then Heilner returned the pressure of his hand and 
opened his eyes. 

A few days after this he got up and left the sickroom. 
This newly-struck friendship caused considerable excite
ment in the College. The weeks that now ensued were 
wonderful for both of them; though nothing happened in 
particular, both boys were filled with a strangely happy 
feeling of harmony and silent and secret understanding. It 
was quite different from before. Their long estrangement 
bad changed them both. Hans had become warmer, more 
affectionate and enthusiastic; Heilner had developed a 
stronger, more manly personality and both bad missed 
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each other so much in recent weeks that their reunion 
assumed the importance of a great event, a priceless gift. 

Full of shy misgiving, the two precocious boys were 
enjoying an unconscious foretaste of the tender secrets of a 
first love. The bond between them had all the harsh excite
ment of adolescence with the added attraction that lay in 
their mutual defiance of the rank and file of their school
fellows. The latter, whose own innumerable friendships 
had not passed the stage of casual amu<;ement considered 
Heilner disagreeable and Hans incomprehensible. 

The more closely and contentedly Hans clung to his 
friendship the more alien the school seemed. The novel 
feeling of happiness coursed through his blood and brain 
like new wine and Livy no less than Homer lost his impo.(t
ance and thrill. The masters were horror-stricken to see the 
once exemplary Giebenrath tram,formed into a problem 
child and falling under the bad influence of the highly 
suspect Heilner. There is in fact nothing that horrifies the 
schoolmaster so much as those strange creatures. precocious 
boys in the already dangerous period of adolescence. 
Further, a certain element of genim, had already seemed 
unwholesome to them in Heitner, for there exists a 
traditional hiatus between ge, 'JS and the teaching pro
fec;sion and any hint of that element in schoolboys is 
regarded by them with horror from th" very first. As far 
as they are concerned genimes are those misguided pupils 
who never show them any proper respect, begin to smoke 
at the age of fourteen. fall iu Jove at fifteen. go to pubs at 
sixteen, read forbidden book<:, write scandalous essays, 
stare at their teacher with withering scorn and 11re noted 
down in the school day-book as troubl,•-l"'lakers and can
didates for detention. A schoolmaster would rather have 
a whole class of duffers than one genius, and strictly 
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speaking he is right, for his task is not to educate unusual 
boys but to produce good Latinists, mathematicians, and 
good honest fools. Which of the two suffers most, the 
master at the hands of the boy or conversely, which is the 
greater tyrant or tormenter and which of the two it is who 
destroys and profanes, partially at any rate, the life and 
spirit of the other, it is impossible to judge without thinking 
back to one's own youth with anger and shame. But that 
is not our present concern, and we have the comfort of 
knowing that in true geniuses the wounds almost always 
heal, and they become people who create their master
pieces in spite of school and who later, when they are dead 
and the pleasant aura of remoteness hangs over them, are 
held up by schoolmasters to succeeding generations as 
exemplary and noble beings. And so the spectacle of the 
perpetual battle between regulation and spirit is repeated 
in each school in turn, and we continue to watch the State 
and school eagerly occupied in nipping in the bud the 
handful of profounder and nobler spirits who grow up 
year by year. And it is still especially the boys who are 
always in trouble, the ones who run away or are expelled 
who seem destined to enrich the life of their country when 
they are older. Nevertheless many-and who can tell their 
number-waste away in mute rebellion and finally go 
under. 

In accordance with the good traditional school principle, 
not sympathy but sternness was increased towards our two 
young eccentrics once they fell under suspicion. Only the 
Principal, who was proud of Hans as a hard-working 
Hebraist, made a clumsy effort at rescuing him. He sum
moned him to his study, the lovely, picturesque, bow
windowed room of the old prior's house in which, so the 
legend ran, Faustus who lived in the neighbouring town 
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of Knittlingen. had enjoyed many a beaker of Elfi.nger 
wine. The Principal was a reasonable person; he did not 
lack insight and practical wisdom; he was even favourably 
disposed towards his pupils whom he liked to address on 
terms of friendly condescension. His chief fault was an 
overweening vanity which frequently led him to indulge in 
excessive displays of cleverness from his dais and would 
not allow him to brook any interference with or questioning 
of his authority. He could not take a reproach or admit a 
mistake. Thus the weaker or less honest boys came off 
well but the stronger and more forthright personalities 
fared badly since he bec,ame excited at the slightest hint of 
a contradiction. He was adept at playing the role of 
paternal friend with the encouraging expression and ._the 
proper tone of affection, and this was the role he now 
assumed. 

"Be seated, Giebenrath," he said amiably, after giving 
the boy who had just shyly entered a hearty handshake. 
"I would like to have a friendly chat with you, if I may." 

" Please, Sir." 
" You yourself will have felt, no doubt, my dear Gieben

rath, that your work has suffered somewhat recently-in 
Hebrew, at any rate. You ,. ?d to be perhaps our best 
Hebrew scholar. I am sorry therefore to notice a sudden 
falling-off. Possibly you are not enjoY:ng the subject any 
more?" 

"Oh. but I am, Sir." 
"Think about it. These things do happen, you know. 

Perhaps you are giving some other subject your particular 
attention at the moment ? " 

"No, Sir." 
" Arc you sure ? Well, we must lom- for other causes 

then. Can you help to put me on the track ? " 
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"I don't know ... I have always done the work 
set ... " 

"Indeed you have, my dear boy. But differendum est 
inter et inter. You have certainly done the work set; that 
was no more than your duty. But previously you did more. 
You were more industrious perhaps, or at all events more 
interested in the subject. I am now asking for the reason 
of this sudden slackening of effort. You aren't ill, I 
suppose?" 

"No." 
" Or suffering from headaches ? You do not look won-

derfully well." 
"Yes, I often have headaches." 
"Js your everyday work too much for you then?" 
" Oh, no, not at all." 
" Or are you doing too much private reading ? Be honest 

with me." 
"No; I am reading practically nothing, Sir." 
"Then I fail to understand it. There's something wrong 

somewhere. Will you promi'>e me to give your work the 
proper attention in future ? " 

Hans placed his hand in the right hand of the powerful 
man who looked at him with an air of grave beneficence. 

"That's good, dear boy. Don't relax your effort, other
wi<;e you will fall under the wheel." 

He pre-;sed Hans' hand and the latter walked to the 
door, breathing fast. He was <,uddenly called back. 

"The1e's something else, Giebenrath. You 5ee a good 
deal of Heitner, don't you?" 

"Yes; a fair amount." 
"More than you see of any other boy, I believe, if I am 

not mistaken ? " 
"Yes, he's my friend." 
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"How did that come about? You are such different 
temperaments." 

"I can't say; at any rate he is my friend now." 
"You know that I am not very fond of your friend. He 

is a restless, discontented spirit; he may be gifted but he 
does nothing and he has a bad influence on you. I would 
be gratified if you would avoid his company-well ? " 

"I can't, sir." 
" You can't ? And why not, I pray ? " 
" Because he is my friend. I can't just drop him." 
" Hm. But you could extend your friendship more to 

other boys. You are lhe only one who succumbs to 
Heilner's bad influence and we are already seeing the con
sequences. What is the particular bond you have with 
him?" 

" I don't really know myself But we like each other and 
it would be cowardly of me to drop him now." 

"Well, well. I am not going to compel you to. But I 
hope you will gradually break away from him. I should be 
gratified, highly gratified." 

There was nothing of his earlier amiability in the 
Principal's final remarks. Hans was now allowed to go. 

From now on he attacked K work with renewed effort. 
But it was no longer the light-hearted forging ahead of 
before; it was a painful race not to get II ft too far behind. 
He knew it was partly to do with his 4'riendship yet he 
could not regard his relationship with Heitner as a loss or 
an obstacle; he saw in it a treasure that outweighed any 
loss, it was a higher, warmer life with which his former 
trivial and dutiful existence could not compare. 11 was with 
him as it is with young lovers; he felt ca;,al:lle of great and 
heroic deeds but not the tedious, pettif0gging round of 
everyday. And so with a despairing sigh he assumed the 
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yoke. It was not in his nature to imitate Heilner who 
worked superficially and quickly, not to say with undue 
haste, acquired the minimum amount of knowledge. As his 
friend claimed his free time every evening, he forced him
self to get up an hour earlier and wrestled with his Hebrew 
grammar as with an enemy. At the present time only his 
Homer and his history gave him any pleasure. Groping his 
way darkly he came to an understanding of the Homeric 
world. and in history the heroes ceased to be names and 
numbers and began to approach him and look at him out 
of glowing eyes, and they had red lips and each one his 
individual face and hands-one had red, thick rough hands, 
one stone-like and cold, another hands that were narrow, 
warm and finely-veined. 

Even when he wa& reading the scriptures in Greek he 
sometimes found himself surprised, even staggered by the 
clarity and closeness of the personalities who people them. 
In the sixth chapter of St. Mark, for example, where Jesus 
leaves the ship with his disciples and it reads: 

"Straightway they knew him, they ran up to him.'' He 
would then sec the Son of Man leaving the ship and recog
nized him at once not by his face or his phvsical form but 
by the brilliant depths of his loving eyes and a gently 
beckoning or inviting, welcome-bidding, bearing of his 
beautiful brown hand which seemed shaped and inhabited 
by a refined yet strong personality. The edge of a turbulent 
lake and the bows of a heavy fishing boat rose up for a 
moment and then the whole image had vanished like 
steaming breath in winter air. 

At intervals an historical personage or event would leap 
from the pages of his book with the same sort of eager
ness and zest as if they were longing to live again or be 
re-enacted and be reflected in a living eye. Hans was 
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impressed and surprised and he felt himself profoundly 
and strangely transformed by these phenomena which he 
glimpsed as they flashed by: it was as if he had been 
peering through the dark earth like a glass or as if God 
himself had been looking at him. These precious moments 
came unbidden, and disappeared unlamented as if they 
had been pilgrims or friendly guests whom one would 
hesitate to accost or press to stay because they have a 
strange and godlike air about them. 

He kept these experiences to himself and did not divulge 
them to Heilner. The latter's earlier melancholy had soured 
into cynicism which found an outlet in criticisms of school. 
the weather, life, the existence of God and on occasion 
led him to spoil for a fight or indulge in some stupid praQJc. 
As he stood apart from the rest and in opposition to them. 
he showed it in an attitude of defiance and hostility carrying 
Giebenrath, who was only too willing, along with him; so 
that both friends were cut off from the general crowd like 
an ill-omened island. But Hans gradually felt less and less 
disturbed by all this. If only there had not been the 
Principal of whom he went in secret awe. Once his 
favourite pupil he was now treated coldly and with an 
intentionally offhand manner. .\n<l he had gradually lost 
his enthusiasm for Hebrew, the Principal's speciality. 

It was amusing to see how much tl.~ forty students
with the occasional phlegmatic excep'.ion-had changed 
physically and spiritually Ill a few months. A number of 
them had shot up considerably at the expense of their 
breadth and their wrists and ankles obtruded hopefully 
from clothes that had not kept pace with them. Their 
faces showed every possible nuance ix"tween vanishing 
childhood and budding but hesitant manhood, still shy of 
pressing its claims, boys whose bodies were not yet adultly 
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angular had by the study of the Book of Moses acquired on 
their smooth brows at any rate a temporary grown-up 
seriousness. A pair of chubby cheeks was now a rarity. 

Hans too had changed. He was now as tall and lean as 
Heilner and almost looked older than his friend. The 
smooth transparent skin of his forehead had gone and his 
eyes were more deeply set, his complexion was pasty, his 
limbs and shoulders were bony and fleshless. 

The less satisfied he was with his progress in class, the 
more resolutely did he - under Heilner's influence - cut 
himself off from his companions. As he was no longer an 
exemplary pupil and potential top of the class and had 
therefore little cause to look down on them from a superior 
height, his aloofness ill became him. But he was unable 
to forgive them for making him aware of this and himself 
for feeling it acutely. He had frequent quarrels for example 
with the harmless Hartner and the boisterous Otto Wenger. 
When one day the latter was mocking and annoying him, 
Hans forgot himself and retorted with a blow. A serious 
fight ensued. Wenger wa<s a coward but his weak adversary 
was easy game and he went for him unmercifullv. Heitner 
was not present. The rest of the boys looked on 
indifferently: they were enjoying his discomfiture. He was 
well and truly beaten, his no<se was bleeding and every rib 
in his body ached. All that niiz:ht he could not sleep for 
pain and anger. He kept the incident a secret from his 
friend, but from this moment he rec;olutclv avoided his 
Study companions and hardly rxchanl!cd a word with them. 

At the beginning of the new year with the rainy after
noons and wet Sundays and long period of darkness, life 
in the Colle)?e took a new turn. The Study. Acropolis, 
which had a good pianist and two flautistc; among its 
members, founded two regular musical evenings; in the 
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Study. Germania. they inaugurated a play-reading circle, 
and a few pious boys set up a Bible study circle and read 
a chapter of the Bible every evening in conjunclion with a 
commentary on the Calvin Bible. 

Heitner applied for membership of the play-reading 
circle in Germania but was refused. He M:ethed with fury. 
To bpite them he went along to the Bible study group. 
They did not want him there either but he pushed himself 
in a11d with h.ib insolent views and heretical allusions intro
duced an :itmosphere of dispule and wrangling into the 
pious conversation of the shy little Brotherhood. He soon 
tired of this game but Lhe ironic tone of his conversation 
stili pt:rsibted. However. he now received scant attention. 
for the whose ebtabli!,hment was completely taken up~ a 
new spirit ot creative enterprise. 

The pen,on who got himself most talked about was a 
clever and witty mcmbt:r of Sparta. Apart from the 
qut:!>tion ot his personal fame. he telt it incumbent on him 
to introduce some hfe into the place and provide more 
frequent rehet from the monotony of everyday work by 
means of any pObbible diversion. His nickname was Dun
stan ,md he discovered an original way of causing a 
bensation and winning a certain amount of celebrity for 
himself at the same time. 

One morning when the boys were coming out of the 
dormitories they found a paper stuck on the washroom 
doors on which under the heading " Six epigrams from 
Sparta " a selection ot notable pen,onalities of the place, 
their foibles. rags and friendships were ridiculed in 
couplets. Giebenrath and Heilner did not escape attention. 
The little world seethed with excitement. 1 he boys crowded 
at the doors as if it was a theatre entrance, and the whole 
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mob murmured, pushed and buzzed together like a swarm 
of bees when their queen is about to take flight. 

Next morning the door was completely covered with 
epigrams, Xenia, retorts, corroborations, renewed attacks 
in which the instigator of the whole business had been 
shrewd enough to take no further part. Practically every 
boy joined in this battle of epigrams for several days. 
Everybody strolled round pensively intent on a couplet, 
and Lucius was probably the only one who went on with 
his work unperturbed as ever. At length one of the masters 
heard of it and forbade them to continue this exciting 
game. 

The shrewd Dunstan did not rest on his laurels; he had 
meantime prepared his master stroke. He chose this 
moment to publish the first issue of a newspaper which was 
hectographed in a small format on rough exercise paper; 
he had been collecting " copy " for weeks. It bore the title 
The Porcupine and was essentially a humorous periodical. 
The star feature of the first number was a humorous 
dialogue between the author of the Book of Joshua and a 
Maulbronn theological student. 

It had an enormous success and Dunstan who now 
assumed the air and deportment of a hectically husy 
publisher and editor, enjoyed almost the 11ame reputation m 
the establishment as the famous Aretino of old in the 
Venetian Republic. 

General astonishment prevailed when Hermann Heilner 
took an enthusiastic share in the editing and together with 
Dunstan now supplied the enterprise with a sharp, satirical 
commentary for which he lacked neither the wit nor the 
venom. For about a month the little paper kept the whole 
College in a state of breathless excitement. 

Giebenrath conveyed to his friend that he had neither 
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the wish nor the talent to participate himself. At first he 
hardly noticed that Heilner had of late been spending so 
many of his evenings in Sparta for recently he had had 
something else on his mind. Day after day he went about 
distracted and with no energy, worked slowly and without 
any zest and on one occasion in the Livy period he had a 
curious experience. 

The master called on him to translate. He remained 
seated. 

" What does this mean ? Why don't you stand up ? " the 
master called out angrily. 

Hans did not stir. He continued to sit upright in his desk 
with slightly lowered head and half-closed eyes. The shout 
had awakened him out of a dream but the teacher·s VOIQ! 

seemed to reach him from a very long way off. He was also 
conscious of his desk neighbour nudging him hard. But it 
seemed no concern of his. He was surrounded by other 
people; other hands were touching him. other voices 
addressing him, close, gentle. deep voices which uttered no 
words, only sounds like the deep murmur of a stream. And 
many eyes were gazing at him-strange, shining eyes, full 
of foreboding. Perhaps the eyes of a Roman crowd which 
he had just been reading about in Livy or the eyes of 
unknown men of whom he had dreamed or caught a 
glimpse in pictures. 

"Giebenrath," shouted the master, "are you asleep?,. 

The boy slowly opened his eyes, stared astonished at 
the master and shook his head. 

"You've been asleep! Can you tell me what sentence 
we have got to ? Well ! " 

Hans indicated the place in the book; he knew very well 
where they were. 
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•• Perhaps you will be good enough to stand up now?" 
said the master sarcastically. And Hans stood up . 

.. What are you doing then ? Look at me ! " 
He looked at the master. The latter was not pleased with 

what he saw for he shook his head in surprise . 
.. Are you ill, Giebenrath ? ·• 
" No, Herr Professor." 
'' Sit down again and come to my study at the end of 

the lesson." 
Hans sat down and bent over his Livy. He was fully 

awake and understood everything that was going on but 
with his inner eye he followed the many strange forms 
which slowly moved away to a great distance, keeping their 
gleaming eyes fixed on him until they faded away in a mist. 
At the same time the master's voice and that of the boy 
who was translating and all the small classroom noi!,es 
came closer and clo&er, as real and present as ever. Desks, 
master's dais, blackboard stood there as usual, the large 
wooden compas&es and set-square hung on the wall; all 
round sat his comrades many of whom were glancing with 
insolent curiosity in his direction. Then Hans was over
come with fear. "Come to my study at the end of the 
lesson," were the words he had heard. In the name of 
heaven, what had happened then? 

The master beckoned to him when the lesson was over 
and took him along through the rows of his staring 
companions. 

" Now tell me what was really the matter with you. You 
were not asleep then ? " 

"No." 
"Why did you not stand up when I called you?" 
"I don't know." 
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... Perhaps you didn't hear me? Are you hard of 
hearing?" 

" No. I heard you." 
"And yet you didn't stand up? You had a very strange 

look in your eyes. What were you thinking about?" 
" Nothing. I meant to stand up." 
" Why didn't you then ? Were you unwell ? " 
" I don't think so. I don't know what it was." 
"Had you a headache?" 
UNo."' 
"Very well. Go along." 
Before dinner Hans wac; summoned again and taken up 

to the Dormitory. There the Principal was waiting for him 
with the local doctor. The latter examined him and aske.d 
him que!>tions but came to no very definite conclusion. The 
doctor laughed good-naturedly. He did not think it was 
serious. 

"Slight nervous di"orders, Principal," he smiled. 
"Temporary faintness-jm.t a slight giddiness. You must 
see that the fellow gets some fresh air every day. I will 
prescribe some drops for the headaches.'' 

From this time on Hans had to go out for an hour's 
fresh air every day, after dinnc ,·. He did not mind. The 
worst of it was that the Principal expressly forbade Heiluer 
to join him on these walks. The latter raged and swore 
but it was of no avail. So Hans alwayo: went alone and 
derived a certain pleasure from his own company. It was 
the beginning of Spring. The new green ran like a clear, 
shalJow wave over the rounded forms of the hills, the 
trees were losing their sharply defined brown criss-cross 
pattern of winter and their fresh young foliage merged into 
the colours of the landscape like a vast flowing tide of 
living green. 
T P JI I 13 
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Earlier on, in his grammar schooldays Hans had looked 
at the Spring with a different eye, with a more interested 
curiosity in its detailed aspects. He had observed the 
returning birds, one species after another and the 
successive outbursts of blossom on the fruit-trees. Then 
as soon as May arrived, he had begun his fishing ex
peditions. But now he could nol be bothered to distinguish 
the different species of birds or recognize the bushes by 
their buds. All he noticed was the general surge of life, 
the colours starting up everywhere; he breathed in the 
smell of the young leaves, smell the milder, intoxicating 
air and walked through the fields full of wonder. He tired 
easily and felt a continual desire to lie down and fall 
asleep. Almost all the time he saw other things than those 
that actually surrounded him. What they were he did not 
know himself and he did not give any thought to the 
matter. They were distinct, unusual, affecting visions which 
stood round him like frozen portraits or avenues of exotic 
trees, but nothing appeared to happen among them. 
Unlroubled portraits to conlcmplate, but this very act of 
contemplation was also an experience. lt was like being 
transported to another world and among other men. It was 
a journey on to strange soil. a soft. agreeable soil to tread 
and a strange air blew, full of well-being and dreamy 
fragrance. Sometimes these images were replaced by a 
feeling, dark, warm and moving as if a gentle hand was 
caressing his body. 

Hans found it a struggle to concentrate both in his 
reading and his other work. The subjects that failed to hold 
his interest were as elusive as shadows and if he wanted to 
remember the Hebrew vocabulary for the lesson, he had to 
learn it up at the last minute. But the moments of vision 
when he suddenly was in the bodily presence of everything 
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that had been described in his reading seemed more alive, 
indeed much more real than the actual objects that 
surrounded him. And while he noticed with despair that 
his memory seemed unable to take any more in and became 
poorer and more uncertain every day. sometimes memories 
from earlier days came upon him with a strange clarity. 
both odd and disturbing. He would frequently find himself 
thinking about his father or old Anna in the middle of a 
lesson or while he was reading, or one of his former 
teachers or schoolfellows would appear as it were in the 
flesh before him and for the time being monopolized his 
attention. He re-lived scenes from his stay in Stuttgart, the 
landeMZmen period and the holidays that followed or saw 
himself sitting by the river with his fishing-rod, smelt the 
~mell of the sunlit water; and yet he had the feeling that 
the time of which he was dreaming was long years back 
in the past. 

One somewhat damp, dark evening he was pacing up 
and down with Heilner, chatting about his father, fishing 
and school. His friend wa~ noticeably quiet, let him 
speak, gave a nod now and again or made a few thoughttul 
passes in the air with his small ruler with which he toyed 
all the day. Gradually Hans to0 fell silent; it had grown 
quite dark and they sat down on a window sill. 

"I say, Hans," Heilner began fmall) His voice was 
excited and unsteady. 

"What?•• 
·• Oh nothing." 
"Dogoonl" 
.. I was just thinking-since you talked to me about all 

sorts of things . . . " 
"Well?" 
" Tell me. Hans. haven't you ever run after a girl ? " 
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A silence followed. It was a subject that neither of them 
bad mentioned before. Hans shied off it, although that 
enigmatic territory held for him the fascination of an 
enchanted garden. He felt himself blush and his fingers 
trembled. 

" Only once," he whispered " I was just a silly child 
then." 

Another pause. 
" . . . And you, Heitner ? " 
HeiJuer sighed. 
"Oh, don't; it's no use talking about it you know. It 

doesn't do any good." 
·• Do go on!" 
" I. I've got a sweetheart." 
" You ? ls it true ? " 
"Back at home. A neighbour. And I kif,sed her this 

winter." 
" Kissed her ? '' 
" Yes. It was dark. I v.as helping her to remove her 

skate!> on the ice in the evening. and I gave her a kiss." 
"Did she say anything?" 
"Not c:1. word. She just ran off." 
'"And then?" 
" And then ! . . . Nothing." 
He sighed again and gazed at him as if he was a hero 

who had returned from a forbidden garden. 
Then the bell rang and they bad to go to bed. When the 

lamp bad been extinguished and everything had become 
quiet, Hans lay there for more than an hour, thinking 
about the kiss which HeiJner had given his sweetheart. 

The next day he wanted to ask him more about it but 
he felt awkward and his friend was too shy to return to 
the subject as Hans bad not inquired further. 
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Things in school were getting worse and worse for Hans. 
The masters were beginning to frown and look oddly at 
him; the Principal was grim and annoyed; even Hans' com
panions had long been aware that Giebenrath was slipping 
from his pedestal and had ceased to aim at being first in 
class. Heitner alone failed to notice anything - school 
affairs were not important to him-and Hans saw it all 
happening and changing without paying it any attention. 

Meantime Heitner had had enough of newspaper editing 
and turned to his friend again. In defiance of the ban, he 
accompanied Hans several times on his daily walks, lay 
beside him in the sun day-dreaming, read poetry. made 
jokes at the expense of the Principal. Every day Hans was 
hoping to he~ir more revelations from Heilner about @S 
romantic love affair, yet the longer he put off asking the 
more difficult he found it to bring himself to do so. Both 
the boys were as unpopular as ever among their comrades, 
for Heilner's malicious gibes in The Porcupine had won 
him no one's confidence. 

By this time the paper was beginning to peter out in any 
case; it had gone on too long: the editors had only intended 
it to fill in the tedious weeks between winter and spring. 
Now the new season of the ye:. r had plenty to offer in the 
way of botanising, walks, open-air sports. Every afternoon, 
gymnasts, boxers, runners and players d ball games filled 
the cloister garden with their shouts aorl activity. 

And there was an additional sensation of which once 
more Hermann Heilner was the originator and storm
centre. 

It had come to the Principal's ears that Heilner had 
defied his prohibition and was accomr.1nving Giebenrath 
on his walks almost every day. On this occasion the 
Principal did not worry Giebenrath and was content to 
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summon the chief culprit, his old enemy, to his study. He 
addressed him with a friendly familiarity which made 
Heitner curl up immediately. He reproached him with his 
disobedience. Heitner explained that he was Giebenrath's 
friend and that no one had the right to come between 
them. He made an ugly scene a'i the result of which he was 
kept in for several hours and strictly forbidden to go out 
with Giebenrath in the future. 

So Hans embarked next day on his official walk alone. 
He came back at two o'clock in the afternoon and joined 
the other boys in the classroom. At the beginning of the 
lesson it transpired that Heilner was absent. It was very 
much a repetition of the previous occasion when Hindu 
had disappeared. only this time no one supposed that it 
was merely a matter of latene<.;s. At three o'clock the whole 
college went out with three of the teachers to search for 
the missing boy They split up into groups, ran through the 
woods shouting for him. Many of the boys and even two 
of the teachers did not rule out the possibility that he had 
done himself mischief. 

At five o'clock they telegraphed to all the police stations 
and in the evening an express-letter was posted to Heilner's 
father. By late evening there was no trace of the boy and 
whispering could be heard in the dormitories well into the 
night. The most widely accepted theory among the boys 
was that he had thrown himself into the water. Others 
thought he had just run away home. But it had been 
discovered that he had no money on him. 

They looked at Hans as though he was bound to know 
all about it. But it was not so; in point of fact he was the 
most worried and frightened of them all and at night in 
the dormitory when he heard the others asking questions, 
producing theories and joking about it, he buried himself 
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under his blankets and endured long hours of torment as 
he lay there distressed about his friend. A premonition that 
he would never come back seized hold of his panic-stricken 
heart and filled him with dread. until at length. worn out 
with anxiety he fell asleep. 

At that same moment Heilner lay only a few miles away 
in a wood. He was too chilled to sleep but he drew deep 
breaths enjoying his freedom and stretched his limbs as if 
he had escaped from a narrow cage. He had been on the 
go smce midday, had bought a loaf of bread in Knittlingen 
and now and again took a bite from it as he gazed through 
the spring branches still only lightly clad with leaves at the 
darkness, the stars and chasing clouds. Where he would 
finally land up was a matter of indifference to him; at 
least he had escaped from the loathsome college and lmd 
shown the Principal that his will was stronger than all his 
orders and prohibitions. 

All next day they continued the vain search. He spent 
the second night near a village among heaps of straw in a 
field; in the morning he went back into the forest and only 
towards evening when he wanted to go into a village did 
he fall into the hands of a policeman. With an air of 
scornful amusement the latter t~)Ok him along to the Town 
Hall where Heitner won the sympathy of the mayor with 
his jokes and smooth tongue and was invited to spend the 
night at his house and supped generously on ham and eggs. 
The following day his father, who had come over, collected 
him. 

Excitement ran high in the College when the fugitive 
was brought back. But he held his head erect and appeared 
in no way to regret his brilliant escapade-. He was expected 
to apologize but he refused, and display1·d neither timidity 
nor subservience before the teachers' tribunal. They had 
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hoped to keep him but the cup was now full. He was 
expelled in disgrace and that same evening left the college 
for good with his father. His leave-taking from his friend 
Hans Giebenrath, had to be confined to a handshake. 

The Principal made a magnificently impressive speech 
about this scandalous case of insubordination and 
decadence. His report to the authorities at Stuttgart was 
couched in feebler, more factual and measured terms. AU 
future correspondence with the expelled monster was for
bidden, which merely caused Hans Giebenrath to smile. 
For weeks Heilner and his flight wai; the all-absorbing 
topic. Distance and time had modified the general view 
about him and many now regarded the fugitive whom they 
once so nervou-;ly avoided as an eagle -,oaring from hi•, 
cage. 

Hellas now had two empty desb. and the last occupant 
was not so quickly forgotten as the first. It would indeed 
have suited the Principal better if he could have felt the 
second was being a:. quietly cared for as his predecessor. 
But Heilner took no steps to disturb the peace of the 
establishment. His friend waited and waited but no letter 
came. He had vanished and gone; memories of his physical 
shape and his flight from the '>chool became fin,t past 
history and then gradually turned into legend. After many 
further brilliant escapades and vagaries of fortune the boy 
was finally reduced to order by the grim realities of life 
which made if not a hero at any rate a man of him. 

The suspicion that rested on Hans who was left behind, 
of having previous knowledge about Heilner's flight robbed 
him completely of the teachers' good opinion. When during 
the course of a lesson he had given a wrong answer to 
several questions, one of them remarked "Why didn't 
you go off with that fine friend of yours ? " 
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The Principal let him go on sitting there. eyeing him 
narrowly with the same derisive pity with which the 
Pharisee regarded the publican. This Giebenrath was no 
longer one of them: he was a leper. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Like a hamster with its laid-in store, Hans gained a brief 
respite by virtue of his previously acquired knowledge. 
Then followed a painful period of starvation, interrupted 
by short ineffectual attempts-at the hopelessness of which 
he was wryly amused-to save the situation. He now ceased 
to torment himself to no purpose, threw his Homer after 
the Pentateuch and the algebra book after his Xenophon 
and without becoming unduly perturbed watched his good 
reputation sink step by step in his teachers' eye from good 
to fair, from fair to sati!)factory, from !)atisfactory to un
satisfactory. When he was free from his headache which 
was not often. he thought of Hermann Heilner, dreamed 
his idle, wistful dreams and spent whole hours sunk in 
vague thoughts. His reply to renewed reproaches of all the 
teachers was a good-natured, deprecatory smile. Wiedrich, 
a friendly asshtant teai.:her, was the only one who was 
distressed by this desperate smile and he treated this boy 
who had lost his way with sympathetic forbearance. The 
rest of the staff were merely indignant and treated Hans 
with contemptuous neglect or made occasional attempts to 
arouse his slumbering ambition with sarcastic gibes. " In 
case you happen not to be asleep, might I trouble you to 
read this sentence ? " 

The Principal was righteously indignant. This vain man 
had great ideas about the power of his glance and was 
beside himself with rage when Giebenrath repeatedly faced 
his majestically threatening brows with the humble, 
deprecatory smile which gradually got on his nerves. 
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"Don't give that meaningless smile. You have got good 
cause to weep rather." 

A horrified letter from his father begging him to improve 
made a deeper impression on him. The Principal had 
written to Herr Giebenrath and the latter was very 
perturbed. His letter to Hans was a collection of all the 
encouragement and suitable formulas of indignation at that 
worthy man's command but an unconscious note of 
plaintive misery came through which his son found 
distressing. 

All these devoted leaders of youth, from the Principal 
down to Herr Giebenrath, including senior and junior 
assistant masters. saw in Hans an obstacle to their wishes, 
wmething resi&tant and la1y that must somehow be for~d 
back into the fold. Not one-with the possible exception 
of the sympathetic Wiedrich--could penetrate the desperate 
smile on the boy's small face to the foundering spirit 
within, suffering and looking about him in terror and 
despair as he sank. Nor did it occur to any of them that the 
school and the ruthless ambition of a father and some of 
teachers had reduced this fragile creature to -;uch a state. 
Why had he had to work late into the night during the 
most sensitive and critical year~ ::,f his boyhood ? Why had 
they taken hi-; rabbits away from him, intentionally 
estranged him from his friend~ at the grammar school. 
forbidden him to go fishing and wander n round. pref erring 
to instil into him the empty and commonplace ideal of a 
wretched and gnawing ambition. Why, even after the 
Examination had they not allowed him to enjoy the 
well-deserved holidays ? 

Now the overworked little steed lay h) t'ie roadside and 
was of no more use to anyone. 

Towards the beginning of the summer the State doctot 
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explained once again that it was a question of a nervous 
condition, mainly due to growing. Hans was to look after 
himself well in the holidays, have plenty to eat, spend 
plenty of time in the woods; then he would soon recover. 

Unfortunately it never got as far as that. There were 
still three weeks to go before the holidays when Hans 
received a severe reproof from one of the senior masters 
during an afternoon lesson. While the teacher was still 
rating him, Hans sank hack into his desk and began to 
tremble uncontrollably and then burst into a prolonged fit 
of weeping which interrupted the whole lesson. He spent 
the remainder of the day in bed. 

The fo11owing day in the mathematics lesson he was 
ac;ked to draw a geometric figure on the blackboard and go 
through the proof orally. He stood up but as he faced the 
blackboard he was overcome with dininess; he took the 
chalk and ruler and made mraningle'ls c;crawlc; on the 
board, then dropped them and when he stooped down to 
pick them up. staved kneeling on the floor. unable to rise 
to his feet. 

The State doctor war, somewhat put out that his patient 
should indulge in such exhibitions. He ventured a cautious 
opinion, prescribed immediate sick-leave and recommended 
calling in a nerve specialist 

" He's contracting St. Vitu'l' dance." he whispered to 
the Principal who nodded his head and found it expedient 
to change the ungracious expres<,ion of anger on his face 
into one of paternal sympathy which he found no difficulty 
in doing and which became him well. 

He and the doctor composed a letter to Herr Giebenrath, 
put it in the boy's pocket and packed him off home. The 
Principal's anger had turned into deep apprehension
what would the educational authorities, already disturbed 
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by the Heilner case. think about this new misfortune? To 
the general astonishment of the school be dispensed with 
a lecture suitable to the occasion and treated Hans with an 
unwanted consideration during these last hours. It was 
obvious to him that the boy would not return from bis 
sick-leave-even in the event of lus recovery. As he had 
already lost ground, he could not possibly make up the 
months or even weeks of lost time. He took leave of the 
boy with an encouragtngly hearty ·· auf Wiedersehen " but 
every time he entered Hellas in the next few days and saw 
the three empty desks. he felt disturbed and found it 
difficult to suppress the thought that perbap& a portion of 
the blame for the disappearance of two talented pupils 
might be attached to him. But being a bold and heal!hY 
man he managed to dismiss these gloomy and futile doubts 
from his mind. 

The monastery with its churches, gateway, gables and 
towers sank behind the young student as he departed 
carrying his &mall valise; the forest and hill ranges vanished 
and m their place aro&e the fertile meadow orchards of 
the Badene&e borderland; then came Pforzhcim and 
immediately behind began the blue-black pine trees of the 
Black Forest, inten,ected b· numerous river valleys. 
looking bluer. cooler and holding more promise of shade 
than ever in this hot &ummer haze. Tbr boy contemplated 
the changing and increasingly familiar landscape not with
out plea&ure, until, as he drew near his home town, he 
remembered his father. and a painful anxiety about the 
reception he would have more or less ruined any pleasure 
of this journey back. The journey to Stuttgart for the 
examination and his ilrst arrivaJ at Maubronn with the 
mixture of joy and anxiety came back into his mind. What 
use had it all been ? He knew as well as the Principal that 
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he would never be returning; it meant an end to training 
college, study and every ambitious hope. Yet the thought 
did not sadden him, only his fear of his disappointed father 
whose hopes he had betrayed weighed heavily on his heart. 
But for the present he had no other wish after all the 
torture he had been through than to rest, have a long sleep 
and a good cry, and to be left in peace to dream to his 
heart's content. He was afraid he would not be able to do 
this at home with his father. By the end of the railway 
journey he had a violent headache, and stopped looking 
out of the window although they were now passing through 
his favourite part of the world among whose woods and 
hills be bad formerly rambled with such pleasure: and he 
almost failed to get out at his home station. 

Now he stood there with his umbrella and valise while 
his father surveyed him. The Principal's last report had 
changed his di~appointment and indignation with his 
failure of a son into a kind of baffled fear. He had pictured 
Hans in a state of collapse, and thin and weak though he 
now found him. he did not look exactly unhealthy and 
after all was still walking on his own legs. That was some 
comfort at any rate. The worst thing was his secret dread 
of the nervous breakdown which the doctor and Principal 
had written to him about. Hitherto no member of his 
family had ever suffered from any nervous disorder; they 
had always spoken of such illnesses with unsympathetic 
mockery in the way they talked about lunatics, and now 
his own Hans was coming home suffering from something 
of the same kind. 

On his first day home Hans was glad to be spared any 
reproaches. Then he became aware of the timid, awkward 
consideration with which his father was treating him and 
which was such an obvious effort on his part. At times he 
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realized too that his father was exammmg him with 
strangely probing looks and curiosity, speaking to him in 
a subdued, unnatural tone and watching him, under the 
illusion that his son did not notice it. The result was to 
make him more frightened than ever and a vague fear 
about his state began to torment him. 

When the weather was fine he lay outside in the forest 
for hours on end and felt better. A faint echo of his child
hood's joys filled his damaged spirit: his pleasure in 
flowers and insects, in observing birds or tracking animals. 
But it was short-lived. He mostly lazed in the moss suffering 
from headaches, and he would vainly try to think of &ome
thing until his day-dreaming look over and transported him 
to other spheres. ... 

Once he had the following dream. He saw his friend 
Hermann Heilner lying dead on a bier and wanted to go 
to him but the Principal and the staff restrained him and 
drove him back with blows every time he pressed forward. 
Not only the masters from the Training College and junior 
aiisistants were present but his old Headmaster and the 
Stuttgart examiners, all with sneering expressions on their 
faces. Suddenly the scene shifted elsewhere; the drowned 
Hindu lay on the bier and his 6· Jte:,que father with the top 
hat stood by, bow-legged and sorrowful. 

Then another dream. He was runn:ng in the forest, 
searching for the runaway Heifner and he kept seeing him 
disappear in the distance among the tree-trunks whenever 
he wanted to call out to him. At length Heilner stood still, 
allowed him to approach and said" I say, I have a sweet
heart." Then he laughed uproariously and varushed into 
the undergrowth. 

He saw a slender. handsome man with quiet, godlike 
eyes and beautiful, gentle bands step out of a boat, and 
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he ran towards him. But it suddenly came to a stop and 
Hans racked his brain to think what it was all about 
until the passage in the Scriptures came back to him, 
eOOvs hnyv6VTes av-rov nep1e6paµov -immediately when 
they recognised him, they went up to him-

And now he had to think what conjugation form 
,rep1e6paµov was and how the Present tense, the Infinitive, 
Perfect, Future of the verb went; he had to conjugate 
it in the singular and plural, and he got into a fever 
and panic as soon as he was stuck. When he came to him
self again, his head seemed to hurt all over inside, and 
when his face was involuntarily distorted into his old smile 
of resignation and guilt, he seemed to hear the Principal 
!laying, " What s.tupid kind of grin is that ? Do you need 
to grin as well ! " 

In short, despite some isolated days when he felt better, 
Hans' condition showed no improvement; rather the con
trary. The family doctor who had attended his mother in 
the past and had :;,igned her death certificate after her last 
illness, and treated his father who of ten suffered slight 
attacks of gout, pulled a long face and put off expressing 
an opinion from one day to the next. 

It wa5 only in these weeks that Hans realized that 
be had no friends from his last two years at the grammar 
5chool. Some of the friends of that period had left 
the town, others he now saw going about as apprentices 
and he had no bond, or anything in common with them, 
and none of them cared about him. On two occasions the 
Headmaster addressed a few friendly words to him, the 
Latin master and the vicar also nodded amicably at him in 
the street, but Hans was no longer any concern of theirs. 
He had ceased to be a vessel into which all manner of 
things could be sluffed, a field to be sown with a variety 
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of seeds: it was no longer rewarding to spend time and 
trouble on him. 

It might have helped if the vicar had shown a little 
intcre1>t in the boy. But what could he do? What he could 
1-upply, knowledge or at the least the desire for it, he had 
not withheld from the boy at the time when it was wanted 
and more than that it wa1, not his to impart. He was not 
one of those parsons about who~e Latin one has doubts 
and whose sermons are taken from well-known sources 
but to whom one is glad to turn in bad times because they 
have a sympathetic glance and a friendly word for every
body's troubles. Nor ,\a~ Herr Giebenrath a friend or 
comforter though he tried hard to hide his bitter 
disappointment over Ham,. .. 

So the boy felt himself abandoned and unloved and sat 
about in the small garden in the sun or lay down in the 
woods and gave himself up to his dreams or tormenting 
thoughts. He was unable to take refuge in reading without 
bringing on pain1, in his head and eyes because, whenever 
he opened any of his old boo\~ the ghost of his training 
college days and all its wome\ 1ose up before him, haunted 
him with joyless and mtimidating dreams and stared at 
him with burning eyes. 

In his present desperate and forlorn ::ondition another 
ghost approached in the guise of a treacherous comforter 
and gradually became an indispensable familiar-it was the 
thought of death. It was easy enough to procure a firearm 
or contrive a slip-knot on a tree somewhere in 1he forest. 
Such thoughts accompanied him almost ,faily on his walks 
and he inspected quiet and lonely spots and finally found 
one where it would be pleasant to die and decided definitely 
r I'. I 129 
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to make his end there. He paid it frequent visits, sat down 
and derived a strange pleasure from the thought that they 
would soon be finding his body lying there dead. The 
branch for the rope was chosen and tested for strength 
and no further difficulties stood in the way. Little by little, 
between long intervals, he composed a brief letter to his 
father and a very long one to Herman Heilner which were 
to be discovered on his body. 

The!.e preparations and the sem,e of security his decision 
gave him exercised a beneficent influence on his mood. He 
spent hours sitting under the fateful branch during which 
the feeling of oppres!.ion lifted and was replaced by one 
almost of well-being. 

He did not really know why he had not hanged himself 
from the branch long ago. The re!.olve had been made, his 
death was decided on, and sometimes he felt quite well and 
latterly he had not scorned to enjoy the lovely sunshine or 
indulge in day-drQms in the way one does before setting 
off on a long voyage. He could make a start any day; every
thing was in order and there was a special kind of rueful 
pleasure about lingering for a while among the old 
surroundings, and looking into the face!. of the people who 
had no idea of his dangerous resolutions. Every time he 
met the doctor he could not help thinking, " now you shall 
see." 

Fate allowed him to rejoice in his dark intentions and 
watched him enjoy a few drops of pleasure and zest from 
the cup of death. Fate might indeed be indifferent to this 
mutilated young life but it must be allowed to complete its 
cycle and must not leave the arena until it had tasted the 
bitter sweet of life for a little while longer. 

The old haunting and tormenting imaginings occurred 
less frequently; they gave way to a weary indifference, a 
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painless, indolent mood during which Hans distractedly 
watched the days and hours go by. gazed calmly at the 
blue sky and seemed at times to be walking in his sleep or 
to have taken refuge in his childhood days. On one 
occasion he was sitting under the pine-tree in the garden 
at dusk. unconsciously humming an old jingle which had 
come back to him from his grammar school days 

•• Alas, I am so weary 
Alas I am so worn 
I have no money in my purse 
And I am so forlorn." 

He hummed it to the old tune without realizing that he 
had now repeated it for the twentieth time. However his 
father was standing by the window, listening, thorougftly 
frightened. This stupid, nonsensical sing-song was utterly 
incomprehensible to his unimaginative nature and with a 
sigh he attributed it to a hopeless softening of the brain. 
From this time on he watched the boy with mcreasing 
anxiety. Hans noticed it and was distressed but still he 
could not bring himself to take the rope and make use of 
it on the strong branch he had selected. 

Meantime the hot days of summer had arrived and a 
year had already gone by sinu. the Landexamen and the 
summer holidays that followed. Sometimes Hans thought 
back to it all without any particular er .. otion; indeed his 
feelings had become somewhat numbe~. He would have 
loved to have begun his fishing again but he dared not ask 
his father. He felt tortured every time he stood by the 
water and he frequently lingered by the bank where nobody 
saw him and with eager eyes followed the movements of 
the dark, silent fish as they swam about. With the approach 
of evening he would walk for some distance upstream to 
the bathing place, and as he had to keep passing Inspector 
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Gessler's little house, he chanced to discover that Emma 
Gessler with whom he had been infatuated three years ago 
was now back home again. He looked at her inquisitively 
once or twice but he thought her less attractive than before. 
She had been a slender-limbed. neatly-built slip of a girl; 
now she had grown up, her movements were heavier and 
she had her hair dressed in modern, adult style which 
completely changed her appearance. Nor did her long 
dresses ~uit her and her attempts to look the lady were 
decidedly infelicitous. To Hans she seemed like a joke 
but at the same time he felt distressed as he remembered 
the oddly my&terious glow of warmth he had experienced in 
the old days whenever he set eyes on her. But in those days 
it had all been different, so much nicer, gayer and more 
lively ! For so long now bis experience had been confined 
to Latin. history, Greek, examinations. the seminary and 
headaches. In the old days there had been books of fairy
talcs, stories of robber-bands. he had constructed a home
made hammer mill and in the evenings he had listened to 
Lic:,e'1, adventure stories in the Naschold gateway; in those 
days he had for 1,ome time looked on old neighbour Gross
johann, uicknamed Garibaldi, as a murderous thief and 
had mghtmares about him, and all through the year there 
had been something to look forward to each month
bay-making. harvesting the clover, then the beginning of 
the fishing &ea~on or crayfish catching and hop-picking. 
shaking down the plums, potato-fires, the start of the 
threshing and between times and btill more. each welcome 
Sunday and feast-day. There had been a whole host of 
things which attracted him with their secret magic-houses. 
narrow streets, hay-lofts, fountains, hedges. human beings 
and animals of every kind had been either familiar and 
beloved or mysteriously fascinating. He had helped with 
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the hop-picking and listened as the peasant girls had sung 
and had been struck by certain verses in their songs most 
of which were grotesquely comic but others so full of 
pathos that he felt a lump in his throat as he listened. 

But it had all faded away and come to an end without 
his noticing it. First the evenings at Liese's had stopped 
then the minnow-fishing on Sunday mornings, then the 
fairy-tale readings, and thus, one thing after another up to 
the hop-picking and the hammer mill in the garden. Where 
had all those days gone? 

And so the precocious boy was now experiencing an 
unreal new childhood in these days of his illness. The 
mood that harked back to childhood now flowed back with 
a sudden outburst of longing into those wonderful, twili8ht 
years and he wandered spellbound in a forest of memories 
whose strength and clearne&s was possibly the result of his 
illness. He experienced it all with no less warmth and 
passion than he had in the reality before; his betrayed and 
violated childhood surged up in him like a long pent-up 
spring. 

Wh~n a tree is pollarded, it puts out new shoots at the 
base. and in the same way a soul too which was ruined in 
the bud, finds it:, way back to .. 1e i.pringtime of beginnings 
and prescient childhood as if it might discover new hopes 
there and tie up the broken threads one., again. The roots 
thrive quickly, full of sap, but it is ot.ly a semblance of 
life and never again will it became a healthy tree. 

That was how it was with Hans Giebenrath and so we 
must therefore accompany him a short way on his dreams 
in the land of childhood. 

The Giebenrath house stood close h · the old stone 
bridge and formed the angle between two very different 
streets. One, - to which the house was considered to 
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belong-was the longest, broadest and best in the town 
and was called Gerbergasse. The other led steeply uphill, 
was short, narrow and dismal and was called " Zum 
Falken " after an ancient, long-disappeared hostelry which 
had borne the sign of a falcon. 

Every house in the Gerberstrasse was inhabited by good, 
solid citizens, people who owned their houses, had their 
own family vaults and gardens which rose steeply behind 
in terraces and the fences of which. erected in the sixties, 
bordered the railway embankment which was overgrown 
with yellow broom. The sole rival to the Gerbergasse in 
the matter of superior buildings was the Market-place 
where church, Council Chamber, Law-court, Townhall 
and vicarage with their unblemished respectability gave a 
noble impression of civic pride. The Gerberstrasse did not 
indeed possess any official buildings but there were old 
and new middle-class residences with impressive entrances. 
small, pretty. half-timbered houses, bright attractive 
gables: and it owed its friendly, comfortable aspect to the 
fact that it consisted of a single row of houses. for on the 
other side of the street, at the foot of a wall provided with 
supporting piles, ran the river. 

If the Gerberstrasse was long, broad, light, spacious and 
elegant, the " Falken " was the very opposite. Here stood 
dingy, tumbledown houses covered with crumbly plaster, 
houses with overhanging gables, doors and windows that 
had frequently collapsed and been repaired, twisted chim
ney stacks and damaged gutterings. The houses robbed each 
other of light and space and the street was narrow and 
fantastically tortuous and shrouded moreover in an eternal 
twilight which turned into damp darkness in rainy weather 
or when the sun had gone down. Lots of washing 
hung perpetually from poles and lines for the alley was 
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small and poor and contained a great many families not to 
mention all the sub-tenants and those that dossed there 
for the night. Every corner of the tumbledown houses was 
crowded; it was a nest of poverty, vice and disease. When 
typhoid broke out, it was there that it started, likewise if 
a murder was committed, and if there was a burglary the 
" Falken " was the first place to undergo a search. Hawkers 
lodged there, including the comic vendor of cleaning 
pov·der, Hottehotte, and the scissor-grinder Adam Hittel, 
and to him all manner of crime and vice was attributed. 

During his early school years Hans had been a freqaent 
guest in the" Falken." In the company of a dubious gang 
of ragged, flaxen-haired boys he had listened to murder
stories as recounted by the notorious Lotte Frohmiiller. 
She was the divorced wife of a small innkeeper and had 
spent five years of her life in prison. In her time she had 
been a well-known belle, had had a great number of lovers 
among the factory hands and had been the cause of even 
more scandals and stabbing incidents. Now :;,he lived alone 
and spent her evenings afk. the factories had closed, 
boiling coffee and telling yarns. At such times her door 
stood wide open and in addition to thl women and young 
workers, a crowd of neighbours and .:hildren continually 
listened to her in fascinated horror from the doorstep. 
The water boiled in the kettle on the black stone hearth, a 
tallow candle burned near it and with the blue flames from 
the small coal fire lit the dark, crowded room with weird 
fiickerings that projected the shadows ,,f the spectators on 
the walls and ceiling in monstrous shapes, endowing them 
with ghostly movements. 
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It was here that the eight-year-old boy made the 
acquaintance of the Finkenbein brothers and kept up a 
friendship with them for about a year in defiance of a strict 
injunction on the part of his father. They were called 
Dolf and Emil and had the most doubtful reputation of any 
of the town urchins; they were famed for orchard-robberies, 
minor poaching offences in the woods and as perpetrators 
of endless mischief of one sort and another. They also 
trafficked in birds-eggs, lead bullets, young ravens, starlings 
and hares. laid illegal night-lines and were thoroughly at 
home in all the town-gardens for no fence had sufficient 
spikes, no wall was thickly enough encrusted with broken 
glass to prevent them climbing over without any difficulty. 

And then there was above all Hermann Rechtenheil who 
lived in the "Falken" and with whom Hans had becoml! 
very intimate. He was an orphan and a sickly precocious, 
unusual child. Because one of his legs was shorter than 
the other. he had to go about with a stick, and was unable 
to take part in the street games. He was slightly built and 
had a pale, intense face that ended in a pointed chin. He 
was exceptionally gifted in anything involving manual 
dexterity, had a passion for fishing with which he infected 
Hans. At thiit time Hans did not hold a licence but this did 
not prevent them from fishing: this they did from various 
hidden spots for if sport may be described as a pleasure, 
poaching has, as everybody knows, a thrill of its own. The 
lame Rechtenheil taught Hans how to cut good fishing rods, 
how to plait horsehair, how to dye lines, how to twist 
running knots, how to sharpen fish-hooks. He taught him 
to study the weather, examine the water, cloud it with 
bran, choose the right bait and attach it effectively; he 
taught him how to distinguish the different kinds of fish, 
how to watch the fish a,pd keep the line at the right depth. 
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By his mere presence and example he silently com
municated the holds and the subtle instinct for the moment 
when to wind in or let out. He had nothing but scorn for 
the handsome rods, floats, gut lines and all artificially 
manufactured paraphernalia and convinced Hans that you 
could not possibly fish successfully unless every individual 
part of your tackle was home-made and you had also put 
the whole thing together yourself. 

A yuarrel had caused the Finkenbein brothers to break 
with Hans but it was not through a difference of opinion 
that the quiet, lame Rechtenhcil left him. He had merely 
stretched himself one February day on his pathetic little 
bed, laid his crutch on his clothe1- on a chair, become 
feverish and quickly and quietly died. The '' Falken " for
got him immediately and Han<, alone kept a happy memory 
of him. 

But this no means cxhau<;tc-d the number of unusual 
residents in the "Falken ". Everybody knew the Postman. 
Rotteler, who had been dismissed for drunkenness and 
who lay dead drunk regularly once a fortnight in the 
gutter or was involved in 5Candals at night. but who for the 
rest of the time wa,; like a WL !-bt-havcd child and smiled 
benevolently at everyone, alway5 bubbling over with 
friendline55. He let Hans help himself f om his oval •muff. 
box, occa.'.ionally accepted fish from hi.n, roasted them in 
butter and invited Hans to .'.hare the dinner. He posse5.',ed 
a 5tuffed buzzard with g]a<;s eyes and an old chiming-clock 
which played old fashioned dance melodies in thin delicate 
tones And who did not know the aged mechank:. Porscb, 
who still wore cuffs even when he was V11ll.:-ing about bare
foot ? As the son of a strict board-school teacher of the old 
type, he knew by heart half the Bible as well as endless 
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proverbs and aphorisms, but neither this fact nor his snow
white hair prevented him from cutting a dash with all the 
women and frequently getting drunk. When he was drunk, 
he enjoyed sitting on the curbstone at the comer of the 
Giebenrath house, calling to all the passers-by by name 
and serving up a rich supply of aphorisms. 

"Hans Giebenrath junior, my dear son, listen to what 
I say! What saith Ecclesiasticus? 'Blessed is the man that 
bath not slipped with his mouth and whose conscience bath 
not condemned him. As of the green leaves on a thick 
tree, some fall and some grow; so is the generation of flesh 
and blood, one cometh to an end, and another is born.' 
Well, now you can go home, you young rascal." 

Despite all these pious utterances, old Porsch was full of 
sinister, legendary tales of ghosts and suchlike. He knew 
the spots they haunted and he wavered between belief and 
disbelief in his own stories. He usually began them in 
doubting tones, boastful yet self deprecatory as if he was 
making fun of the story and his listeners but gradually, as 
the narration continued he crouched down nervously, 
lowered his voice more and more and ended in a quiet, 
penetrating, uncanny whisper. 

What dark, haunting and uncanny mysteries this 
wretched little street harboured ! 

In it too, after his business bad collapsed and his 
neglected shop was completely ruined, the locksmith 
Brendle had lived. He sat half the day at his little window, 
looking grimly at the animated street, and sometimes when 
one of the unruly unwashed children from the neighbour
ing houses had fallen into his hands, he had tortured it with 
malicious glee, tweaked its ears, pulled its hair and 
pinched it black and blue. One day, however, he was found 
hanged above his staircase: he looked so horrible that no 
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one dared approach his body until the old mechanic 
Porsch cut the wire with metal shears from behind, where
upon the body with its protruding tongue. plunged forward 
and thumped down the stairs into the midst of the terrified 
spectators. 

Every time Hans left the broad, bright Gerbergasse for 
the dark and humid " Falken ,. he was overcome by the 
strange, stuffy air, an exciting sense of oppressiveness, a 
mixture of curiosity, fear, bad conscience and delicious 
foreboding. The " Falken " was the one spot where a fairy 
tale, a miracle, a dreadful horror could happen, where any 
magic was credible, where it was possible to believe in 
ghosts and where you could feel the same thrilling shudder 
that you felt as you read old legends and the hortific 
Reutlinger Folk Tales which the teachers confiscated, and 
recounted the wicked deeds and punishments of " penny 
blood " villains like the Sonnenwirtles, Schinderhanns. 
Postmichels, Jack the Ripper~ and other sinister heroes, 
criminals and adventurers. 

Apart from the " Falken " there was one other place 
which was different from anywhere else and where you 
could hear and experience things and lose yourself in 
dark lofts and strange rooms. a was the large nearby tan
nery, the huge old house where the big animal hides hung 
in dimly lit lofts, where there were },idden cavities and 
barred passages in the cellar and wl,.!rc in the evening 
Liese told her wonderful tales to alt the children. It was 
quieter, more friendly and more human than in the " Fal
ken " but just as mysterious. The activities of the tanners 
in the various chambers, the cellar yard and on the floors 
were weird and peculiar, the vast, yawiling rooms were as 
quiet as they were intriguing, the powerfully built and 
surly master was shunned and dreaded as an ogre, and 
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Liese went about the remarkable house like a fairy pro
tector and mother to all the children, birds, cats and 
puppies, brimful of kindness, stories and ballad songs. 

Hans' thoughts and dreams now moved in this world 
to which he had been so long a stranger. He sought refuge 
from his great disappointment and despair in the good 
days of the past when he had still cherished hopes and had 
seen the world standing before him like a vast magic 
forest that concealed grim dangers, treasure& that bore a 
curse and castles of shining emerald in its impenetrable 
depths. He had made a little way into this wilderness then 
he had become tired before anything miraculous had hap
pened. and now he stood once more by the mysterious 
entrance. thi~ time excluded but still attracted thither by 
idle curiosity. 

Hans revisited the " Falken " a few times. He found the 
familiar dingine'ls and evil smell, the old corners and ill
lit ~taircases; grey-haired men and women still sat in front 
of the doors and unwashed, fair-haired children ran round 
yelling. Porsch, the mechanic had aged. failed to recognize 
Hans and gave a scornful bleat by way of reply to his shy 
greeting. Gros~johann, nicknamed Garibaldi, likewise 
Lotte Frohmliller had died. Rotteler, the ex-po&tman, was 
still there. He complained that the boys had broken his 
chiming-clock, offered Ham, his snuff-box and then tried 
to beg money off him. Finally he reported that one of the 
Finkenbeins now worked in the cigar factory and already 
drank like a fish; the other had disappeared after a fight 
with knives at a church fair and had been missing for a 
year. It all seemed very sordid and depressing to Hans. 

And one evening he went over to the tannery. He felt 
drawn there, through the gateway and across the damp 
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tannery yard as if his childhood lay hidden in the large old 
house with its vanished joys. 

Up the twisting staircase and across the hall, he came to 
the dark staircase, groped his way through to the loft where 
the animal hides were hanging up and as he inhaled the 
acrid smell of leather. he was assaulted by a sudden host 
of memories. He climbed down again and returned to the 
yard where the tannery pits and narrow roofed, high frames 
stood for drying the pieces of pressed tan bark. Liese was 
sitting as he might have expected on a bench hy the wall. 
had a ba~k.et of potatoes for peeling before her and a 
bunch of eager children listening to her as she told storie::,. 

Hans stood in the dark doorway and peeped in. It was 
dusk and the tannery-yard was filled with a great peace; 
except for the faint murmur of the river that flowed behind 
the wall all you could hear was Licsc's knife scraping the 
potatoes and her voice as she retailed her 5tones. The 
children squatted quietly round her and hardly moved She 
was telling the legend of St. Christopher: how one night he 
had heard a child's voice calling out acro<,s the river. 

Ham. listened for a while, then walled across the d:.irk 
hall and back home. He knew now that he could never 
be a child again and sit at Li... .e's feet in the tannery yard, 
and from thi,; time on he avoided the tannery as well as 
the "Falken." 
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CHAPTER SIX 

It was getting well into autumn. Isolated deciduous trees 
glowed yellow and red like torches among the pine forests, 
the valleys were already filled with heavy mist, and vapour 
rose off the river in the cold morning air. 

The pale ex-student strolled round in the open air every 
day, joyless and weary, avoiding even the few opportunities 
of social intercourse that were offered. The doctor 
prescribed drops, cod-liver oil, eggs and cold shower 
baths. 

It was not surprising that none of these things were any 
help. Every healthy life must have an aim and a content; 
young Giebenrath had lost both. His father had now 
determined to Jet him become either a clerk or learn a 
trade. The boy was still weak and needed to recruit his 
strength to some extent, but they would soon be able to 
think over the question and discuss it with him seriously. 

Ever since his first confused reactions had been allayed 
and he had ceased thinking about suicide, Hans had left 
the excitable and intermittent moods of anxiety for a 
uniform melancholy into which he sank slowly and 
defencelessly as it were into a soft, muddy bottom. 

Now he roamed the autumn meadows and succumbed to 
the influence of the season. The decline of the year, the 
silent fall of the leaves, the russet-coloured fields, the thick 
early morning mists, the ripe, tired dying of the vegetation 
drove him, as it does all sick people. into heavy, hopeless 
moods and thoughts of deep sadness. He felt the desire to 
wither with it, fall asleep and die too; and he felt it aU the 
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more in that it ran counter to all his youthful instincts 
which clung to life with quiet obstinacy. 

He watched the trees turning yellow, brown and finally 
lose their leaves, saw the milk white mist rising like smoke 
from the woods, and the gardens in which life was dying 
after the last fruits had been gathered, and people no 
longer looked at the fading asters-and the river in which 
bathing and fishing had come to an end and the surface 
of which was covered with withered leaves and the frosty 
towpath deserted except for a few hardy tanners. For some 
days he had been collecting up masses of apple pulp, for 
they were all busy now with the cider making in the 
pressing sheds and all the mills, and in the town the scent 
of the new juice, faintly intoxicating, swept down all the 
streets. 

In the lower mill Flaig, the shoemaker, had rented a 
small press and had invited Hans to the cider harvest. 

On the square before the mill stood large and small 
presses, carts, baskets, sacks full of fruit, tubs, vats and 
barrels, whole mountains of pulp, wooden levers, wheel
barrows and other empty vehicles. The presses were active, 
and gave off a series of creaks, moans and crunching 
noises. Most of them were gr, .·n lacquered and the green 
with the yellow-brown of the pulp, the colour of the apple
baskets, the bright green river, the ba1 ~foot children and 
the clear autumn sunlight gave an impression of joy, zest 
for life and plenty to all the onlookers. The crunching up 
of the apples was a rough dnd appetizing !lound. No one 
who strolled up and heard it could resist seizing hold of an 
apple and biting at it. The juice, fre11h and sweet, flowed 
from the nozzle in a thick, reddish-yello .:v stream, laughing 
in the sun; whoever came up and saw the sight, soon asked 
for a glass to try a sample; then he would stand there with 
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his eyes watering as he felt its sweetness and comfort 
coursing through him. And the sweet apple juice .fi.Ued the 
air around with its cheerful, strong delicious smell. It is 
the best smeU of the whole year, the very essence of ripe
ness and harvest, and it is good to get it into one's nostrils 
before the oncoming winter for then you remember with 
gratitude a host of good and wonderful things: gentle May 
rain, rippling sum,hine, cool autumn-morning dew, tender 
spring sunlight, shining summer heat, glowing white and 
rose-red blossom, the ripe red brown gleam of the fruit 
trees before the fruit is gathered and among it all the 
beauty and pleasure the year's cycle has brought with it. 

These were good day,; for everybody. The wealthy and 
superior folk, in i.o far as they condescended to appear in 
person, weighed their large apples in their hand!>, counted 
their dozen or more sacks, drank samples of cider from a 
silver beaker and let it be known that there wa11 no drop 
of water in their cider. The poor people could on1y provide 
a i.ingle sack of fruit. They cmmpled the juice in glasses or 
earthenware d1\he!> and added water, but they were not a 
whit less proud or cheerful about it. Those who, for any 
rea11on, w~re unable to produce any cider thcmselve!>, went 
along to ne1ghboun, or acquaintances. from one press to 
another, were given a glass of it to drink. pocketed an 
apple and showed by their connoi11seur remarks that they 
too understood their part in this business. The many 
children, however. rich and poor alike, ran about with 
little mugs; a11 of them carried an apple they had bitten 
into in one hand and a hunk of bread m the other, for ai, 
long as anyone could remember there had been a saying
quite groundlesi.-that if you ate bread at the cider harvest 
you did not get the colic. 

Hundreds of voices called out at the same time quite 
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apart from the row the children were making. All the 
voices were excited and cheerful. 

"Come over 'ere Hannes! Just a glass!" 
" Ee, thanks but oi've gotten the colic already ! " 
" 'Ow much did ee pay a 'undredweight ? " 
" Four bob. But they be fain. Just try un." 
Sometimes a slight mishap occurred. A sack of apples 

fell open before it was intended and they all rolled out on 
the ground. 

" 'Oly Moses, my apple~ ! Help, all on you ! " 
They all helped to pick them up and only a few 

ragamuffins tried to enn~h themselves. 
" Eh you varmint, don't pocket any ! Eat as many as ee 

loikes but don't ee tuck 'cm away. Just you wait, 9ou 
half-baked little sod." 

"Eh, neighbou1, don't \!e be ~o proud! Just sample ·un. 
They be sweet as honey! How much 'av cc made then?" 

"Two barrel, not more. But all good stuff." 
"Good thing we don't make cider at midsummer, else 

us 'ud drink it all straightaway." 
There were a few peevish old folk present who would 

not miss the celebration. Th.. had not made cider now 
for some time but they knew more about it and talked 
about the year dot when the fruit was 1.Imost given away. 
Everything was so much cheaper and b,_,tter and there was 
no question of adding sug'.lr in those days, the trees bore 
such good fruit. 

" They could talk about zider 'arvest in them days. I 
'ad an apple-tree that produced foive 'undred-weight just 
by hissen." Bad though times had now become, these old 
grumblers did not mind lending a hand ne,w, and those who 
still possessed any teeth chewed away at their apple. One 
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of them had done his best with some large pears and was 
suffering from colic. 

"That's what oi was sayin'," he grumbled, "in olden 
toimes oi've eaten ten of 'em straight off." And he fetched 
three great sighs as he thought of the time when he could 
eat ten of these large pears before he got belly-ache. 

Herr FJaig had his cider-press in the middle of the crowd 
and enlisted the help of the older apprentice. He got his 
apples from the Baden district and his cider was always 
the best. He was quietly contented and made no attempt 
to discourage anyone from trying a sample. His children 
who moved round him quite cheerfully among the throng 
were even more contented. But most contented of all, 
though he did not show it, was his apprentice. He felt 
pleased in every bone in his body to be able to go about 
busily in the open air, for he had his origins in a poor 
peasant's hut in the forest and he revelled in the delicious 
feeling of well-being that he got from the wonderful sweet
ness. His healthy peasant boy's face wore a grin like a 
satyr's and his cobbler's hands were washed cleaner even 
than on Sundays. 

When Hans Giebenrath arrived at the square he was 
quiet and nervous; he had not been keen to attend. But 
a beaker was held out to him at the first press he came to, 
by Naschold's Liese in point of fact. He tried it and as he 
swallowed it a flood of gay memories of previous autumns 
accompanied the sweet, lieady cider taste and a tentative 
longing to join in the merriment again. Acquaintances 
addressed him, glasses were offered, and by the time he 
came to Flaig's press. the general cheerfulness and the 
drink had completely transformed him. He greeted the 
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cobbler dutifully and made a few of the traditional quips 
about the cider. Hiding his astonishment Flaig bade him 
welcome. 

Half an hour had passed when a girl in a blue skirt 
arrived, smiled at the cobbler and his apprentice and 
began to help them. 

"Yes," said the shoemaker, "this is my niece from Heil
bronn. She's used to a different kind of autumn; hers is 
a wine-growing district." 

She might have been eighteen or nineteen years old, 
animated and cheerful as lowlanders are; she was on the 
small side but had a generous figure and held herself well. 
Her dark, warm eyes and the pretty, kissable mouth were 
gay and intelligent in her round face. She looked the truly 
healthy and vivacious native of Heilbronn that she was, 
though hardly a relation of the pious cobbler She belonged 
completely to this world and her eyes were not those of 
a person accustomed to reading the Bible at night and 
Gossner's "Treasury." 

Hans suddenly looked distressed and wished with all 
his being that Emma would go away. But she stayed there, 
laughing and chattering, with a ready answer for every jest. 
and Hans grew embarrassed a1•.J fell silent. He hated going 
round with girls with whom he had to be on grown-up 
terms and this one was so lively and talkative and so in
different to his presence and awkwardness that he drew in 
his horns helplessly and, slightly offended, withdrew into 
himself like a snail brushed by a cart-wheel. He stood still 
and tried to assume an expression of indifference, but he 
was unsuccessful; he looked instead like someoric who has 
just suffered a bereavement. 

Nobody had time to pay any heed to him, Emma least 
of all. She had been staying for the last fortnight with Flaig. 
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Hans heard, but she already knew everybody in the town. 
She mixed with high and low alike, sampled the new cider, 
laughed and joked, came back again and behaved as if she 
was part of it all, took the children in her arms, gave 
apples away and spread laughter and gaiety round her. 
"Do you want an apple?" she shouted to every street boy. 
And she would take a handsome, rosy-cheeked apple, 
stretch her hands behind her back and let them guess. 
" Which hand is it in, left or right ? " But the apple was 
never where they thought and only when the boys began 
grumbling did she hand it over, and then it would turn 
out to be a smaller, green apple. She seemed to know all 
about Hans, asked him whether he was the boy who was 
always having headaches and before he had time to reply 
had already embarked on another conversation with people 
round her. Hans was of a mind to sneak off home when 
Flaig put the press lever in his hand . 

.. Well, you can do a bit more work now; Emma will 
help you. I must go back to the shop." 

Flaig went off, the apprentice was instructed to help 
his mistress to cart the cider away and Hans was left 
alone at the press with Emma. He gritted his teeth and 
worked like a fiend. 

Then he began to wonder why the lever was so heavy 
to turn and when he looked up, Emma burst out into a 
peal of bell-like laughter. She had leant firmly against it 
and when Hans pulled at it again, furious, she repeated her 
tactics. 

He did not say a word but as he worked the lever which 
the girl resisted with her body at the other side, he 
suddenly felt embarrassed and awkward and gradually 
stopped turning. A kind of delicious panic swept over him 
and when the girl laughed cheekily in his face, she 
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suddenly looked quite different, at the same time more 
friendly and more of a stranger. Now he too laughed a 
little, confidently but not quite at his ease. 

Then the lever stopped working altogether. 
And Emma said, "We won't go so hard at it," and 

handed him a half-filled glass out of which she herself 
had been drinking. 

This draught of cider seemed very strong. sweeter than 
the one before and when he had drunk it, he gazed wist
fully into the empty glass and was surprised to find how 
fast his heart was beating and how hard his breath came. 

After that they worked a short time again and Hans 
hardly knew what he was doing when he found himself 
contriving to stand in a position where the girl's skirt would 
brush against him and her hand touch his. Every time it 
happened his heart stopped in panic-stricken bliss and a 
feeling of exquisite \\eakncss swept over him and his knees 
trembled a little and there was a dizzy, rushing sound in 
his head. 

He did not know what he was saying but he had a ready 
reply for everything. laughed when she laughed, wagged his 
finger at her a few times when she played the fool, and 
drank up the l\\>o glasses of c1Jer she handed him. At the 
same time a whole host of memories raced through his 
mind. Housemaids he had seen standin~ with men in door
ways at night, odd snatches from stuy books, the kiss 
which Hermann Heilner had given him and lots of sayings, 
tales and surreptitiow, conversations heard at school about 
" wenches " and what it was like to have a sweetheart. 
And he breathed great sighs like an old nag struggling up 
a mountain side. Everything was transformed. The people 
and the activity round about him dissolved into a coloured 
and glorious cloud of well-being. The isolated voices, 
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curses and laughter were submerged in a general melan
choly and the river and the old bridge looked far away 
like pieces of painted scenery. 

Even Emma looked different. He no longer saw her face, 
all he saw were her dark, cheerful eyes and scarlet lips 
and her white pointed teeth behind them: her form seemed 
to melt away-and he only saw an isolated part-now a 
shoe and an area of black stocking, now a stray curl on 
her neck, now her rounded, sunburnt throat plunging into 
the blue scarf, now the braced shoulders and her heaving 
breast below, now a translucent pink ear. 

And after a while she let the beaker fall into the vat and 
bent over it and in so doing pressed her knee against the 
side of the vat and against his wrist. And he stooped down 
too but more slowly and almost brushed his face against 
her hair. Her hair had a faint scent and in the middle of it, 
behind the shadow of some loose curls glowed a warm, 
brown neck which disappeared into the blue bodice whose 
tight lacing in the lower part allowed the eye to follow it 
a further distance down the opening. 

When she straightened herself up and in the process her 
knee had touched his arm and her hair brushed his cheek 
and her cheeks were quite flushed with stooping, a great 
shudder ran through Hans' limbs. He turned pale and for 
a moment was conscious of a deep-seated weakness inside 
him and he had to cling to the press lever for support. His 
heart was beating furiously, his arms became limp and he 
felt a pain in his shoulders. 

From this point on he scarcely uttered another word and 
avoided her glance. But he riveted his eyes on her as soon 
as she turned away, with mixed feelings of guilt and newly 
found excitement. At that moment something inside him 
seemed to break and a new, strangely alluring land with 
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distant blue shores opened up before his soul. He did not 
yet know, or had only a vague idea what this panic and 
exquisite torment within him signified nor could he have 
said which was greater, pain or joy. 

But the joy meant the victory of his youthful sensuality 
and the first stirrings of the full vigour of life; the pain 
meant that the peace of the morning of his life was broken 
and that his soul had left the land of childhood which one 
nevr.r re-discovers. His light bark, after a first narrow 
escape from shipwreck, had now encountered the full force 
of fresh storms and approached shallows and dizzy cliffs 
between which youth, for all its previous guidance, must 
find its own way to safety and salvation. 

Luckily the apprentice arrived back by this time Qlld 
could relieve him at the press. Hans stayed there a while 
longer, hoping for a caress or a friendly word from Emma. 
She was chatting once more alongside other cider-presses. 
Feeling awkward in front of the apprentice, he soon 
hurried home without saying goodbye. 

Everything had become strangely different, wonderful. 
exciting. The sparrows fattened on the apple pulp and flew 
off noisily into the sky which had never before seemed so 
high and beautiful and idyllil· tlly blue. Never before had 
the river had such a limpid, blue-green, smiling surface, nor 
had the weir ever been such a roar of ~azzling white. It all 
stood before him like a series of decorafve paintings behind 
fresh, dear glass. 

Everything seemed to be waiting for the start of a great 
feast. Even in his own breast he felt a constricting, 
frightening yet wonderful surge of strangely bold emotions 
and lively and unwonted hopes, mixed with a doubting 
fear that it was all a dream and could never come true. 
These conflicting emotions swelled into a darkly moving 
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tide. a feeling that something overwhelmingly strong must 
burst inside him and find its way into the open, in a fit 
of weeping perhaps, or a song, or a peal of laughter. Only 
when he reached home did this excitement abate a little. 
At home everything was just the same as ever. 

"Where have you come from ? " asked Herr Giebenrath. 
"Flaig's by the mill." 
" How much cider has he produced ? " 
" Two barrels, I think." 
He asked to be allowed to invite the Flaig children in 

if old Flaig came to the cider feast. 
"Naturally," muttered his father. "I'm making it next 

week. Bring them along." 
There was still an hour to go before supper time. Hans 

went out into the garden. Apart from the two fir trees there 
was not much green to be &een. He tore off a hazel twig, 
swished it through the air and stirred about with it in the 
withered foliage. The sun was already behind the moun
tain whose black outline wa-; silhouetted against the blue
green, misty late evening sky, showing the hair-lines of the 
pine-tree tops. A grey elongated cloud, suffused with 
golden brown sailed at a comfortable leisurely pace 
through the thin gold air up the valley, like a homecoming 
ship. 

Hans stroJled through the garden in an odd manner for 
him, before the opulent, colourful beauty of sunset. He 
paused at intervals, closed his eyes and tried to picture 
Emma as she had &tood opposite him by the cider press. 
He went over in his mind how she had got him to drink 
from her cup, how she had bent over the vat and the flush 
on her face when she had straightened her back. He saw 
her hair, her figure in the tight blue bodice, her breast and 
the nape of her neck, shadowed with dark hairs. Delicious 
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shivers ran through him, but try as he might, he was no 
longer able to recall her face. 

When the sun had set, he did not notice the chill of the 
air; the invading twilight seemed like a veil full of secrets 
which he could not name. For he realiZ'.ed that he had 
fallen in love with the Heilbronn girl but he recognized 
these stirrings of awakening manhood only vaguely as part 
of an unwonted, over-excited and exhausting condition. 

Jt felt strange at supper to be sitting in his transformed 
state of mind among the old familiar surroundings. His 
father, the old maid-servant, table and utensils suddenly 
looked old and he saw everything with a feeling of surprise, 
strangeness and affection, as if he had just returned home 
from a long journey. In those days when his eyes Md 
dwelt affectionately on his cho<;en branch, he had regarded 
these same beings and objects with the melancholy and 
pondered emotion of one ready to take his leave, but now 
it was a home-coming, a surprise. a smile, a rehabilitation. 

They had had supper and Hans was about to get up 
when his father remarked in his brusque way " How would 
you like to be a mechanic, Hans; or would you rather 
become a clerk ? " 

" But how ? " asked Han1) dstounded. 
"You could be apprenticed to Herr Schuler, the 

mechanic, at the end of the week or ·-tart the week after 
next as a pupil in the Townhall. TI.:nk it over! We'll 
discuss it further to-morrow." 

Hans stood up and left the room. He was dazed and 
confused by the suddenness of the question. The busy, fresh 
everyday life to which he had been a stranger for months 
stood unexpectedlv before him. prescn1:ng an attractive 
yet threatening face. full of promises and demands. He 
had no desire to be either a mechanic or a clerk. He found 
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the prospect of strenuous physical work somewhat 
frightening. Then he remembered his school friend August. 
who had already become a mechanic and whom he could 
question about it. 

As he turned the matter ov~r. his ideas on the subject 
became more gloomy and uncertain; the affair seemed less 
urgent and important. He had something very different on 
his mind. Restless, he paced up and down the hall, 
suddenly picked up his hat, left the house and walked 
slowly up the street. He had suddenly felt that he must see 
Emma again that day. 

It was already growing dark. Cries and raucous singing 
rang out from a neighbouring inn. Lights showed in a 
number of windows; here and there first one lit up and 
then another. giving a pale red glow in the darkness. A 
long line of girls, arm in arm, came strolling down the 
street, laughing and chattering, wavered in the uncertain 
light, then surged through the sleepy streets like a warm 
wave of youth and happiness. Hans gazed after them for 
a little time; he felt a throbbing in his arteries. Someone 
could be heard playing the violin behind a curtained 
window. A woman was washing lettuces at the pump. Two 
young men were strolling over the bridge with their sweet
hearts. One of them, who was holding his girl loosely by 
the arm, let go of it and smoked his cigar. The second 
couple walked along slowly. clm,ely linked, the man 
encircled the girl's waist with his arm and she leaned her 
head and shoulders against his breast. Hans had seen this 
kind of thing hundreds of times without giving it any 
thought but now it took on a secret meaning, a vague, 
sensual but charming significance. His eyes rested on the 
group and his imagination strained to understand it all. 
Uneasy, profoundly shaken within, he felt close to a great 
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secret not knowing whether it was wonderful or dreadful 
but merely apprehensive before either possibility. 

He ,topped before Flaig's cottage but was unable to 
pluck up sufficient courage to enter. What was he to say or 
do once he was inside ? He could not help remembering the 
many times when he had come here as a boy of eleven or 
twelve years old. ln those days Flaig had told him Bible 
stories and satisfied hi,; impetuous curiosity about hell, the 
de\ll and evil spirit1,. They were uncomfortable memories 
and gave him a feeling of guilt. He did not know what he 
should do; he did not even know what he wanted, yet it 
seemed to him that he was face to face with something 
secret and forbidden. He felt that he was acting unfairly 
towards the shoemaker in standing thus in the darbless 
before his door without entering. And if the latter saw him 
standing there or stepping down from the doorway, he 
would probably not even tell him off: he would just laugh. 
It was that he dreaded most of all. 

He slipped round the house and could now see from 
the garden fence into the lighted living-room. He could not 
see Flaig himself. His wife appeared to be sewing or 
knitting: the eldest boy was still up and c;at at the table. 
readmg. Emma was moving ruund, evidently busy clearing 
up so that he could only catch momentary glimpses of her. 
It was so quiet that it was possible t1 hear clearly every 
distant step in the street and, from t~1e other side of the 
garden, the gentle murmur of the river. Darkness and the 
chill of night were rapidly de1,,cending. 

A smaller hall window was situated clo1,e to those of 
the living-room. After a while an indistinguLhable form 
appeared at the first, leaned out and pcrred into the night. 
Hans recognized the figure as that of Emma and full of 
apprehensive hope, his heart stood still. She gazed long 
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and calmly from the window but Hans did not know 
whether she would see and recognize him. He did not move 
as he looked towards her. hoping and at the same time in 
some trepidation lest she might recognize him. 

And the vague form disappeared from the window; 
immediate]y afterwards folloV'.'t',d the click of the little 
garden gate, and Emma emerged from the house. In his 
first panic Hans felt an impul,;e to run away but he stayed 
leaning against the fence power]ess to move and saw the 
girl walking slowly towards him down the dark garden 
and at every step i;,he took. he felt the same desire to run 
away. but he was held back by something !>tronger than 
himself. 

Now Emma stood exactly in front of him. not half a 
yard away. with only the low fence between them, and 
]ooked at him with an odd searching gaze. For a whi]e she 
did not speak, then she said softly, "What do you want?" 

" Nothing.'" he !,aid, and her affectionate tone was like 
a caress. 

She stretched her hand out to him over the fence. He 
took it shyly and tenderly and gave it a gentle !.queeze; 
then. noticing that she did not withdraw it. plucked up 
courage and delicately stroked her warm hand. When she 
let him continue to hold it, he laid it against his cheek. A 
flood of desire, unwonted warmth and agreeable lassitude 
went through him and he seemed consciom, of a damp, 
warm breeze stirring about him and the street and garden 
melted away and all he saw was a bright face dose beside 
him and a riot of dark hair. 

And her voice appeared to reach him from far-off in 
the night when she said gently, "Won't you kiss me?" 

Her glowing face came cJoser, the pressure of her body 
bent the fence back slightly; her loose, faintly scented hair 
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brushed against Hans' forehead, and closed eyes with 
broad white lids and dark lashes confronted his. A shudder 
ran through him as he touched the girl's mouth with his 
own shy lips. He shrank back a moment trembling but she 
took bis head between her hands, pressed her face to his 
and would not leave his lips. He felt her mouth burning as 
she pressed it agaim,t his as if she wanted to drain the 
life out of them. He was overcome with a great weakness 
but before her lips let him go. his trembling desire had 
changed into a deathly weariness and pain and when Emma 
released him, he tottered and clung hard to the fence with 
convulsive fingers. 

"Be back here again to-morrow, darling," Emma said 
and ran back swiftly into the house. But to Hans it seejp.ed 
an eternity. His eyes followed her blankly. he still clung to 
the fence boarding too exhausted to take a step away. 
Half in a dream he could hear the blood as 1l pounded at 
his temples and raced to his heart and back in irregular, 
painful surges. making him gasp for breath. 

Now he saw the doors in the room open and in walked 
Flaig who had certainly just : ·ft his workshop. A fear that 
he might be seen came over Hans and drove him away. He 
walked slowly, reluctantly and unstl 'ldily as if he was 
slightly drunk and at every step he mide he had the feel
ing that his knees might give way. The dark stree\s with 
their sleepy gables and sad, red window peep-holes flowed 
past him like faded pieces of stage scenery. then bridges, 
river, courtyards and gardens. The Gerberstrasse fountain 
1.plashed strangely loud and echoing. Half asleep he opened 
and shut first one door and then another, sat down on a 
table that stood there and only after some time did he 
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awake to the discovery that he was in the living-room at 
home. It was some time before he could bring himself to 
get undressed. He did so in an absent-minded fashion and 
sat undressed by the window until the autumn night air 
sent a cold shudder through him and drove him on to the 
pillows. 

He thought he was bound to fall asleep at any moment 
but he had no sooner lain down than his heart began to 
thump and he was conscious of the blood throbbing in his 
arteries. When he closed his eyes, he felt as if Emma's lips 
were still hanging from his, drawing out his soul and filling 
him with a fever-heat. 

Late during the night he fell asleep and rushed head
long from one dream to the next in a frantic chase. He 
stood in the midst of a darkness that was terrifyingly pro
found, and groping about, he seized hold of Emma's arm; 
she embraced him and they sank down together slowly in 
a deep warm tide. The shoemaker suddenly stood before 
him and asked why he would not call on him and Hans 
could not help laughing and then he noticed that it was not 
Flaig at all but Hermann Heilncr who was sitting next to 
him in a window embrasure in the Maulbronn oratory, 
making joke~. But that too soon faded and he was standing 
by the cider press, Emma was leaning against the lever and 
he was pushing against her weight with all his might. She 
was stooping over it, feeling for his lips and it grew still 
and dark and now he was sinking back into the warm, 
dark depths fainting with giddiness. Simultaneously he 
could hear the Principal making a speech but he could not 
make out whether or not it was directed at him. 

He slept on far into the morning. It was a bright, sunny 
day. He walked slowly to and fro in the garden, endeav
ouring to shake off his sleepiness and clear his head but he 
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was unable to shake off the heavy mist of sleep. He could 
see violet asters, the very last flowers standing in the 
garden, beautiful and gay in the sunshine as if it were still 
August, and he saw the warm, attractive light round the 
withered branches and twigs. and leafless vine shoots trail
ing invitingly around as if it was the period just before 
Spring. But it was only with his eyes that he saw it all, not 
his mind, so tti:lt it had no effect on his mood. Suddenly 
be was in the grip of a clear, vivid memory of the time 
when his tame hares had leapt about here in the garden 
and his waterwheel and hammermill still worked. His 
memory jerked him back to a September morning three 
years ago. It Wa!:, the evening before the Sedan anniversary. 
His friend August had come to him bringing a bunc1l_ of 
ivy and then they had washed down their flag-poles until 
they were !:,hining and fastened the ivy to the golden spike!>, 
as they chatted about the next day and looked forward to 
it. Nothing else had happened, but they had been both so 
filled with joyful anticipation of the festivity, the banners 
had !>hone in the sun, Anna had baked plum cakes and at 
night the Sedan bonfire was to be lit on the high mountain 
ridge. 

Hans did not know why t day in particular, his mind 
should go back to that evening, why the recollection of it 
was so vivid and attractive nor why it rrade him so sad and 
wretched. He did not realize that his cli,ldhood and adoles
cence stood before him happy and smiling, clothed in this 
memory ready to say farewell and leave behind the sting 
of a great happiness that had once been and was never to 
return. He just felt vaguely that this memory did not fit 
in with his thoughts of Emma and the !Vening before, and 
that something had arisen in him that could not be linked 
up with his previously experienced happiness. He believed 
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he could see the golden spikes of the banner-poles shining, 
hear his friend August laugh and smell the fragrance of 
the freshly-baked cakes. and it was all so gay and happy 
and had become so strange and remote that he leant back 
against the trunk of the huge red pine and broke into a 
helpless fit of sobbing which afforded him momentary re
lief and comfort. 

At mid-day he hurried over to August who had now be
come senior apprentice and had left him far behind in 
physical growth and experience. Hans unburdened himself. 

"That's ju1,t it," commented August, "That's just it. 
Just because you're so weak in maths. They always give 
you the hammering to do the first year and the hammer is 
no soup-ladle. You have to lug the tools around and clear 
up in the evening, and filing's quite an art, and to begin 
with until you get the hang of it you pick up hopc\e<,1, old 
files which won't work and are as smooth as a baby's 
bottom." 

Hans was depressed. 
"Well, I had better leave it alone, hadn't I? " he asked 

hesitatingly. 
"Rot I Don't say that ! Don't be a softy! It's just that 

it's not all beer and skittles to start with. But then there's 
something grand about being a mechanic anJ you've got to 
have a good head or eh,e you'll end up as a blacksmith. 
Take a look at this ! " 

He produced a few small, finely worked machine parts 
in shinmg &teel and showed them to Hans. 

"They mm,tn't be a half-millimetre out. All done by 
hand right down to the screws. You've got to have sharp 
eyes for that. They have to be polished and tempered, then 
they're ready. 

"Yes, that's wonderful. If I only knew . " 
loO 
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August laughed. 
"Are you nervous ? Yes, a beginner gets told off and 

that doesn't help. But I'll be there to lend you a hand. And 
if you make a start next Friday, I shall have completed my 
second year by then and will be getting my first weekly 
wage on Saturday. And I'll be celebrating on Sunday with 
beer and cakes and all the lads wilJ be there and you'll see 
what a lark we have. Ah, now you're looking interested ! 
After all we were good pals in the old days." 

During dinner Hans told his father that he wanted to be 
a mechanic and asked whether he could begin in a week's 
time. 

·• Right you are," said his father and accomparncd him 
to the Schuler's worhhop in the afternoon and sisvecl 
him up. 

By time it was dusk, however, Hans had almost for
gotten all about it; all he remembered was that Emma 
would be expecting him that evening. He could hardly 
breathe, time seemed alternately to rac:e by and then drag 
and he approached the rendezvous like a boatman pre
paring to shoot the rapids. He could not possibly eat his 
supper that night. He managed however to swallow down 
a glass of milk. Then he &tar, j out. 

It war. just like the day bcfor~ark, drowsy street&, 
glowing windows, hazy lamp-light, strc-'ling couples. 

On reaching the cobbler'-; garden fen ... e he was overcome 
by a great panic; he shuddered at every sound and felt 
like a thief lurking around in the darkness. He had hardly 
been there a minute when Emma stood before him, ran 
her hands through his hair and opened the gardeo gate. He 
entered cautiously and she drew hil"1 v.ently along the 
shrub-bordered path, through the back door and into the 
dark passage inside. 
T.P. It 161 
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There they sat side by side on the top cellar step and it 
was some time before their eyes had become sufficiently 
accustomed to the darkness to see anything of each other. 
Emma was in a good mood and chattered away in a 
whisper. She had tasted many a kiss in the past and knew 
all about Jove-making; this shy affectionate boy suited her. 
She took his narrow face between her hands and kissed his 
forehead, eyes and cheeks and when it came to the turn 
of his lips she ki!.1,ed him with the same lingering kiss as 
on the previous occasion. Hans was overcome with giddi
ness and leaned against her limp and irresolute. She gave 
a soft lau3h and pinched his ear. 

Then she chattered away again and he listened but with
out any idea of what she wa1, talking about. She stroked 
his am1, hair, neck and hand, pressed her cheek again1,t 
hh and leaned her head on his shoulders. He kept silent 
and remained passive, filled with a kind of delicious horror 
and a profound, joyful panic, giving an occasional 1,hort, 
gentle 1,hudder like a man smitten with fever. 

" What a lover you are ! " she iaughed. " You 1,eem 
frightened of yourself." 

And she took his hand and passed it over her neck, 
through her hair and laid it against her breast and pressed 
it there. He could feel its soft shape and the strange, 
wonderful heaving, closed his eyes and seemed to fall 
.away into bottomless depths. " No, no more ! " he said. 
fending her off when she tried to kiss him again. She 
laughed. 

She drew him close to her pressing his side against hers. 
twining her arm round him so that feeling her body against 
him, his reason fled and he was utterly bereft of speech. 

" Do you love me then ? " she asked. 
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He tried to say " yes " but all he could do was to nod and 
he kept on nodding for some time. 

She took his hand again and pushed it with a laugh 
under her bodice. His htart stopped as he felt the throb 
of her arteries and her warm breath &o dose to him and he 
thought he would suffocate, so difficult did he find it to 
breathe. He withdrew his hand, moaned " I must go home 
now." 

When he tried to &tand up. he began to totter and nearly 
fell head over heelc; down the cellar stairs. 

" What's the matter ? " asked Emma, astounded. 
"I don't know. I am so tired." 
He did not notice that ~he supported him on their way 

back to the garden gate and pressed herself against him 
n0r hear her say goodnight and close the little gate 
behind him. He did not know how he found his way 
through the streets-it was a~ if a great storm tore him 
along or a tidal wave was tossing him to and fro. 

He saw the pale glow from the houses on the right and 
left, mountain ridges and pine-tree tops on the slopes 
above and over them all the blackness of night and the 
peaceful ~tars. He felt the wind blow, heard the river 
murmur as it flowed past the ~. idge piles and saw the gar
dens, shadowy houses, the dark night, &treet lights and 
stars mirrored in the water. 

He was forced to sit down on the bridge: he was so 
tired, and he thought he v,uuld never get home. As he sat 
on the parapet he listened to the water sliding by the 
piers, roaring over the weir and gurgling by the mill-dam. 
His hands were cold, his blood flowed jerkily m his chest 
and throat, brought a mist before his e."c~ and raced back 
to his heart and head in a sudden gush until he became 
giddy. 
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He arrived home, found his way to his own room, lay 
down and at once fell asleep, sinking in his dreams from 
one depth to another in infinite space. He woke up, ex
hausted and in torment and lay between sleeping and 
waking until the morning, filled with an unquenchable 
longing and tossed hither and thither by uncontrollable 
forces until in the early dawn his torment and oppression 
found release in a prolonged fit of weeping and he fell 
asleep again on tear-stained pillows. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

Herr Giebenrath worked away at the cider press with 
dignity and a good deal of noise and Hans helped him. 
Two of the cobbler's children had accepted his invitation 
and busied themselves with the fruit, <;ampled a glass of 
the juice and clutched huge hunks of black-bread in their 
fists. But Emma had not accompanied them. 

Only when his father had gone away half an hour with 
the cooper did Hans venture to ask about her. 

"Where's Emma ? Couldn't she come? " 
It was a little time before the young children's mouths 

were empty enough to reply . 
.. She'~ gone away," they said and nodded 
"Away, where?" 
"Home." 
" Gone off by train ? " 
The children nodded vigorously. 
"When?•· 
"Thi<; morning." 
The children reached out for their apples. Hans walked 

round with the press lever, stared into the cider vat and the 
truth slowly dawned on him. 

His father returned: they worked away laughing and 
joking; the children said goodbye and ran off; evening de
scended and they all went home. 

After supper Hans sat in his room alone. It struck ten. 
then eleven but he did not light the lamp. Then he fell into 
a long deep sleep. 

When he finally awoke it was later than usual and he 
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was conscious only of a vague feeling of loss and calamity 
until he remembered about Emma. She had left without 
even saying goodbye; yet she must have known when she 
intended to leave the place during the last evening he had 
spent at her house. He thought of her laugh and kisses and 
her deliberate surrender at thut time. She had not taken 
him seriously. The restlessne1.s caused by his excited and 
um,atisficd passion and his bitter sorrow became part of 
the sad torment which drove him away from the house into 
the garden, the street, the woods and back home again. 

Such was his first, perhaps too early, experience of love's 
secrets and it held a good deal more bitterness than sweet
ness. Days of fruitless complaint, poignant memories, des
perate heart-searchings; nights when his pounding heart 
and a feeling of tightness within him prevented him from 
sleeping or plunged him into terrible nightmares. Night
mares in which the mysteriou1. stir of his blood was tram
formed into monstrous and terrifying fairy-tale illustrations, 
deathly. embracing arms, hot-eyed, horrible monsters, 
dizzy precipices, giant, flaming eyes. He would wake up 
and find himself alone, surrounded by the loneliness of 
the c.ool autumn night; he longed for his sweetheart and 
moaning he buried hii, head in the tear-stained pillows. 

The Friday when he was to start his apprenticeship at 
the mechanic's shop drew nearer. His father bought him 
a set of blue overalls and a blue half-woollen cap; he tried 
the outfit on. He thought he looked silly in this locksmith's 
uniform and felt miserable as he walked past the school 
building, the headmaster's house or that of the mathe
matics master, Flaig's workshop or the vicarage. So much 
torment, hard work and sweat, so many little pleasures 
given up, so much pride and ambition and hopeful dream
ing sacrificed, all in vain in order that now, later than the 
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rest of his school friends and jeered at by them all. he 
could enter a workshop as an apprentice ! 

What would Heilner say about it ? 
ll was some time before he could reconcile himself to 

the locksmith's blue overalls and look forward to the Fri
day when he was to be initiated. At any rate it was a new 
experience ! 

But such reftexions were not much more than rare 
flashes among dark clouds. He could not forget Emma's 
departure nor did his body forget, or in any way become 
indifferent to. the exhilaration of those days. It longed 
desperately for more, clamoured for the release of its 
awakened de&ire. And so time crept slowly by in this 
oppressive and agonising way. ... 

Autumn was more beautiful than ever, full of soft sun
light. with silvery mornings, bright, smiling mid-days, clear 
evenings. The more distant mountains assumed a deep 
velvety blue, the chestnut tiees shone golden yellow and 
the wild vine hung purple over walls and fences. 

Hans was ill at ease with himself in this flight from 
reality. In the day-time he strolled round the town and 
fields, avoided people, thinking they were bound to notice 
his torment. In the evening however, he went into the 
street, looked at every maid-~ervant and crept guiltily in 
the wake of every pair of lovers. With Emma everything 
seemed worth striving for and all tI,e magic of life had 
seemed close at hand; now it had spitefully vanished away. 
He forgot all the torture and uneasiness he had fell in her 
presence. If only he could have her back again he •vould 
no longer be shy; he would extort from her all her secrets 
and penetrate right into the enchanted garden of love 
whose door had just been shut in his face. The whole of 
his imagination had become entangled in the stifling, 
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dangerous thicket, was wandering despondently in the 
midst of it all and, in its obstinate self-torment, refused to 
acknowledge that beautiful, wide, airy and friendly spaces 
were to be found outside the narrow magic circle. 

In the end he was glad when Friday, previously awaited 
with apprehension, came round. Early in the morning he 
donned his blue overalls, put on his cap and descended the 
Gerbersrasse ~omewhat nervously in the direction of the 
Schuler's workshop. A few acquaintances looked at him 
inquisitively and one of them asked. "What's happening; 
have you become a locksmith?" 

They were already hard at work in the smithy; the 
master smith had a piece of red-hot iron on the anvil at 
that precise moment. An assistant was wielding the heavy 
sledge hammer, the master applying the finer, shaping 
blows, holding the iron in the tongs and striking rhyth
mically on the anvil with his hand hammer ~o that.it rang 
through the wide-open door, clear and bright into the 
morning. 

At the long bench, blackened with oil and iron filings 
stood the older assi'ltant and next to him August; each of 
them busy at bis vice. f I om the ceiling above came the 
purr of rapidly moving belts which drove the lathes, grind
stone, bellows and drilling machine, for everything was 
worked by water-power. August nodded to his friend as 
he entered, indicating that he was to wait by the door until 
the master had time to attend to him. 

Hans stole a shy glance at the forge, lathes, the whirring 
belts and pulley-wheels. When the master had fitrn,hcd the 
job he came over and extended a large, warm hand. 
"Hang your cap up there," he said, pointing to a vacant 
nail on the wall. 

" Come along. That's your place and your vice." 
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With that he led him in front of the rearmost vice and 
first demonstrated how he should manage his vice and keep 
his bench and tools in good order. 

·• Your father has already told me you're no Hercules 
and it's pretty obvious. To start with you can keep away 
from the forge, that is until you're a bit tougher." 

He groped under the bench and extracted an iron cog
wheel. 

" You can start on that. The cogwheel is still rough 
from the furnace and is covered with little knobs and 
ridges. They've got to be filed off, otherwise it damages the 
fine machinery." 

He clamped the wheel in the vice, picked up an old file 
and showed him how it should be done. 

"Well now, you go on with it. But don't use any other 
of my files ! It'll keep you busy until mid-day. Then you 
can show me it. You don't have to worry about anything 
except your instructions. An apprentice doesn't need to 
think.'' 

Hans began filing. 
" Stop ! " shouted the master. " Not like that. Place your 

left hand on the file. Or are you left handed ? " 
"No_,, 

"Well then; that will be all right! " 
He went off to his own vice. the or.c by the door and 

Hans watched how he set about it. 
As he made his first strokes he was surprised that the 

wheel was so soft and wore down so easily. Then he saw 
that it was only the brittle top skin that peeled off and that 
the granular corn that he had to file down was 11ndemeath. 
He made an effort and went hard at it. He had never since 
the days of childish toys had the pleasure of seeing some
thing visible and useful emerge from his hands. 
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.. Not so fast," shouted the master. "You must keep 
time when you file; one-two, one two and press on it; 
otherwise you '11 spoil the file." 

Now the senior assistant had something to do at the 
lathe and Hans was unable to resist the temptation to have 
a look. A steel drill was fitt.1d into the chuck, the belt 
moved over and the shining dnll buzzed round while the 
assistant removed the fine, glinting steel shavings. 

Everywhere around were tools, lumps of iron, steel and 
brass, half-finished jobs, shining wheels, chisels, drills, 
turner's chisels and awh of every shape and size. Next to 
the forge hung hammers, top and bottom tools, tongs, 
soldering irons: along the walls were rows of files, cutting
files; on the ledges lay oil rags, small brushes, emery-paper, 
saws and oil-cans, bottle&, boxes of nails and screws. The 
grindstone was almost perpertually in use. 

Hans noted with satisfaction that his hands had already 
become quite black and he hoped his overalls would soon 
look a little more used for they still looked horribly new 
and blue compared with the grimy, patched overalls of the 
others. 

As the morning strode by, life from the outside world 
continually entered. Workers arrived from the neighbour
ing machine knitters to have small machine parts sharp
ened or repaired. A farmer came and made inquiries about 
a mangle of his they were repairing and cursed heartily 
when he heard that it was not ready. Then a smartly 
dressed factory owner appeared and the master took him 
off into a side room. 

In the midst of all this the work of the shop on the part 
of men, wheels and driving belts alike. went smoothly on. 
and for the first time in his life Hans heard and understood 
the poetry of labour which had, for the beginner at any 
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rate, something gripping and agreeably exciting about it, 
and he saw his own small person and insignificant life 
caught up in one great rhythm. 

There was a quarter of an hour break at nine o'clock 
and everybody received a hunk of bread and a glass of 
cider. August now took an opportunity of greeting the new 
apprentice. He spoke a few encouraging words and then 
began to rave about the following Sunday when he and his 
friends would be going off to celebrate his first wages. Hans 
asked him what sort of a wheel they had given him to file 
and learned that it belonged to a turret clock. August 
wanted to show Hans thl! part it would play in the mechan
ism later but at that point the senior assistant began to file 
again and they all quickly returned to their places. .. 

When it was between ten and eleven o'clock, Hans began 
to feel tired: his knees and his right arm ached slightly. 
He tried putting his weight first on one leg and then the 
other and surreptitiously stretched them but it did not help. 
Then he put the file down for a moment and leaned 
against the vice. No one paid any attention to him. As he 
stood there resting and heard the belts whirring above him, 
he felt slightly dizzy and he had to close his eyes for a 
minute. Suddenly he found che master standing behind 
him. 

"Now then, what's the trouble? Ti. ed already?" 
"Yes, a bit," Hans confessed. 
The assistants laughed. 
" It'll be all right soon," said the master calmly. " You 

can come along now and see how soldering is done ! " 
Hans watched the soldering operation fascinated. First 

the soldering iron was heated, then the heated part was 
dusted over with chlorate of zinc and then the white metal 
dropped from the hot iron and hissed gently. 
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" Take a rag and dean the thing well. Zinc chlorate cor
rodes so you've not got to leave any on the metal surface." 

After that Hans stood in front of his vice again and 
scratched around on the little wheel with his file. His arm 
ached and his left hand which he had to press on the file 
had become sore and began tc., smart. 

At mid-day when the chief assistant put his file away and 
went to the wash-basin, Hans took his work to the master. 
The Jatter gave it a quick glance. 

"It's all right; you can leave it at that. There's another 
wheel like it in the box under your bench. You start on 
that this afternoon." 

Now Hans washed his hands too and went off. He had 
an hour for lunch. 

Two errand boys, former schoolfellows. followed him 
down the street, jeering at him. 

" Landcxamen locksmith ! " ca11ed out one. 
He quickened his pace. He did not know really whether 

he was content or not; he had enjoyed it in the workshop 
but he felt so tired, so desperately tired. 

And in the porch even while he was anticipating the 
pleasure of sitting down and having something to eat, he 
suddenly remembered Emma. He had forgotten about her 
all the morning. He quietly adjourned to his little room, 
threw himself on the bed and groaned with misery. He 
wanted to weep but his eyes were dried up. He saw himself 
once more a victim of his consuming but hopeless passion. 
His head felt as if it would split in two and his throat 
ached with his choked-back sobs. 

Dinner time was torture. He had to answer his father's 
questions and tell him everything; put up with all surts 
of feeble witticisms for his father was in a good mood. As 
soon as the meal was over. Hans dashed into the garden 
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and spent a quarter of an hour dreaming in the sun, then 
it was time to go back to the workshop again. 

Already by the end of the morning he had got his hands 
blistered; now they began to hurt badly and by evening 
they were so swollen that he could not pick anything up 
without pain. And before they ~topped work he still had 
the whole &hop to clear up under Augm,t's directions. 

Saturday was even worse. His hands burned, his sore 
places had turned into blisters. The boss was in a temper 
and cursed at the slightest prelext. August comforted hin1 
by telling him his blisters would be healed in a few day& 
and then his hands W\luld have hardened and he would 
not feel any more soreness but Hans was desperately de
pressed, peered at the clock all day and scratched away 
hopelessly at his little whee1. 

During the evening while he was clearing up August 
confided to him that he was going up to Bielach next day 
with a few friends, it wou Id be a cheerful affair and Hans 
was not on any account to miss it. He would call for him 
at two o'clock. Hans assented although he would have pre
ferred to spend the whole Su• :day lying down at home. so 
tired and miserable did he feel. Old Anna gave him some 
ointment for hi& bad hands. He went to bed at eight and 
slept right up to the middle of the mc'"ning with the result 
that he had to hurry down to accompany his father to 
church. 

During dinner he began to talk about August and ex
plained that he wanted to go for a walk across the fields 
with him in the afternoon. His father raised no objection 
and even gave him fifty pfennig, making only one con
dition-that be should be back for supper. 
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As Hans strolled through the streets in the lovely sun
shine he found himself enjoying Sunday again for the first 
time for months. The street looked more dignified, the sun 
brighter and everything in fact seemed gayer and more 
attractive when you had days of work with soiled hands 
and tired limbs behind you. He now understood the 
butcher!. and tanners, bakers and smiths who sat sunning 
themselves on the benches in front of their cottages and 
looked so royally happy, and he no longer looked down on 
them as pitiable members of the working class. He had an 
interested eye for the workmen. journeymen and appren
tices as they walked along in a line or went into taverns 
with their hati-, at a slight angle and wearing white collars 
and well-brushed Sunday suits. For the most part artisans 
stuck to artisans, turners to turners, masons to masons, 
pre1.erving the honour of their status, and among them 
locko;miths were the most superior craft and metal-workers 
in the foremo!,l rank. They all had something homely about 
them and 1f they had a touch of the ingenuoui-, and 
grotesque, the beauty and pnde ot their craft was not far 
below the surface-qualities that even to-day have some
thing joyful and worthwhile to commend them and of 
which even the mo1.t miserable tailor's apprentice shows 
a pale reflection. 

As the young mechanics stood calm and dignified in 
front of Schuler's hou'>e, noddmg to passers-by and chat
tmg among themselve!,, you could ,;;ee that they formed a 
reliable commumty and had no need of any outside ele
ment even when pleasure-bent on Sundays. 

Hans was conscious of the same feeling and wa!. proud 
to be one of them. All the same he felt slightly uneasy at 
the prospect of the jollification planned for Sunday, 
knowing that when it came to the question of enjoying 
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themselves, young mechanics did not do things by halves. 
They might even dance. Hans did not know how to, but 
thought he would be able to manage it and even embark 
on a mild bout of drinking if necessary. He was not used lo 
drinking much beer and in the matter of smoking he had 
progressed to the stage of being able to finish a cigar 
without too much discomfort or disgrace. 

August greeted him with festive light-heartedness. He 
said that the older assistant had not wanted to come but 
that a member of another workshop was joining them 
instead, 50 that they would at any rate be a party of four 
and quite enough to enliven the place. Each of them could 
put back as much beer as he wanted since he was paymg 
for the lot. He offered Hans a cigar; then the four of tbem 
strolled off through the town, only quickening their pace 
when they had reached the Lindenplatz so that they would 
not be too late arriving at Bielach. 

The river gleamed black, g0ld and white and through 
the almost leafless maple trees and acacias you could feel 
the mild October sun shining from a cloudless sky of bright 
blue. It was one of those quiet, clear and friendly autumn 
days on which all the beauty of the past summer fills the 
mild air like a cheerful, .!Iltroubled memory, when 
children forget the season and think about looking for 
flowers to pick, and old people with t 11oughtful eyes gaze 
into the air from the window or the be:'ch in front of their 
houses a5 if they can see agreeable memories not only of 
the year but of their whole past lives flying by in the clear, 
blue sky. The young people however are in a cheerful 
mood and each one of them celebrates the bt>.autiful day 
according to his propensities and temp~·rnment whether by 
a libation or sacrifice of some kind, song or dance or horse 
play, for everywhere fresh fruit cakes have been baked, 
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new apple juice or wine lies fermenting in the cellar and 
fiddles and harmonicas celebrate the last fine days of the 
year in front of the inns and on village squares, inviting 
you to dance, sing or make love. 

Our young friends walked rapidly ahead. Hans puffed 
away at his cigar with assumed indifference and was sur
prised to find himself feeling in good form. The journey
man talked to him about his travelling apprenticeship and 
none of them took exception to his boasting-it was all part 
of the act. Even the most modest artisan apprentice on 
occasion and when he is &ure of an audience will tell yarns 
of his itinerant days in a grand and dashing style, for the 
wonderful poetry of the artisans' life is the common 
property of the people and draws out of each individual 
the old traditional adventures with fresh embellishments. 
and every wandering apprentice as he launches into a story 
has something in him of the immortal Till Eulensp1egel 
and an element of the no less immortal Straubioger. 

" What a devil of a life I led in Frankfurt where I was 
at that time ! Did I ever tell you about the wealthy shop
keeper, an awful scoundrel incidentally, who wanted to 
marry my boss'& daughter; but &he sent him packing for 
she preferred me and was my sweetheart for four months 
and if I hadn't had a dust-up with the old man I would still 
be there and his son-in-law into the bargain." 

And he went on to recount how his beast of a master 
had threatened to thrash him, the wretched slave-driver, 
and on one occasion had had the nerve to aim a blow at 
him but he had not deigned to say anything, he had merely 
swung his hammer and given his master such a look that 
the latter had walked quietly away. preferring to keep his 
skull intact and later chose to give him his dismissal in 
writing, the cowardly villain. He also told them about a 
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big fight in Offenburg where three locksmiths, including 
himself, had half killed seven factory workers-whoever 
goes to Offenburg, he said, only need ask for big Schorsch 
who still lives there and was present at the time. 

All this was imparted in a callous tone but yet with such 
verve and amiability that they all revelled in the incident 
and mentally decided to recount it themselves later to 
other comrades when the occasion offered. For every lock
smith has had his master's daughter as his sweetheart and 
some time or other has aimed a blow with his hammer at 
a bad master and set about seven factory hands. Sometimes 
the incident talces place in Baden, sometime,; in Hessen, 
sometimes in Switzerland; it might be a file instead of the 
hammer or alternatively a red-hot iron; they might -be 
bakers or tailors instead of factory workers, but they were 
always the same stories and the audience always enjoyed 
them, for they were good ones and did honour to the trade. 
This does not mean that even at the present time there is 
any shortage of individual journeymen who have been 
remarkable both in experience or inventiveness-which is 
more or less the same thing. 

August, then, was enraptured with it all. He never 
stopped laughing and noddeu approval; he already felt 
halfway to being qualified and puffed tobacco smoke into 
the golden air with a kind of disdainft,1 satisfaction. The 
narrator sustained his part, for he mean. his presence to be 
understood as good-humoured condescension since as a 
fully fledged assistant he did not belong to the apprentice 
fraternity, particularly on a Sunday, and really should be 
ashamed to be helping this boy to drink away his wages. 

They had followed the road a good di~tance downstream; 
now the choice was between a slowly ascending carriage 
way which wound uphill and a steep footpath which only 
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covered half the distance. They chose the former although 
it was dusty and a long way. Footpaths are for everyday 
use and for gentlemen taking a walk; the ordinary folk. 
however, that is on a Sunday, prefer a country road which 
has not yet lost its romantic appeal for them. Climbing up 
steep footpaths is for farm-w1:>rkers or naturalists from the 
town, that is to say either for work or for a hobby, but it 
does not commend itself to the people. On the other hand a 
country road is a place you can stride along in comfort, 
chatting as you go, saving your shoe-leather and your best 
Sunday clothes, a place where you see horses and carriages, 
encounter or overtake other strollers, meet girls all dressed 
up and groups of young chaps singing as they go along. 
where you exchange the odd joke, stand chatting, and if 
you are single, chase after strings of girls or laugh at them 
or m the evening bring up and settle personal differences 
among good friends with an exchange of blows! 

So they followed the carriage way as it mounted gently 
and amiably in a sweeping curve after the manner of 
people who have plenty of leisure and no wish to over
exert themselves. The journeyman removed his jacket and 
carried it on the end of a stick slung over his shoulder; 
instead of telling yarns he had now begun to whistle in a 
jaunty and lively fashion until an hour later they arrived at 
Bielacb. A few gibes were directed at Hans to which he 
did not reply very vigorously and they were parried more 
eagerly by August than himse1f. By this time they were in 
front of Bielach. 

The village with its tiled roofs and silver-grey thatched 
cottages was tucked between autumn-tinted orchards and 
dominated behind by dark mountain forests. 
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The young men could not agree as to which inn they 
should enter. The " Anchor " had the best beer but the 
"Swan" the best cakes and in the "Sharp Corner" lived 
the handsome innkeeper\ daughter. In the end August 
won his point that they should patronise the " Anchor", 
adding with a wink that the " Sharp Corner " was not 
going to run away while they put down a few drinks and 
could still be visited later. This plan suited them all and 
off they went into the village past stables and squat pea1>ant 
cottages with geraniums in the windows to the " Anchor " 
with its gold sign gleaming invitingly in the sun between 
two young round chestnut trees. To the chagrin of the 
young men who particularly wanted to be inside, the 
parlour was already crowded and they had to find a s,eat 
in the garden. 

In the opinion of the customers the " Anchor " was a 
fine pub, that is to say, not one of your old country inns 
but a modern brick erection with too many windows, 
chairs instead of settles, and a clutter of tin-plate advertise
ments; further it boasted a town-bred waitress and a land
lord who was never caught in his shirt sleeves but always 
wore a smart brown &uit. In point of fact he was bankrupt, 
but he had lea5ed his house 1; am his chief creditor, a big 
brewer, and &ince then had become still more superior. The 
garden consisted of an acacia and a bi. ge wire trellis now 
half-overgrown with wild vine. 

" Good health, you fellows ! " called out the young man 
and clinked his glas& with each of the other three. Then in 
order to draw attention to himself he drank off the whole 
glass at one draught. 

" Hey there, Fraulein, you prett'.) thing, bring me 
another, there wasn't anything in that! ' he shouted, and 
handed her his tankard across the table. 
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The beer was excellent, cool and not too bitter and Hans 
enjoyed his glass. August drank with the air of a con
noisseur, clicking his tongue; at the same time he was 
smoking like a factory chimney and Hans was filled with 
quiet admiration. 

It was not so bad then after all, this Sunday spree, sitting 
at the table as one who has earned the right to be there in 
the company of people who knew life and how to enjoy 
themselves. It was pleasant to join in their laughter and 
sometimes even venture a joke oneself; it was so nice and 
grown-up to crash your tankard on the table when you 
had drunk the contents and call out casually, "I'll have 
another, Fraulein." It was pleasant to drink to an acquaint
ance at another table and dangle the stub of the cigar in 
your left hand and push your hat on the back of your head 
like the other chaps. 

The stranger journeyman now began to warm up and 
tell the tale. He knew of a locksmith in Ulm who could 
knock back twenty glasse!. of good Ulm beer and when he 
had finished would wipe his mouth and say, " Well, and 
now give me a good bottle of wine ! " And in Cannstatt he 
had known a fireman who could put down a doLen 
sausages, one after the other and had won a bet on it. 
But he had lost the 1.econd. He had betted he could eat 
every item on the menu of a small tavern and had eaten 
practically everything but at the end of the menu were four 
kinds of cheese and when he came to the third, he pushed 
the plate away saying. "I'd rather die than eat another 
bite ! " 

These tales were also greeted with generous applause 
and demonstrated that there must be enough record
breaking eaters and drinkers in the world around to enable 
everybody present to produce a story about this kind of 
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hero and his deeds. One told about a" man in Stuttgart," 
another about a "'dragoon' in Ludwigsburg "; in one 
story it had been seventeen potatoes, in another eleven 
pancakes with salad. These events were related with an 
air of solemnity and they all sat back comfortably 
acknowledging that there existed many marvellous gifts 
and remarkable men, including not a few mad eccentrics. 
This comfortable and practical approach is the honourable 
legacy of the parochial outlook to be found in every local 
inn and is imitated by the younger generation in the same 
way as they imitate their elders in matters of drinking, 
talking, politics, smoking, marrying and dying. 

At the third glass someone asked whether there were 
any cakes. They summoned the waitress and received the 
reply that there were not, and everybody became very 
worked up about it. August rose and said that if there 
were not any cakes they could move on to another inn. 
Their companion from elsewhere cursed the present 
wretched inn: only the man from Frankfurt was for staying 
on. He had got on to good terms with the waitress and had 
already found several opportunities for fondling her. Hans 
had noticed this and added to the effect of the beer, it had 
excited him in an odd way. J;e was relieved that they were 
moving on. 

When August had paid the bill anl' they were all in the 
street again Hans began to feel thn effect of his three 
glasses. It was an agreeable sensation, a combination of 
weariness and a devil-may-care spirit, and he was conscious 
too of something like a thin mist before his eyes through 
which everything looked more remote. almo~t unreal as 
one sees things in a dream. He found himself laughing all 
the time and had put his hat on at a more rakish angle 
and imagined he looked the picture of a man on the 
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razzle. The man from Frankfurt started whistling again in 
his aggressive way and Hans tried to walk in time to it. 

It was fairly quiet at the "Sharp Corner." There were 
just a few farmers drinking the new season's wine. There 
was no draught beer to be had, only bottles, one of which 
was immediately set before eac.'h of the new customers. The 
journeyman was anxious to prove his generosity and 
ordered a large apple cake for them all. Han,; suddenly felt 
terribly hungry and ate several pieces one after the other. 
He sat there on the broad, solid settle. dreamy and com
fortable in the old brown parlour. The old-fashioned side
board and the huge stove were lost m the semi-darkness: in 
a large cage furnished with wooden bars fluttered two 
blue-tits for which a twig with red berries had been thrust 
through the bars. 

The landlord went up to the table for a moment and 
bade the guests welcome. It was a little time before a con
versation was properly started. Hans drank a few gulps 
from the beer-bottle and wondered whether he would be 
able to finish it off. 

Their Frankfurt acquaintance embarked once again on 
his fantastic tales about rhenish grape harvest feasts, his 
work as a journeyman and life in doss-houses, to which 
they listened in high ~pirits and Hans never stopped 
laughing. 

Suddenly he noticed that there was something amiss 
with him. Room, table, bottle, glasses and the figures of 
his friends were all swimming dizzily together in a soft 
brown haze, only reassuming their detached, individual 
shape when he shook himself. From time to time when 
laughter and conversation increased in volume, he laughed 
aloud or made a remark which he immediately forgot. 
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When they clinked glasses he joined in, and an hour later, 
he was surprised to see that his bottle was empty. 

•• You've got a good thirst," said August. "Will you 
have another?" 

Hans nodded with a smile. He had imagined a night out 
a& being a much more perilous affair. And now when their 
Frankfurt friend started a song, in which they all joined, 
Hans sang no less heartily than the rest. 

Meantime the room had filled up and the landlord's 
daughter came in to lend the waitress a hand. She wai. a 
robust young Fraulein with a healthy, energetic-looking 
face and confident brown eyes. 

When she planted a fresh bottle in front of Hans, his 
frivolous neighbour at once bombarded her with ,his 
flowery gallantries but she did not listen. Perhaps to show 
her indifference to the latter or possibly became she took 
a fancy to his delicate boyish head, she turned to Ham, 
and ran her hand through his hair; then she went back to 
the side-board. 

The journeyman, who was now drinking his third bottle, 
followed her and made every effort to engage her in con
versation, but in vain. The robust girl glanced coldly at 
him without replying and thl .1 turned her back on him. 
He returned to the table, drummed on it with his empty 
glass and called out in a sudden b .rst of excitement, 
"Come on lads; enjoy yourselves: goo~ health ! " 

And he embarked on a l>entimental story. 
But all Hans could hear was a melancholy confusion of 

voices and when he had nearly finished his second bottle, 
he found it difficult to speak and even to laugh He got up 
to walk over to the blue-tits' cage and tc<ise the birds but 
after two steps he became dizzy, nearly fell down and 
cautiously staggered back. 
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From this point on his cheerful spirits gradually melted 
away. He knew that he was having a "blind" and the 
idea of the drinking bout had now lost its appeal. Lurking 
as it were in the distance he saw all kinds of trouble lying 
in wait for him: the journey home, an ugly scene with his 
father, and next day, the workshop. Gradually his headache 
came on. 

The others too had had enough. August in a lucid 
moment asked for the bill and received very little change 
from his three-mark piece They strolled down the road 
chattering and laughing, dazzled by the bright evening 
light. Hans was unable to stand upright and leaned 
unsteadily against August and allowed himself to be 
supported by him. 

The journeyman had now become sentimental and was 
singing "To-morrow I must leave this place," with tears 
in his eyes. 

They were about to make for home but as they passed 
the " Swan " the journeyman insisted on going in. Hans 
broke away as they came under the porch. 

" I must go home." 
"You'll never make it by yourself," laughed the 

journeyman. 
" Yes. ye'). I mu!!.t . . get . . . home." 
"At least you must have a nip of brandy then, young 

'un. It'll put you on your feet again and settle your 
stomach. Yes, you •n see." 

Hans was conscious of a glass in his hand. He spilt a 
good deal of the contents and swallowed the rest down. It 
felt like a fire burning in his gullet. Somehow he staggered 
down the outside steps; he did not know how he managed 
to get out of the village. Houses, fences, gardens swam 
before bis eyes in all directions. 
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He lay down under an apple tree in the wet meadow. 
Feelings of revulsion, torturing fears and fragmentary 
thoughts prevented him from falling asleep. He felt sullied 
and ashamed. How could he go home ? What should he 
say to his father ? What would happen to him to-morrow ? 
He felt so broken and wretched as if he must rest. sleep 
and atone for an eternity; his head and eyes hurt him and 
he did not feel strong enough to stand up and continue 
hi., way. 

Suddenly like a delayed, fugitive wave a hint of his 
former cheerfulness returned; he pulled a grimace and sang 
to himself: 

0 du lieber Augustin, 
Augustin, Augustin, 
0 du lieber Augustin, 
Alles ist hin. 

But he had hardly finished singing when he felt utterly 
nauseated and a melancholy flood of indistinct images and 
memories of shame and self-reproach rose up within him. 
He moaned loudly and sank sobbing into the grass. 

An hour later when it was already dark, he got up and 
staggered painfully and unsteadily downhill. 

Herr Giebenrath had cur~ ... d loudly when his son failed 
to return for supper. When it got to be nine o'clock and 
Hans was still not there, he put out a -tout cane which had 
long lain idle. The lad thought h(., had outgrown the 
paternal rod, did he? Well, he would have a nice surprise 
when he got home! At ten o'clock he locked the door. If 
his son wanted to indulge in night revels, he would soon 
see where he got off. 

Nevertheless Herr Giebenrath did ~,,~ sleep; he waited 
with an anger that mounted every hour to hear a hand 
touch the door knob and timidly pull the bell. He pictured 
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the scene-the gadabout could learn his lesson ! Probably 
he would be drunk but he would soon sober him down, the 
blackguard, the sly boots, the miserable wretch! If he had 
to break every bone in his body. 

Finally sleep got the better of him and his rage. 
At that same moment the c,,bject of all these threats was 

already slowly drifting, cold and silent down the dark 
waters of the river. He had shed all the revulsion, shame 
and 1,orrow; the blue chilly, autumn night looked down 
on his dark, slender body; the black water played over 
his hands and hair and bloodless lips. No one had seen 
him e~cept possibly l!Omc shy otter just before dawn, 
eyeing him cautiously a\ it slid silently past. Nobody knew 
how he had come to he in the water. Perhaps he had 
strayed from the path and slipped down at some steep 
,pot on the slope; perhaps he had been drinking and had 
lost his balance. Perhaps the water had exercised a fatal 
fascination for him as he bent over it, and night and the 
pale moon looked so full of peace and deep rest that weari
ness and fear had driven him with gentle relentlessness 
into the shadow of death. 

They found him when it wa!. day and took his body 
home. His father, horror-stricken, had to lay his rod 
aside and rclinqui~h his accumulated anger. It was true 
that he !.hed no tears and displayed little emotion. but the 
following mght he stayed awake again and now and then 
looked through the door-opening towards his silent child 
who lay on the clean bed as still as ever and who, with bis 
refined brow and pale and intelligent face, looked like a 
creature apart who had an innate right to enjoy a different 
fate from the common run. On his brow and hands the skin 
was rubbed and slightly livid in hue, the handsome 
features were in repose, the white lids were closed over his 
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eyes and the slightly parted lips had a contented, almost 
gay expression. It was as if the boy had suddenly blossomed 
forth and had been snatched up on his cheerful course; 
even his father in his weariness and solitary grief was a 
victim of that happy illusion. 

The funeral brought a large number of followers and 
onlookers. Hans Giebenrath had once more become a 
celebrity in whom everybody was interested and once again 
teachers, Principal and vicar had a share in his fate. They 
appeared together in their frock coats and solemn top hats. 
followed the bier and stood by the graveside for a moment 
whispering among themselves. The Latin teacher looked 
particularly sad and the Principal murmured, "Yes, he 
could have become someone. Isn't is tragic that one i.~ so 
often unfortunate with one's best pupils ? " 

Along with his father and old Anna who wept without 
ceasing, Flaig stayed behind at the graveside. 

" Yes, it is very bard, Herr Giebenratb," be said sym
pathetically. "I too was fond of the boy." 

"It is incomprehensible," sighed Giebenrath. "He was 
so talented and everything was going well. school, examina
tion-then, suddenly one misfortune on top of another." 

The shoemaker pointed aL .he frock-coated men as they 
disappeared through the cemetery gateway. 

'' There's a few of the gentlemen,·· he said in a quiet 
voice, "who have helped to drive lrm to this." 

" What ? " said Giebcnrath and he stared frightened 
and incredulous. "In the name of heaven, how?" 

"Don't worry, neighbour I merely meant the school• 
masters." 

" How do you mean exactly ? " 
" Oh nothing. Just that. And you and I as well-don't 

you think that perhaps we failed the boy in many ways?" 
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A serene blue sky extended over the small town; the 
river glistened in the valley; the pine-covered slopes 
showed as an attractive blue haze in the distance. The 
shoemaker smiled sadly. He took the arm of the man who 
was leaving behind him the stillness and strangely dis
tressing thoughts that crowded in his mind, and was 
making his way back with hesitant, uneasy steps to the 
lower levels of his normal existence. 
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